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PART I
Introduction
"Our steps tend somewhere*" - Channing.
PREFACE
This study is undertaken with full knowledge of the
difficulties involved in attempting to appraise the more
or less intangible qualities of Leadership. It is also
recognized that the rating scale as an instrument for
measuring leadership, personality, and character traits
is based on human judgment which, at best, is always sub-
ject to error. The fact, however, that much of the
world* s progress is based on opinion not susceptible to
accurate laboratory analysis or measurement, should in-
duce rather than discourage such a study.
Political leaders as well as school teachers will
continue, for some time to come, to be elected and em-
ployed on the basis of opinion as far as their personal
qualifications are concerned. However, in the case of
the school teacher we have something definite upon which
to base our opinions; whereas the political leader is e-
lected on the basis of such varied and sundry reasons as
a circular blotter backed with a picture of himself, -
his square, aggressive jaw thrown into prominence; his
charming wife modestly standing at his side, surrounded
by the merry-eyed twin boys of six years, and two plain-
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looking little girls of eight and ten, each wearing plaid
dresses and pig-tails finished off with bows.
Such ’human interest stuff’ is excellent psychology
on the part of the candidate, but a very poor proof of
fitness for office; and unless a better basis of opinion
is established the future success of our democracy is in
a precarious position. "Astounding prodigies who can
only be described with superlatives are of little value
to humanity unless they can be endowed with practical ef-
ficiency and acquire magnetic power to attract their less
gifted brethren and so become leaders of the human race ’
1
An toward the heights.’ "
| 1-Journal of Educational Research-Sept., 1920. P. 346.
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The Purpose of this Thesis .
This study should stand, largely as a demonstration
of a method of approach to the problem of analyzing those
qualities which make for better Political Leadership; and
determining What the Public Schools are doing to inculcate
and foster these qualities in the young.
"Attempt the end, and never stand to doubt;
1
Nothing so hard but search will find it out."
Specifically, the purpose of this thesis is, -
1 - To determine what kind of political leadership is es-
sentia^. for the successful continuance of a democracy.
2 - To ascertain what qualities seem to be most outstand-
ing in creating the difference between good and poor
political leadership.
3 - To estimate the difficulties and handicaps to be sur-
mounted.
4 - To discover what the public schools are doing to train
for better political leadership.
5 - Suggested changes in public school procedure in light
of the findings of this survey.
1-Herrick.
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THE STATESMAN
The statesman throws nis shoulders back
and straightens out his tie.
And says, "My friends, unless it rains the
weather will be dry."
And when this thought into our brains has
percolated through,
We common people nod our heads and
loudly cry, "How true I
"
The statesman blows his massive nose and
clears his august throat.
And says, "The ship will never sink so
long as it»s afloat."
Whereat we roll our solemn eyes, applaud
with main and might.
And slap each other on the back, the while
we say, "He*s right J"
The statesman waxes stern and warm, his
drone becomes a roar.
He yells, "I say to you, my friends, that
two and two make four I"
And thereupon our doubts dissolve, our
fears are put to rout.
And we agree that here f s a man who knows
what he»s about. 1
1- Quoted by the Christian Advocate - New York
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Democracy at Its lowest ebb
The recent re-nomination of William Hale Thompson as
Mayor of Chicago, and the campaign just preceding it in
which "gangster," "demagogue," "worm," and "baboon" were
tossed back and forth among the candidates is an excel-
lent example of the kind of political leader employing
the kind of political methods that we DO NOT WANT. Such
glaring instances of public stupidity and blind reaction
to emotional appeals emphasizes the present crying need
for public enlightenment upon those qualities which make
for better political leadership, - and an attempt to turn
worthy specimens out of our public schools.
We are all acquainted with the William McAndrew case
of Chicago, - and know that Thompson won his last election
by telling King George to keep his "snoot out of Chicago,"
claiming that McAndrew was in league with the English
King. As a campaigner Thompson puts on a good SHOW, -
being the type of politician who believes that victory
comes more readily to the side that keeps the issues
farthest away. The New York Times says, - he is char-
acterized by the "type of fearlessness which enables
Southern editors to work themselves into a lather over the
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iniquities of the brown-tailed moth; seacoast editors to
deplore wheat rust and Kansas editors to take uncompromis-
1
ing stands against the man-eating shark*”
One of the newspapers supporting Major Thompson in
his last election four years ago described him thus:
"Mayor-elect Thompson is one of the picturesque and vital
men in politics. A sportsman, the son of an old and
prominent family, he is a born Democrat. f Big Bill*
taught Chicago to be proud of itself. He invented the
slogan *Drop your hammer and get a horn.
1
In 1920 he or-
ganized the Chicago Boosters* Publicity Club, composed of
business men who subscribed $1,000,000.00 to tell the
2
world what Chicago was."
1-
March 1, 1931.
2-
New York Times, March 1, 1931.
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PART II
What kind of political leadership is essential
for the successful continuance of a democracy?
In a pure Democracy the crowd does the thinking.”
Glenn Prank.
Our form of government *
Our form of government may at present be termed a
Representative Republic but the trend is towards a pure
Democracy. In a pure Democracy the officials would be
delegates to reflect the sentiments of their districts
rather than applying their own intelligence and judgment
to any given problem and deciding the issue in such a
light* This would not make for any outstanding leader-
ship, and if our citizens persist in tnis disinterested
/
frame of mind this trend in our government may prove fatal
"N
to the continuation of our country Tinder its present form
of control* A pure democracy places its entire faith in
the divinity of the average, the people doing all the
thinking on all the issues and instructing their delegates
just how to vote*
For the successful continuation of our present form
of government we require as leaders, strong represent-
atives who can be trusted to use their heads in deciding
questions for the advancement of our interests. The
leader should not be a servant to any party but should be
elected to do the best he can in light of his intelli-
gence and conscience. "Were he merely a delegate, in-
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istructed by a local caucus, he would cease to have either
1
morals or personality.” Obvious as this danger may
seem to us, Irving Babbitt says that the democratic ideal-
ist is prone to make light of the whole question of stand-
ards and leadership because of his unbounded faith in the
plain people. "If we are to judge by history, however,
what supervenes upon the decline of standards and the dis-
appearance of leaders who embody them is not some equal-
2
itarian paradise, but inferior types of leadership." On
all sides we hear comparisons between leaders of the early
days and those of today to the disparagement of our pres-
ent leaders. The well-known trick of playing the ’ olden,
golden days’ against our ’hit and run’ existence is not as
convincing as it might be, when one stops to consider the
vast differences in the physical background of our country.
Many claim that our present leaders are vastly inferior to
the Fathers, but let us be satisfied with saying that what
we need is more leaders of the type that the Fathers had
in mind when they founded this government.
When we think of those early men, the signers of the
Constitution, we become aware of the class distinctions
recognized in those days and it makes us wonder if our
present lack may not be the result of an Indisposition of
1-
Laski, H.J. A Grammar of Politics. P. 319.
2-
Democracy and Leadership. P. 244. Irving Babbitt.
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that class which used to provide our statesmen, to throw
themselves into public work in the spirit of their fore-
fathers. "Each individual is so concerned about 'getting-
ahead, * - the great ideal of American life, - that he is
willing to spare but a small part of his time for the
1
purification and advancement of the social interest."
The founders of this nation did not mean that we
should eliminate the qualitative and selective principle
in favor of some general will in choosing our leaders. In
every known field of thought the progress of mankind has
been due to the efforts and genius of a comparatively
small number of minds rising out of the common mass.
"Natural inequality has been and must continue to be one
of the most patent and effective factors in human soci-
2
ety.
"
Disraeli, in his time deprecated and contended move-
ments to change the basic structure of the English Con-
stitution which he plainly perceived would, by exalting
the House of Commons and submerging the House of Lords and
the throne into insignificance, establish, not liberty,
but a middle or lower class despotism. John C. Calhoun
in his last address before the Senate on March 3, 1850,
warned his hearers that the Federal Republic which our
1-
Chapman & Counts. Principles of Education. P. 281.
2-
Bryce, J. Modern Democracies. Vol. 1. P. 62.
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forefathers established was being transformed into "a
great consolidated, national democracy •" To quote from
a recent edition of the New York Sunday Times, - ”lf
mobocracy became regent in ohls land, all that we cherish
under the symbolism of liberty will disappear, and the
scenes of Paris in the French Revolution, and present con-
ditions in Russia may be re-enacted in the land of Wash-
ington and Lincoln. If that occurs the future Gibbon,
when he shall chronicle the decline and fall of the Amer-
ican Republic, may record that the influx of millions of
Immigrants, ignorant of or hostile to our institutions of
government; the enslavement, and the abrupt liberation
and enfranchisement of four millions of ignorant, degraded
human beings; the election of Senators by popular ballot,
and the extension of the elective franchise to women,
were incidents that marked the initial course of this na-
tion in the direction of nations that are no more."
Until recently the public has been too ignorant and
too engrossed with the difficulties of earning a living
to reflect much on the very specific qualities which good
political leadership exemplifies, and neither have they
become sufficiently aware of the definite skill and
knowledge required for the proper execution of affairs of
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the public, - in this respect I refer to the administrat-
ive expert as apart from the political leader, a specially
trained and paid man, - hired and not elected, "The
important governmental affairs at present, it may be ar-
gued, are also technically complicated matters to be con-
ducted properly by experts. And if at present people
are not educated to the recognition of the importance of
finding experts and of entrusting administration to them
plausibly be asserted that the prime objection lies in
the superstitious belief that there is a public to deter-
mine the formation and execution of general social pol-
icies , ft
Professor Robert E. Rogers of Massachusetts Instit-
ute of Technology in addressing a large audience at Stev-
ens Memorial Hall said, the "great mass of the people are
fundamentally ignorant and fundamentally incompetent to
1
take part in the government of this country." He
focuses attention to the well-known fact that the founders
of this country did not institute democratic government
on the principles upon which we are maintaining it.
They intended it, according to Professor Rogers’ idea, to
place the actual reins in the hands of men specially
qualified for governing, and not in the hands of "the
1-Boston Post - Jan. 5, 1931
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great masses.” Since the advent of Andrew Jackson the
"Spoils system" has held sway, John ouincy Adams being the
last president to believe that only specially trained men
should fill high governmental office.
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Fitness of Candidates.
In all fields except politics we select on the ba-
sis of superior ability to render service. Even the
Lucky Strike has taken up this cry in its advertising
campaign, - to quote from the daily paper - "America
chooses her leaders in industry as well as in govern-
ment for their superior ability to render a necessary
service to the people. While I do not smoke myself
(Archibald R. Watson) your use of the Ultra Violet Ray
in the Toasting of the tobaccos has placed Lucky Strike
in the leadership class for the good and sufficient
reason that it gives American smokers a beneficial
service, etc.” Our leaders in industry generally do
reach their goal through ability, at least they have
done so up to the present time, but ability has never
been the convincing argument in vote-getting.
"The people having been recognized as competent to
govern themselves why scrutinize degrees of competence
1
for elective posts?” To this question we would be
correct in answering that up t© date in the United
States we have shown little or no interest in any cand-
idate’s fitness for office. "It is also true - and
1-Bryce, J. Modern Democracies. Vol. 1. P. 64
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the history of the Hoover legend illustrates It - that
governing human societies is a thing in itself, with Its
own aptitudes, its own kind of training, its own fund of
1
wisdom and tradition." In fact, the psychologically
skilful leader in America puts himself out to convince
the voters that he is Just a 'man of the people, * - a
plain citizen as untutored as themselves. Until the
American people have been educated and trained to do
their own thinking our progress must be, as Mazzini says,
"the progress of all through all under the leading of
the best and wisest."
Heraclitus said long ago - "Much knowledge does not
teach wisdom." Our leaders must have vision and wisdom
rather than knowledge. If we ever reach that Ideal
democracy in whicn every citizen snows wisdom by giving
close attention to public affairs as his interest and
duty; Joining one party and attending all its meetings,
but repressing any tendency to party spirit; always voting
for the candidate who will bring the greatest common
good; and always welcoming any opportunity to serve in a
public capacity, - there will still be some who will say
with the rural philosopher, "Things ain't what they used
to be - in fact, they never was."
1-Lippman, Walter. Harper's, June, 1930. The
peculiar weakness of Mr. Hoover.
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Politics should be like a game of chess, - to play
a good game .you should always be at least three moves
ahead of actuality, - and it is our leaders who must be
aware and conscious of these three moves; we, the public,
live from hand to mouth*
Professor John Dewey says, "Politics is a farce un-
less it deals openly and bravely with questions of work,
commerce and finance that affect men where they live.”
Politics as reviewed by the mind of modern youth reflects
no such picture. What they see and hear going on in
their own community as well as the nation, makes them
sneer at Politics as just another kind of clique with
pull and graft the objectives and means of its existence.
That a man goes into politics for the good of the state
will bring forth as much merriment as the statement that
one goes into politics for one's health. An article from
the New York Herald-Tribune will illustrate this point.
"Senator Borah whom many persons have regarded as a well-
intentioned if unstable prima donna has now joined the
ranks of the Senate demagogues. He has delivered an ul-
timatum "That not another appropriation shall pass the
Senate until the hungry are fed, until the sick are taken
care of, until the Government of the United States has met
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Its obligations to Its citizens." The eloquence of this
statement is fooling no one but the Senator for its in-
tellectual dishonesty Is apparent. We all know that the
best thing for the Senate to do is to leave the Red Cross,
free and unhampered by political schemes, to do their
humane work.
There are by law ninety-six senators, two from each
of the forty-eight states. If they fall below par, that
is the stated fault, which means the fault of the citi-
zens of that state. We can have as good a senate as we
want, - by nominating and electing statesmen. In
'Thinking things over with Calvin Coolidge* I quote these
statements, - "We need to exert ourselves to live up to the
ideal of a sovereign, self-governing people. We need to
think for ourselves. That means voting our own convict-
ions There is nothing new or complicated about the
duty of tne voter The public welfare requires but
1
little thought and time of the average citizen." Which
is all very true providing we have the right type of men
doing our thinking for us but if we are going to persist
in electing * go-betweens » we, as the public, must be wide-
awake, on our toes, and ready to put real thought forward
every day of our existence, - something which we neither
%
1-Boston Post, Nov. 3, 1930
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can nor will do, and we are proving it every day. "Mr.
Tram says, "The ordinary human being, apart from his in-
creased comfort, is about where he was before.” Idealism
and the ’unbribed soul, * as William James called it,
stand about where they did three centuries ago, - or
1
twenty centuries ago."
We must have capable leaders who will take matters
into their own hands and do the right thing for all con-
cerned in the dull seasons when there is no war, and no
election, to stir the minds of the average citizens into
activity. Our type of government requires that the peo-
ple be the power, and they will most powerfully dash
themselves to pieces against the rocks if some clear far-
seeing and right-minded leaders do not firmly guide this
power for the good of all.
Mussolini is the extreme of this kind of leader, -
he is both the power and the guiding hand. In Mussolini’s
recent broadcast we find these three words to be the es-
sence of his philosophy, - efficiency, discipline, self-
control. A democratic government is by its very con-
stitution the least efficient type of social organization
but by this same constitution does its success and long-
evity depend upon the self-control and self-discipline
1-N.Y. Times Book Review - Feb. 22, 1951.
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of its citizens* Mussolini says, "The training we give
our youth aims at making them strong and self-reliant,
accustomed to self-control, with a sense of responsibility
and discipline* " If this training accomplishes all these
aims it would be worthy of thorough Investigation for our
own uses.
We are Americans, and strange as it may seem, we
want the same kind of leaders who were found in control of
our Indian tribes when Columbus landed here In 1492. "Even
the so-called chief among many tribes was recognized as
leader only because of his personal exploits or a generally
recognized ability. Such a leader had not actual author-
1
ity, his role being purely advisory." We go on but the
weight of our ever Increasing numbers seems to induce im-
mobility.
«
1-Mooney, James. A Scholar of the Bureau of Am. Ethnology
Marblehead Messenger - Feb. 28, 1930.
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Machine Politics *
Our national growth has been such that certain second-
ary political agencies not contemplated by the ’Fathers*
have sprung up amongst us and taken primary control of such
practical affairs as elections* "These agencies are the
^machines* of political parties, wj.th their hierarchial
gradation of bosses from national to ward rulers, bosses
who are in close touch with great business interests at one
extreme, and with those who pander to the vices of the
community at the other; parties with their committees, con-
ventions, primaries, caucuses, party-funds, societies,
meetings, and all sorts of devices for holding together
and exciting masses of men to more or less blind acquies-
1
cence.
"
The penalty of indifference to present political af-
fairs, or, a disability to provide men with worthy politi-
cal qualities, is that we will sink deeper and deeper into
the mire of political corruption and live under the domina-
tion of men less worthy to govern than ourselves, - a fact
bemoaned by Plato twenty-five hundred years ago.
That a certain group of the Senators or Represent-
atives should be referred to as "insurgents" just because
1-Ford, James. Social Problems and Policy. P. 129.
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they failed to support the administrative measure of Con-
gress would have startled Washington or Jefferson. Farty
organization and party allegiance were looked upon by them
as
1
cankers in the body of the Commonwealth. * "The local
machine is almost everywhere the enemy of an efficient
House and permits no representation worthy of that instit-
1
ution and the countiy, save in exceptional instances."
Prime Ministers and Chancellors provide the necessary
leaders in foreign countries, whereas our Congress is sup-
posed to lead itself. "We have in this country no real
leadership," said Woodrow Wilson, "because no man is al-
lowed to direct the course of Congress, and there is no
2
way of governing the country except through Congress."
We find American politics hampered by the willing-
ness with which political leaders acquiesce to the pass-
ing whims of the crowd and allow their energies to be
thus dissipated, just as long as it keeps them in office.
In consideration of Ramsay MacDonald's superb personal
presence, his wonderful speaking voice, his downright-
ness, his frankness, his depth of feeling, and above all
his sincerity, Oswald Garrison Villard is moved to com-
ment, - "To a remarkable degree MacDonald's case invites
a comparison between American and British political in-
1-
Earper's Magazine. O.G. Villard. February, 1930.
2-
Munro, Wm. B. Our Presidents Increasing Power. P. 828.
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stitutions, their comparative flexibility, and the relat-
ive opportunity they give to the political dissenter,
to the holder of unpopular views, who is ahead of his times,
to enter political life, to retain his position if he wins
a place in the congress, - to make his influence felt after
he is there, and to take a prominent part in the government
of his country. The advantages are, it is plain, largely
1
if not wholly, on the side of the British system.” The
general concensus of opinion was that MacDonald was best
fitted to lead his party and he stepped directly from lead-
.
er of the Opposition into the highest office in the gift of
his country.
Only great men could have founded our nation upon such
a firm foundation, but it is going to take even greater men
to carry us successfully through the future for every day
brings us further from land where the water is more treach-
erous and the waves more mountainous, and our cargo grows
heavier and heavier. We have ceased to be the growing
child of yesterday. The quantities of food that we now
consume do not go into the manufacture of bone, blood,
muscle and sinew. Our strength is developed and we are now
simply putting on weight, which is constantly weakening us,-
let us not ’dig our grave with our teeth.’ It has been
1-Harper’s Magazine. If Ramsay MacDonald were an American.
Feb. 1930.
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said that the pre-historic animals owe their disappear-
ance from this earth to the fact that they became so large
that they could not move about sufficiently to feed them-
selves, - and so died of their own weight.
Because our nation has grown to such an unwieldy size
we are more dependent upon parties to do our thinking for
us than when we were small. Why is it that most Jewish
merchants gain success so rapidly? - because the first
flush of prosperity does not turn their heads and allow
them to take life easy, turning the supervision of their
business over to hired or related hands. Their secret
for a continued prosperity is that they place a serious
interpretation upon the proverb, "If you would have a
thing well done, do it yourself,"
In this respect many of the smaller nations are super-
ior to us, - Switzerland, for instance. Carl J. Hambre,
Norwegian delegate to the League, says, "The natives of
smaller nations have a much better opportunity for ac-
quiring international-mindedness than those of large
states. The citizens of large states usually do not
need to do this and therefore do not develop the inter-
national-mindedness that is so desirable for officers of
1
the league secretariat." It is the opportunity in
1 - Boston Herald. Sept. 28, 1930
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self-government itself which gives training In self-
government.
Machine politic© have led people to choose two types
of leaders, - both are the wrong type. We have our actual
leaders, the bosses often have nothing more to recommend
them then a booming voice and an all-embracing camaraderie.
Our official leaders have often been picked by the party
for weak qualities rather than strong ones as they tend
to be men wno could be managed by the party. "We are aim-
ing now in the reorganization of our state constitutions at
responsible official leadership instead of the irresponsi-
ble party boss system which was necessary once because we
1
had to have leaders of some sort.”
Goldwin Smith maintained that since the party con-
vention had been established in the United States no really
great man had been nominated for the Presidency, except by
accident. Our political managers seem to find it more
profitable to stress eligibility rather than ability. As
we can plainly see the results are only too often a com-
promise on mediocrity. Many of us have been tninklng of
Owen D. Young as a candidate for the next presidential
election, and it is in this connection that we cannot help
but wonder at the persistence with which a democracy seems
1-Follett, M.P The New State. P. 231
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to hold to the fallacy that * the best is too good for it.’
Why must Its every effort be to level us all to the same
height that we may really be equal, - who wants equality
anyway? The lowest scum of the nation wants to be equal,
-
but not equal to the highest. Therefore, would It not be
wiser to hitch our wagon to a star and while most of us
will fall far short we shall at least have reached a higher
level than otherwise.
"Ah, if it could only be Owen D. Young, " and why not?
Because for one thing politicians do not like a man who has
achieved eminence without serving his time in the politi-
cal trade. He has proven his mettle, and no thanks to
them, - his talent for handling intricate matters of state,
his power of analysis and understanding of human motives
and ambitions would qualify him for exceptional public
service in the high office of President. But would it
not be alleged that he was in league with the Power Trust
because of his connection with corporations supplying
electricity? He knows so many of the facts that politi-
cians would not trust nominating him althougn they may in-
dividually recognize him as the logical man for the job.
"If all this is humiliating to Americans, they must
remember that the blame is to be placed largely upon our
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party system. Of the people as a whole it may be main-
tained that, as Mme. De Sevigne said of the French masses,
-
they are neither crazy nor stupid. They know how to ap-
praise and admire their outstanding men* Perhaps m time,
or by a lucky chance, they may succeed in persuading party
leaders to put forward a candidate whom, on account of his
demonstrated quality and remarkable achievements, the
whole country, irrespective of politics, would delight to
1
honor.
"
1-New York Times, Feb., 1931
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Need of broader viewpoint .
We all realize the urgent need of a more internation-
alists attitude on the part of all the people of all the
world. Future peace and prosperity depend largely upon
what strides the nations of the world make along an ln-
ter-nationalistic program of education m the next few
years. As a people our attitude may be too nationalistic
for our own comfort in the world of nations, -but to leave
this larger field for the smaller one, where are the real-
ly great nationalists of our nation? We find the machin-
ery in Washington to be simply cluttered with individuals
saturated with petty interests, desires, prejudices and
Ideas. For example, at the time of tne Hawley Smoot tar-
iff bill
,
members of Congress did not hesitate to threaten
to kill the bill if they could not get their own particular
duties on their own particular products. These men are so
engrossed in the duties which their local organization has
delegated to them
,
in a sort of don 1 t-you-dare-come-back-
unless-you-bring-the-bacon manner, that they entertain no
thought for the interests or needs of the nation as a
whole.
When a crisis, like the present depression occurs, we
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cannot fail to b© conscious of the scramble of our Con-
gressmen, each trying to get away with as much as he can
for himself and his backers. They do not seem to real-
ize that their house is just one of a dozen other houses
on the same street, and that the thing to do when danger
threatens is not to grab all the supplies available and
scurry to your own house and lock yourself in while the
enemy calmly burns the town, - and, of course, you and
your house go too, - but to drop everything and band to-
gether with the rest of the townspeople to ward off the
enemy while there is still time. To quote from a recent
editorial in the New York Times, - "Occasionally a Senator
like Webster will rise to say that while he directly re-
presents Massachusetts, he also is an official of the
United States, and is bound to stand for the larger good,
«
even if it meant sane seeming injury to the part of the
1
country from which he comes."
Professor John Dewey urges the people to vote for
the man rather than the party, but are not many of our woes
due to sectionalism and lack of party discipline? A
large percentage of our present difficulties can be traced
to the exclusive responsibility which each Senator seems
to take for the interests of his own part of the country
1-N.Y. Times, Feb. 1, 1931
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in preference to the dire needs of the country as a
wnole. Our President is really the only representative
of the wnole mass of the electorate* Eertrand Russell
proposes that governments by majorities "can be made less
oppressive by dissolution, by placing the decision of
questions primarily affecting only a section of the com-
munity in the hands of that section rather than of a
Central chamber. In this way men are no longer forced
to submit to aecisxons made xn a hurry by people mostly
ignorant of the matter in hand and not personally inter-
1
ested.
”
The Democrats confess that today they can point to
but a very few leaders of their own with an acknowledged
national appeal, while the Republicans are not much bet-
ter off except for having a National Administration. "If
the old doctrine of the hour and the man were true, we
should expect to see more men of national outlook arise
to give the American people guidance in a confused time.
"
"So much is in our own time spoken and written on all
great questions before civilized nations that leaders are
not expected to become and Indeed cannot for want of leis-
ure become, students or philosophers, creators of new
ideas or schemes. It Is enough if, availing themselves
1-Dewey, John. Proposed Roads to Freedom* 1919. P. 200.
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of what the students produce, they can apply their ex-
perience to discern which of the many doctrines and pro-
jects that are seething up all around like bubbles in a
boiling spring are most fit to be made the basis of
wise legislation. Their function is to commend the best
of these to the people, not waiting for demands, not
seeming to be bent merely on pleasing the people but ap-
pealing to reason and creating the sense that the nation
is not a mere aggregate of classes, each seeking its own
interests, but a great organized whole with a life rooted
in the past and stretching on in to the illimitable future.
A democracy is tested by the leaders, whom it chooses,
and it prospers by the power of discernment which di-
1
roots its choice,"
1-Bryce, James. Modern Democracies. Vol. 2. P.561.
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Our national inertia.
Our national inertia is that of an overstuffed pig.
Goolidge says, "One of the most astounding spectacles is
the complacency with which people permit themselves to be
plundered by extravagant governmental expenditure under
the pretense of taxing the rich to help the poor. . .Unless
the people resist vigorously and immediately they will be
1
overwhelmed. " Until such time as the abuse becomes no
longer tolerable to the majority of us this problem will
not even be considered.
In the words of John Stuart Mill, "To draw Inferences
has been said to be the great business of life* Every
one has dally, hourly, and momentary need of ascertaining
facts which he has not directly observed; not from any
general purpose of adding to his stock of knowledge, but
because the facts themselves are of importance to his In-
terests or to his occupations* The business of the mag-
istrate, of the military commander, of the navigator, of
the physician, of the agriculturist. Is merely to judge
of evidence and to act accordingly As they do this
well or ill, so they discharge well or ill the duties of
their several callings. It Is the only occupation In
1-Boston Post. Feb* 23, 1931.
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1
which the mind never ceases to be engaged.”
To judge the evidence and to act accordingly is our
civic duty and as a stimulating bit of evidence we might
consider the recent fiery congress of the Red youths of
Russia in which they wildly cheered for Stalin* s poli-
cies. ,f It was a startling scene, this meeting of the
hottest and reddest supporters of communism in the Union
of Socialist Soviet Republics - delegates of the 3,000,000
young men and women whose conscious years have known
nothing except the Bolshevist victory and have learned
2
nothing except the Bolshevist creed.” And what are we
doing to offset the impending events of a world inhabited
by such vastly differing peoples?
" The leaders of the past have most frequently been
bad in violation of the principles they professed, whereas
it is when a Robespierre or a Lenin sets out to apply his
principles that the man wno is interested in the sur-
3
vival of civilization has reason to tremble.”
Easy living and a lack of purpose in life has low-
ered our political powers quite as effectively as our
recent 'easy money' age has unerringly led us into our
present financial dilemma. So many of our business and
industrial neads have reached thexr positions and made
1-
Dewey, John. How We Think. P. 18.
2-
N.Y. Times. Jan. 18, 1931.
3-
Babbitt, I. Democracy and Leadership. P. 266.
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their fortunes through no real and persistent effort
that in a crisis they have shown themselves to have no
fund of knowledge nor dauntless spirit upon which to fall
back.
What constructive steps are we taking in our country
for a more perfect society? Politically we are almost
bankrupt. Congress does not seem over anxious to make
constructive motions towards solving unemployment. "Too
many people are content to sit and talk about what their
1
ancestors did and not raise a finger to perpetuate it.”
We are very slow to change, - the shoe must pinch and
pinch until practically every citizen feels the pain be-
fore we can promote any remedial measures. 1 Haste makes
waste, * and yet to delay too long is a wet blanket in the
face of progress, -
"Be not the first by whom the new is tried,
2
Nor yet the last to lay the old aside."
We have only recently arranged for a reapportionment
of representatives, - a change nine years overdue accord-
ing to explicit constitutional requirements, and the fu-
ture may, according to John Longsdale - "see some revision
in the time of national election and the wholly unneces-
sary intervening lapse of several months in assuming
l“Dr. Henry Darlihton- Boston Post.
2-Pope
_ Thoughts for Everyday - compiled by Annie Bryant
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office, - a provision originally devised to allow the
1
most distant member to ride horseback to Washington.
"
The increasing power of the President in the last
one hundred and fifty years is the subject of an article
by Professor William Bennett Munro of the California In-
stitute of Tecnnology, in which he says - "Presidential
intervention in law making has become essential as the
only alternative to chaos since the great and fundamental
weakness of the American political system is that it makes
no definite provision for authoritative leadership within
the ranks of legislative bodies themselves. Presidents
have wielded the whip not from choice but from necessity."
Our legislative bodies as well as our industrial con-
cerns are no longer controllable by our original devices
of management. We have grown in government as we have in
actuality, from the single village store to a chain store
co-operation which stretches its arms in many and varied
directions and includes among its customers and employes
all creeds and nationalities. The salesmanship and book-
keeping of the original storekeeper at the Crossroads Is
no longer sufficient. The biggest need of all is one
center of control, - one person who will inspire the
greatest service from all and co-ordinate as fully as
1—
Pres*t, American Bankers Association. Birth of
National Mindedness. Sample Caee, July, 1930.
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possible the man power of this huge organization
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PART III
What qualities seem to be most outstanding in creating
the difference between good and poor political leadership?
"People seldom improve when they have no
model but themselves to copy after." - Goldsmith.
38
Why leaders, and how chosen .
"Taking history as a whole, the selection of rulers
and equipment of them with powers ha3 been a matter of
1
political accident." A survey of history shows us
that human nature is inclined to move along the easiest
lines in this respect. A comparison between early
tribal life and recent civilization is rather to our ad-
vantage as it quite conclusively proves that "Most men
are so conscious of their limitations and the difficult-
ies of any enterprise which they undertake that at any
sign of exceptional talent, whether real or apparent,
they will commit their respect, their energies, and
sometimes, as in the case of religious crusades, their
2
lives.
"
We find among the untutored tribes of yesterday and
today "Those who were already conspicuous in some re-
spect, were it only for long grey beards, had political
3
powers conferred upon them." An officers uniform is
quite as dazzling to our modern civilization. Success-
ful military leaders are invariably picked out for civic
service because their conspicuousness makes it easy to
fasten upon them. Our first example, and a most for-
tunate one, is seen in the life of President Washington.
1-
Dewey, John. Public and its Problems. P. 78.
2-
Counts, Geo. S. School and Society. P. 121.
3-
Dewey, John. Public and its Problems. P. 78.
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When the war was won, - a victory which we felt to be
largely the result of one man's genius, we saw no reason
why he could not turn his hand as successfully to affairs
of State, The popular notion that administrating a gov-
ernment is like administrating a private corporation,
that it is just business, or housekeeping, or engineering,
is a misunderstanding. ’The political art deals with mat-
ters peculiar to politics with a complex of material cir-
cumstances, of historic deposit, of human passion, for
which the problems of business or engineering as such do
1
not provide an analogy."
In this case our choice was a happy one as Washing-
ton was probably the only man of the minute who could
have successfully handled that most difficult task. But
Washington did not pretend to believe that he possessed
great ability as a statesman, - so he surrounded himself
with statesmen and kept to himself that task for which he
had a real talent, - inspiring his fellowmen with a de-
sire for better co-operation and mutual understanding
that they might render better service and follow more
closely in the way which the beloved leader points out.
Might not this ability to make others work together hap-
pily and contentedly be the one essential quality of
f
1-Harper *
3
Magazine. The peculiar weakness of Mr. Hoover
by Walter Lippman.
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leadership?
"Men instinctively long to be led, especially if, as
happens in the case of most individuals, there is in them
a marked absence of definite interest, conviction or
skill. This instinct is aroused by any sign of exception-
1
al conspicuousness, whether socially useful or not." As
Trotter says, the qualities upon which a leader 1 s author-
ity rests are more often an appeal to instinct than to
reason. Because U. S. Grant was commanding the Northern
army at the close of its successful campaign against the
South we made him President, - here our choice was not all
it might have been. Why did we confer such political
powers upon Grant, - did we think that leading an army in
any way simulated steering the ship of state? In truth
there is about as much similarity as there is in this met-
aphoric comparison, - one is by land and the other by sea.
Or did we give him the presidency as a sort of reward for
his efforts in our behalf, - as a monarch confers honors
upon a favorite subject? If so it behooves us to find a re-
ward more fitting to all concerned.
1-
Counts, G. School and Society in Chicago. P. 6
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In consideration of the theory of Individual Differences
I tnink that a few minutes of thought are enough to
make most intelligent people agree that all of us are
naturally endowed with leanings along different lines, -
we accept the theory of Individual Differences. We
would then agree with James Bryce in saying, "Nevertheless,
the progress of physical science, involving special
training for the purposes of production and the enlarged
sphere of governmental action, which increases the value
of skill and knowledge, have been making the recognition
of Natural Inequality in the selection of administrative
officials more and more inevitable. A country which
should fail to recognize this cannot but fall behind its
1
competitors. ,f
To go from the sublime to the ridiculous I shall
quote a few sentences from G. Counts* School and Society
in Chicago, - I know the reader will appreciate the sar-
casm of this measure for leadership qualities. "In
ordinary politics it must be admitted that the gift of
public speaking is of more decisive value than anything
else. If a man is fluent, dextrous, and ready on the
platform, ne possesses the one indispensable requisite
1-Bryce, J. Modern Democracies. Vol. 1. P. 65.
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for statesmanship; if in addition he has the gift of mov-
ing deeply the emotions of his hearers his capacity for
guiding the infinite complexities of national life become
undeniable. Experience has shown that no exceptional
degree of any other capacity is necessary to make a suc-
cessful leader. There need be no especially arduous
training, no great weight of knowledge, either of af-
fairs or the human heart, no receptiveness to new ideas,
1
no outlook into reality.”
Bryce from his vast experience along these lines
says all this in deep earnestness. Indeed this ability
may be an important adjunct in getting over to the people
those qualities of leadersnip which make them want to
follow you but in itself it is not a quality of leader-
ship. As Bryce says in his Modern Democracies, "Who-
ever, accordingly, can sway the minds and wills of the
sovereign people becomes a Leader, an effective factor
2
in directing their actions.” Our problem is to dis-
cover, to unearth and isolate those qualities with which
'the minds and wills of the sovereign people* are swayed,
that we may spot such capacities in the early life of the
child and train him in such a way that he will lead us
along the right road in his adult years.
1 - P. 117 - George S. Counts- School and Society in Chic-
2 - Vol. 2, P. 552.-J. Bryce - Modern Democracies. ago.
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Conclusion.
That we always have and always will have leaders is
certain, - tne crowd is always being led consciously or
otnerwise, - it is never following its own devices, for
the crowd as such is incapable of initial thought. In
our modern educational programs we hear much of Super-
vised play.* In our days at school we spent the recess
in the yard or school building as our fancy dictated.
Today all tne children are obliged to spend the recess
playing certain games under tne direction of leaders in
the school yard. Of course, the child may choose be-
tween the several games going on at the same time, but
ne is no longer allowed to spend his time in what is re-
ferred to as *free play,* that is, play without any di-
rection from play leaders and without supervision by
teachers.
Why? Because we realize that there is no such
thing as *free play.* Our school systems have become so
large that unless the proper type of leadership is given
the opportunity and encouragement during the recess peri-
od, the other kind of leadership will spring up and take
command of the situation. What is true in this field is
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equally true in every phase of life* Our grandmothers
used to say "Satan will find mischief for idle hands to
do." For individuals this is true, but for idle groups
Satan delegates leaders in the mischief. Our present
knowledge of psychology tells us to 'fight fire with
fire.' Therefore, we do not scold or worry or punish
because the boys steal apples during recess or gather in
the lavatories to tell stories; we supplant these activ-
ities with more wholesome ones and we train new leaders
or convert these poor wanton qualities of 'natural' lead-
ership to our own ends.
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An examination of the qualities of leadership suggested
different authorities .
It would not be out of place at this point to brief-
ly review the prevailing tendencies of those who have in-
terested themselves in various phases of leadership
,
per-
sonality, or character studies for the selection and
grouping of descriptive terms *
Traits proposed by Allport *
F. H. with his brother G. W. Allport has probably
done as much if not more work in this field than anyone
else. Ee suggests two main sources of an individual's
personality; namely, his native endowment, or mental
capacity, and his ’’systems of habits” built up through
contacts with his social environment. He says, ”We
are to regard traits, then, not as elementary psycholog-
ical mechanism, but as groups of characteristic reac-
tions based upon native constitution and systems of hab-
its, and selected for observation as exhibiting the typ-
ical adjustments of the individual to his environment. ”-l
He then lists five groups of personality traits and
under each names certain specific reaction tendencies
typical of the group. His groups are —
1 - Intelligence, - problem solving, perceptual ability,
constructive imagination, special abilities, sound-
ness of judgment, general adaptability.
2 - Mobility, - hyperkinesis, hypokinesis, impulsion,
inhibition, tenacity, skill, style.
3 - Temperament, - emotional frequency and change,
emotional breadth, emotional strength, character-
istic mood, emotional attitude.
4 - Self-expression, - drive, compensation, extroversion,
introversion, insight, ascendance, submission, ex-
pansion, reclusion.
5 - Sociability, - susceptibility to social stimulation,
socialization, self-seeking, character.
II
1 - Allport, F. H. Social Psychology. P. 102.
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A series proposed by Wells •
Wells approacning the subject from the stand-
point of the experimenter, developed a "system for record-
ing the data on personality." In connection therein he
says, - "The series aims to be so inclusive that if its
ground is reliably covered one has a complete idea of how
the individual attempts to adjust himself to life, and how
well he succeeds in doing so. » It should acquaint us
with the character of his mental balance, and its weak-
nesses, and we should be in a position to advise what are
the best courses to remedy them." - 1 -
He then sets forth fourteen divisions of the data
which he considers to be "inclusive." Under these divis-
ions he lists ninety topics of inquiry which may be used
to discover the individual's total reaction tendencies.
The fourteen categories are as follows:
1
- Intellectual processes, 2,- output of energy,
3 - self assertion, 4, - adaptability,
5 - general habits of work, 6,- moral sphere,
7 - recreative activities, 8,- general cast of mood,
9 - attitude toward self , -10, attitude toward others,
11-
reactions to attitude toward self and others,
12
-
position toward reality, - 13, sexual sphere,
14-balancing factors.
Classification suggested by Garrett .
Taking as his point of departure Watson’s defini-
tion which implies that "an individual’s personality is
expressed by or consists of, the sum total of the habits
which govern his behavior," - 2 - Garrett classifies the
reactions of the individual on the basis of "habit organ-
ization." He offers six groups or systems of habits
with descriptive terms for each as follows:
1 - Work- system, - thorough, accurate, punctual,
industrious, careful, orderly.
2 - Personal or Bodily habit system, - personal cleanli-
ness, neat clothes, well shaved, shoes shined, etc.
3 - Play or Recreational habit system, - fair, generous,
persistent, a good sport, a good loser.
4 -"Moral "habit system, - truthful, dependable, loyal,
reliable, ready to forgive, generous, trustworthy.
5 - Emotional or temperamental habit system, - modest,
constant, well-balanced, sympathetic, cheerful,
good-tempered, interest in others.
1-
Wells, F.L. - Mental Adjustments. P. 267.
2-
Garrett, H.E. Personality as Habit Organization,
Vol. 21, pp. 259-255
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psych. 1926
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6 - Social habit system, - adaptable, friendly, good-
mixer, cheerful.
Terms used by Hooplngarner - x
Hoopingarner has developed a self administering test
of personality and business ability. He says there are
five major factors in human ability 1-physical,
2-mental, 3-skill, 4-aptitudes, 5-temperament. Included
under these are twelve traits which, he says, may be used
for the purpose of business and personality analysis.
Namely; 1-impressiveness, 2-lnitiatlve, 3-thoroughness,
4-ebservation, 5-concentration, 6-constructlve imagination,
7-decision, 8-adaptability, 9-leadership, 10-organizing
ability, 11-expression, 12-knowledge.
A classification used by Pugors -
Br.F.i.W. Pugors, Department of Social Ethics, Harvard
University, in an unpublished outline uses the following
classification of leadership qualities for convenience in
studying the biographies of leaders*
1- Moral, - will power, conviction, integrity, courage,
generosity, initiative, perseverance, depth
of feeling, ability to use men, ability to
take criticism.
2- Mental, -understanding, judgment, concentration,
originality, resourcefulness, power of
expression, observation, mental alertness,
memory.
3- Physical-energy, health, buoyancy, personal magnetism,
appearance, attitude toward food, sleep,
exercise*
2
A grouping suggested by Freeman -
Freeman presents a very simple method of grouping
personality traits based chiefly on classifications used
in various tests for those traits which he says - "Are
distinct from the process of perceiving, understanding
and thinking which are classed as intellectual processes."
1-
Will - temperament, - designates characteristics of
individuals overt reactions. Does he act strongly or
weakly? Is he persistent or vacillating? Careful
or reckless?
2-
Emotional temperament, - refers to subjective reactions
as opposed tqbvert reactions* Optimistic or pessimistic?
Elated or depressed? Enthusiastic or apathetic?
1-
Hoopingarner,
2-
Freeman, F.N.
N.L. Business Personality and its
Development, pp. 9-10.
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3- Moral reaction, trustworthy or untrustworthy?
strong or weak in questions of right and wrong?
4- Aesthetic sensibility. Does he appreciate Art,
Literature, Architecture?
-1
Suggestion by the committee of the council of education.
A committee on personality measurement of the
American Council of Education after studying one hundred
and thirteen personality traits as listed In student in-
formation forms of thirty eight colleges, selected the f
following sixteen terms as constituting "the most useful
short list of traits to be used in supplementary college
records and other information about students."
1-responsibility, 2-industry, 3-lnitiative, 4-original%,
5-emotional control, 6-social adaptability, 7-personal
charm, 8-leadership, 9-service, 10-scholastic zeal,
11-sagacity, 12-tact, 13-stubbornness, 14-general
effectiveness, 15-follow through, 16-shyness.
The varying purposes of these lists . It is apparent
that the ends which these different groupings were to
serve have determined their authors in the plan followed.
Wells appears to have been interested in a detailed analy-
sis of personality and its varied manifestations. He
was apparently primarily interested in the study of un-
balanced, Incomplete or warped personalities. Allport
is seemingly concerned with a detailed analysis of what
is back of the personality, the "drive,” temperamental
tendencies and physical inclinations. Freeman really
classifies tests for personality traits thus far devel-
oped. Garrett presents a helpful grouping by setting
forth six basic habit systems. He then specifies in
some detail what of the individuals behavior may be in-
cluded in each sys i,em by throwing in a number of sug-
gestive words or phrases. He especially emphasizes the
social nature of personality by calling attention to
"attitudes" as the basis for the interpretation of the
individual »s actions and reactions. Dr. Pugor»s out-
line was devised to furnish a systematic method for re-
cording essential features of biographies which he had
studied.
1-Personality Measurement. The Educational Record.
July, 1928
-Vo 1. 9pp. 53-64.
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M.T. Holliday » s necessary steps In management control.
According to M.T. Holliday, president of the Standard
Oil Co., there are three necessary steps in management
control. "First, there must be the proper conception of
plans by the major executives at the top. We must as-
sume that this first step is taken with a reasonably high
percentage of efficiency; because it is the condition
precedent to efficient management. Secondly, there must
be the passing down of those plans through the junior
executives. Thirdly, there must be the execution of
i
those plans by the rank and file of the organization."
If this is true in industry might it not be effectively
applied to government. The head man in a big concern
which nas branches in all sections of this country, and
often in foreign lands, is in much the same position as
the head of our government, in that he has to deal with
people rather than things. If he can effectively guide
human beings into a closer and more congenial working
harness he need know but the structural outline of the
business in which they are experts. Professor Laird
quite conclusively proves this assumption in his study
of leadership.
1-Tapping the Man Power in a Sales Organization.
Sample Case-August-1930.
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Professor Donald Laird* s survey of qualities tnat make
for successful leadership .
Professor Donald Laird of Colgate College has found
tnat the best education and the best leadership Is corre-
lated in distribution over the surface of the world en-
circling a strip about 200 miles wide# In this area we
find the greatest advancement along all the lines of
civilization# The development of our own country is
quite sufficient to show the importance of good leader-
snip above any other one thing. New England as com-
pared with the Southern States has from early times been
rich in leadership and poor in resources whereas the
Southern States were rich in resources and poor in lead-
ership, - consequently. New England has always led the
way. Only recently have the Southern States developed
progressive leadership, and they are fast outstripping
us*
Professor Laird in an investigation of the lives
and achievements of our successful leaders, including
J. C. Penny, Raskob and Roosevelt, finds that those who
are leaders in one line are generally leaders in others.
Our great fault is tnat natural leanings toward leader-
ship are rarely developed purposely, - and that there are
natural leanings is evident, - the ring leader, from the
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cradle upwards is the natural leader. The game of lead-
ership is like billiards rather than golf, - the man with
the largest amount of natural ability m leading others
gets the most practice.
In all walks of life we hear much talk of the born-
and-not-rnarie theory . Some say, "winners in our line
must be born, not made," which is no nearer the truth
than the saying that "genius is only an appetite for hard
work." However, people may be born ’long’ in some ways
and f short* in other lines. Why not take those born
•long 1 in leadership qualities and give them every oppor-
tunity and encouragement that we may develop leaders
strong enough to hold our bulky country together and
trustworthy enough to inspire our wholehearted devotion
and support.
Knowledge In leadership is necessary only to a lim-
ited extent. Of course, the master must know more than
the dog does, - or at least give that impression. Knowl-
edge is not so much necessary for its own sake but because
it gives the leader the poise and self-confidence essen-
tial to nis position. "Let the shoemaker stick to his
last. Generalizations of this sort leave out of ac-
count a very valuable human quality; namely, versatility.
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which though often spoken of disparagingly, is essential
to good citizenship. It has frequently been noticed
how a first-rate lawyer, a highly skilled journalist, or
a prominent statesman can, by strenuous application and
a short time of study, become thoroughly expert in al-
most any branch of knowledge. A versatile individual
is one who has, in his own person, exemplified the pro-
cess of co-ordination, whereby his higher complexes are
1
developed.
"
In this survey to determine what qualities are re-
sponsible for distinguishing certain men from the mass as
leaders, - what they have that others have not, - Profes-
sor Laird has so far made these findings:
Personality traits that have no bearing on leadership are -
1-
Probably not hard work.
2-
Not personality as ordinarily understood.
3-
Not an appreciation of humor.
4-
Not a control of temper.
Traits significant in leadership are -
1-
recognition of the factor we shall call "general leader-
ship" as similar to our "general intelligence" factor.
2-
abillty to impress othersas having self-confidence.
3-
skill in planning and organizing.
4-
aggressiveness.
5-
stimulating others to be interested.
6-
willingness to take responsibility.
7-
speed and soundness in reaching a decision.
8-
poise.
a-voice that suggests confidence,
b-like to make suggestions,
c-read widely about your work.
1-St. George Lane Pox Pitt. The Purpose of Education. P. 55.
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d-do not tire easily,
e-can accept criticism cheerfully,
f-keep good spirits when things go wrong,
g-easily accept suggestions from subordinates,
h-inspire competition in others,
i-praise good work without flattering,
j-criticize without antagonizing,
k-consistent in dealings with others.
1-habit of examining own decisions critically,
m-obstinate in essentials only.
n-can show right from wrong without being preachy,
o-assume responsibility for own blunders,
p-alertness in keeping up with your own line
elsewhere.
9-mix easily socially - ability to make people feel at
ease •
10-leader not ruler of others - make them want to please
you because of the pleasure it gives them. -1-
Professor Laird concludes by quoting from G. Stanley Hall
of Clark University, - "Leadership is fusion of intellect-
ual, educational, and personality traits worthy of devel-
opment for a person* s own satisfaction and the good of the
United States." According to Professor Laird our present
educational courses will have to be lengthened as well as
deepened, - we are so busy cramming our children with in-
formation that we make the barest attempt to develop po-
tentialities of leadership. Too much education and not
enough leadership training means a weak obeisance.
1-Notes from a talk given before Sargent School Alumnae
Association during Christmas vacation, 1930.
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Professor J. J. Mahoney *s list of qualities essential to
good political leadership .
Professor J. J. Mahoney of Boston University has, in
one of his classes, outlined these qualities as being es-
sential qualities of the political leader, — brains
,
intelligence
,
courage
,
common touch
,
and Color
,
- that
magical quality which *pays his score* because he is what
he is. He goes further to say that the good leader
should possess Honesty
,
- not only in private face to face
relationships but an uprightness and downrightness of
thought and action that will not tolerate any indirect
graft that may come under his observation. The "Democrat-
ic aristocrat" is that type of honesty and frankness which
is the antithesis of hypocrisy. Professor Mahoney main-
tains that such honesty cannot be instilled into our youth
in a ten minute talk by the teacher nor by pinning cross-
stitch mottoes upon the walls, - we must use excerpts
from history and daily life as subject matter to be drama-
tized until it makes the necessary glamorous appeal to
youth, as only then will it be a »live* ideal.
As long as the elders continue to wink at graft can
we question why bewildered youth often chooses the wrong
instead of the right along political as well as other
roads in life. School and politics are so different that
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any carry over is to date only wished for. For all our
learning we know very little about the teaching of civic
qualities, - we can’t prove that the well-known qualities
of sportsmanship and teamplay which football is supposed to
teach really carry over into this work-a-day world. In
the conclusions of the analysis of character of citizen-
ship as found among the Teachers College series, "The
school should have a definite objective aim in training for
citizenship in terms of the duties, difficulties and qual-
ities involved. Children leave schools with expectation
of encountering very different duties and responsibilities
than those reported by adult representative citizens as
most important.” Education must be concerned with civic
honesty. None of our plans of education mention honesty -
they talk of intelligence. Professor Mahoney says,
"Hypocrisy Is now a cancer in public life."
Our educational plans stress ability rather than
courage . By courage he does not mean that quality which
makes you attack a burglar in the night but a far more rare
power which gives one the nerve to speak out in public
meeting to voice his opinion as to what is right whether
it be unpopular or otherwise. The percentage of people
who naturally retreat from the raw Impact of a hostile
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public is amazingly large and all-inclusive. What might
education do to nurture this quality of mental courage?
To date the schools have not tried, so we cannot say.
Brains is generally translated by the individual to
mean intelligence . In politics, as in any other field,
the leader must have a certain amount of Intelligence, -
but more essential still is a different kind of intelli-
gence which we shall call Social Intelligence . The ab-
stract intelligence which we measure in school is not
enough to insure political success. Our schools develop
the type of intelligence which is rewarded with high grades
and Phi Beta Kappa keys, - but in reviewing your list of
friends and acquaintances you will find that those who
can distinguish between how people should act and how they
do act are not necessarily endowed with superior mental
prowess.
In the words of Professor Mahoney, "Social intelli-
gence Is that intelligence that enables us to understand
why people behave as they do; and, further, it enables us
to form a judgment as to how people ought to behave in the
interests of society as a whole." Hines tells us that
"Intelligence is the innate ability to learn," which sim-
ply means that those who have accomplished much in the
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field of social intelligence have studied, to an end, the
book of Human Nature. Thorndike says that abstract in-
telligence refers to one's ability to think straight with
reference to certain abstractions, - mathematics, lan-
guages and philosophical subjects dealing with memory, and
needless to say there is a great deal of difference in
method, procedure, and results in studying animate in-
stead of inanimate subject matter*
Those who have received a high mark in Social In-
telligence might be illustrated by newspaper men in gen-
eral. They are terribly wise and tolerant. Governing
human society can be likened to no other undertaking but
is a thing apart and requires special training. What
can the schools do to develop this type of intelligence?
Up to date our efforts have been confined to abstract and
to a slight degree mechanical intelligence.
Last in statement but first in actuality, the
Common Touch . Social sympathy or the milk of human kind-
ness. The type of individual who is renowned for his
keen head and warm heart. The leader should be humanness
itself and to the point of being a philanthropist. One
who is imbued with an active good will towards all mankind.
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This is really the spirit of Christianity.
,
but is it
outstanding among our citizenry? Do the schools make
any attempt to promote what has been considered until
recently the business of our religious agencies? They
do not make any conscious effort that I could corral and
exhibit for your inspection.
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James Bryce suggests the following leadership qualities .
James Bryce from his vast experience In political
affairs answers the question, - what then are the quali-
ties which fix the attention and win the favor of the
people - in this way -
1
-
Initlatlve. Ability to see the next step to be taken
and the courage to take it, - the aggressive type of
courage rather than the defensive* Ready to take risks
and the responsibility of your own blunders.
2-
Ability to comprehend exactly the forces that affect
the minds of the people and to discern what they desire
and will support * If honesty
,
industry
,
and a ready and
telling speech are added he can hold the place he has won.
Air of self-confidence inspires others to have confidence
in you. To speak with an air of positive assurance es-
pecially to a half-educated crowd is better than to rea-
1
son with them.
J' .1' V/ v
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Anne O'Hare McCormick says
,
"The essence of politics is
enlightened compromise." Is it possible for bril-
liant business men, - the crutch of whose success is ef-
ficiency in their business, - to be sympathetic with the
haphazard disorderly way m which the Senate arrives at
1-
Modern Democracies, - Vol. 2.
2-
N.Y. Times, Feb. 22, 1931. Congress mirrors a National
Dilemma.
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its decisions? Apparently not* Owen D. Young proved
himself to be not only an executive but a politician
of the first order when he was able to please all parties
concerned with his suggestion in regard to the veterans'
bonus. "There is no reason why an economist should not
be a politician or a politician an economist, but between
knowing economics and knowing men, even in the final
perfection of the economic state, the advantage at elect-
ions will probably still be with the candidate whose
1
science is human nature .
"
Franklin D. Roosevelt's Presidential characteristics .
Franklin D. Roosevelt in "The Happy Warrior, " in
answer to the question - What sort of President do we
need -- names these four characteristics - "First of all,
leadership
,
- articulate, virile, willing to bear respon-
sibility, needing no official spokesman to interpret the
oracle* Next, experience, that does not guess, but
knows from long practice the science of governing
,
which
is a very different thing from mere technical bureau or-
ganizing. Then honesty - the honest that hates hypoc-
risy and cannot live with concealment and deceit. Last,
and in this time most vital, that rare ability to make
1-N.Y. Times, Feb. 22, 1931. Congress mirrors a National
Dilemma.
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popular government function as it was Intended to by the
Fathers, to reverse the present trend toward apathy and
arouse In the citizenship an active interest - a
willingness to reassume Its share of responsibility for
1
the Nation’s progress,”
Charles Stelzle in a recent talk before the League of
Political Education laments the fact that the colleges
are falling short of their opportunity and responsibility
of training leaders for our democracy. To quote him as
to the quality most essential in leadership, - "Because
of the complex nature of the new democracy its ultimate
success depends upon competent leadership. Those who
would be leaders in the new democracy must have the
ability to interpret the great problems of humanity . In
industry the coming man is not the efficiency expert
nor the sales manager, - it is he who can best interpret
workingmen to the bosses on one hand and bosses to work-
ingmen on the other. In government it is he who can
rise above petty politics; he who in a statesmanlike man-
ner can interpret national problems in the terms of
world movements. In the Church the most effective lead-
er is he who is a great Interpreter of life and of all
2
life.”
1-
P. 27 - Fi
2-
N.Y. Times
ranklin D. Roosevelt- The Happy Warrior
)s - Feb. 1, 1931.
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Glenn Frank in speaking on leadership says, - "In the
next ten years when new leaderships face the problem of
effecting far-reaching changes in the structure and ad-
ministration of our business, our politics, and our ed-
ucation, the leaders who are to succeed will be leaders
who have learned the dual art of listening long and giving
1
in as far as feasible to their oppositions," History
shows us that a successful leader can be neither impa-
tient nor uncompromising, - ne must be firm in the main
but willing to give way as to details . Politics, to say
nothing of business and education, has a history literally
strewn with the wrecks of magnificent projects in states-
manship which were junked and finally abandoned by their
disillusioned patrons because they were not big enough
nor wise enough leaders to give in on every point that
does not block the central purpose. To quote Lloyd George
on his sixty-eighth birthday, "After all, life is made up
of second best things. It is second best most of the
2
time, if wo can do as well as that."
1-
McClure Newspaper Syndicate
2-
N. Y. Times, Jan. 18, 1931.
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PRESIDENTS
In considering leadership qualities let us review
a few of our own presidents
,
- their differences and
lacks primarily*
"Government is itself an art, one of the subtlest
of arts* It is neither business nor technology, nor
applied science. It is the art of making men live to-
gether in peace and with reasonable happiness. Among
the instruments for governing are organization, tech-
nological skill and scientific metnods* But they are
all instruments, not ends. And that is why the art of
governing has been achieved best by men to whom govern-
ing is itself a profession. One of the shallowest dis-
dains is the sneer against t^e professional politician.
The invidious implication of the phrase Is, of course,
against those who pursue self-interest through politics.
But too prevalently the baby is thrown out with the bath.
We forget that the most successful statesmen have been
professionals. Walpole, Pitt, Gladstone, Disraeli and
Asquith were professional politicians. Beveridge*
s
recent life of Lincoln serves as a reminder that Lincoln
- t
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was a professional politician. Politics was Roosevelt's
profession. Wilson was, all his life, at least preoc-
cupied with politics; and Calvin Coolidge, though nomin-
1
ally a lawyer, has had no profession except politics."
1
1
1-Frankfurter, Felix. "Democracy and the Expert.
"
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President Hoover -
Is Mr. Hoover’s mediocrity as President due to cir-
cumstances or a lack of certain essential qualities of
leadership? On the first page of the New Republic we
find this, - "Administration circles will say that it
’the Republican landslide) was due to hard times, for
which the President is not responsible*" And later
on, "But the real failure of Mr. Hoover is that, though
he appeared to be capable of better things, he attempted
to ride to political success by giving rein to his party
machine*" While as a climax we have, "Meanwhile he has
failed to develop aggressive personal leadership towards
those non-political goals which he was supposed to have
in mind. The truth is that public confidence in the
President has sunk so low that he was unable to stem
1
the tide which fate set against him.
"
Walter Lippman in an article on the ’Peculiar Weak-
ness of Mr. Hoover,* says - "It is I tnink a realization
that he has not yet mastered the political art which ac-
counts for Mr. Hoover’s peculiar weakness in meeting the
2
controversial issues of his first year." Mr. Lipp-
man states three examples of Mr. Hoover’s failure to
1-
Nov. 12, 1930. New Republic*
2-
Harper’s Magazine, June, 1930.
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make the grade expected of him in the presidential chair, -
the depression, the tariff and prohibition*
Mr. Hoover was sold to the public as an economist,
an engineer and a master organizer and they expected
wonders of him, - but had they any right to expect that
a man who had unquestionably rendered unusual public serv-
ice before, during, and since the war along the lines of
organizing materials, overcoming the handicaps of dis-
tance and transportation, applying a keen mind to en-
tangled and critical situations, should have any unique
capacity for controlling and guiding human nature? "In
actuality those speculations deposited by the propaganda
are like the toastmaster* s introduction saying that John
Smith will now get up and make the wittiest speech you
1
have ever heard."
"My own notion is that a close examination of Hoover »s
conduct in the critical matters will disclose a strange
weakness that renders him indecisive at the point when
the battle can be won or lost; further examination
would show too, I tnink, that this weakness appears at
the point where, in order to win he would have to inter-
vene in the hurly-burly of conflicting wills wnich are
the living tissue of popular government; that he is baf-
fled and worried, and his action paralyzed by his own
1-Lippman, Walter. Harper's Magazine, June, 1930.
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^ne^xperionce in the very special business of democracy ,
"
When a decision lies in his own hands he acts with ef-
fectiveness and intelligence and judged from this point
of view our present administration ranks with the best,-
"But popular government being what it is, bawling is
the order of the day.” It has been felt by many sen-
ators that to take the offensive is to win the consent
of the President because his early attitude shows a
greater fear of immediate criticism than the ultimate
defeat of his policies.
"He is weak in the presence of politics and poli-
ticians." Mr. Hoover has shown an ability and almost
an eagerness to meet problems which would stump most of
us, - Belgian Relief, peace Conference Post-War Relief, -
Department of Commerce developed, many disagreeable jobs
of the Harding administration, - but all 'Lone* jobs.
As Lippman says, "the unreasonableness of mankind is not
accounted for in Hoover* s philosophy. He does not have
Coolidge*s sincere acceptance of human selfishness, or
the capacity of a Roosevelt and a Wilson to fight fire
with fire, passion with passion, slogans with slogans.
When he feels the raw impact of mankind Hoover will seek
to circumvent it or ignore it He can face with
|
;
1-Lippman, Walter. Harper* s Magazine. June, 1930.
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equanimity almost any of the difficulties of statesman-
*
ship except the open conflict of wills; he falters only
when he has to act in the medium of democracy .
"
Mr. Hoover’s recent display of astounding rage not
at the actions of the Power Commission but at the at-
tempt of the Senate to safeguard the public welfare by
recalling its ill-advised confirmation of the appoint-
ments of Smith, Garsaud, and Draper is not too bewilder-
ing in view of his philosophy. He has resorted to his
favorite device of misunderstanding the motives of those
who oppose him. "He thinks the Senate is playing parti-
san politics; This inability to concede that anyone
can differ with him and still be honest is a psychologi-
cal weakness of Mr. Hoover which has often been discussed
2
and needs no further comment here.”
Anne O’Hare McCormick in a recent article in the
New York Times Magazine section, reiterates the gener-
al sentiment of disappointment under the present ad-
ministration. Not since the days of Andrew Jackson
have we had two deadlocks at the same time. Comparing
the present situation with its nearest parallel in
history, thefight on the League of Nations, we find the
-1-Harper’s Magazine, June, 1930
-2-New Republic - Jan. 21, 1931.
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contest between the President and the Senate to be en-
tirely different, in that that contest was a real war
based on differences deep rooted in politics and princi-
ples, whereas the present fight is for the sake of op-
position, - "This is a series of engagements where the
issue, methods of financing drought relief, personnel
of the power commission, demarcation of executive function-
whatever it is- is subordinate to the fight itself
Moreover, Wilson had bitter opponents and fierce sup-
porters, whereas in these skirmishes all the ardor is on
one side. Tney are not even good matches or hearty
1
fights."
The official world at Washington is aware that we
are in the midst of a world wide depression but it is not
actively conscious of the fact. "Here all changes are
political changes." » Hardtime
s
1 means something that
puts a party in or out of power. This world is en-
tirely lacking in a sense of reality and participation
in human experiences. They express much but feel
nothing. Moreover, their eyes have already left the
scenes of today and they are all focusing attention and
ingenuity upon the election of 1932. This society lives
1
-Foggy Days under the Big Dome. Feb. 15, 1931.
N.Y.Times Magazine Section.
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with an eye to political time only. Prom the time a
politician gets into office lie begins to plan how to
accomplish nis re-election. In Wells Wells recently
published book, "Wilson the Unknown, " we find that this
plan for successful re-election is the basis of this
unusual explanation of what we have heard referred to
as »the Wilson Mystery. 1 Wells proceeds to show how
every gesture and phrase fits perfectly into what he
calls Wilson* s 'great Design* to make himself the Julius
Caesar of American democracy. In Wilson's own words,
to a group of Senators gathered at the White House, "You
must keep your hand off this Democratic machine and leave
it to me. I propose to put the progressive element of
the Democratic party in control, to remain there for
1
fifty years."
"Mr. Hoover is a sadder and a wiser man that he was
two years ago. He knows more about politics and what
is more important, he recognizes that It is more highly
technical than engineering and that after you learn
the technique you will still have to master the art.
The confusion of the present situation is partly of
his making. The facts he collected are too many and
1 - Foggy Days Under the Big Dome - Feb. 15, 1931.
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too contradictory; what is needed is judgment
,
and
decision, somebody to think the facts into sense and
act on them.
"
Raymond B. Fosdick in an article - ’’The International
Implications of the Business Depression,” which appears
In the International Conciliation, published by the Car-
negie Endowment for International Peace, says that our
present world-wide depression is due to "trying to run
a twentieth century industrial world with eighteenth
2
century political ideas." Although depressions are
undoubtedly more economic than political the Adminis-
tration then in power invariably takes the blame and the
bull’s-eye is the President. As one disillusioned ob-
server remarks - "Half of the American deflation is the
deflation of Hoover."
Elihu Root says, "Of course, there is much still
to be accomplished, but I think things have improved
since James Bryce wrote his ’American Commonwealth* a
generation ago, when the government of practically every
American city was a byword of shame for Americans all
3
over the world.” At least we have passed the point
when presidents are no longer made or broken on the red
leather lounge in the corner of the marble floored hall
w
1-
N.Y. Times - March 1, 1931.
2-
N.Y. Times Magazine - March 1, 1931 - by S. J. Woolfe.
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of the Fifth Avenue Hotel and governors selected before
the bar of the old Hoffman House, - we are much more
subtle now.
Anne O’Hare McCormick in an article entitled ’Mr.
Hoover at the Turning Point, * makes some very pointed
estimates of Mr. Hoover* s characteristics. In spite of
his two years m the public eye as President of the
United States, and we all realize that position is like
living in a glass house, Mr. Hoover has failed to mani-
fest any outstanding characteristics or personal manner-
ism that leave him indelibly imprinted on the minds of the
public. "He is shy and self-conscious, he does not tell
stories that anybody hears, his casual manners are very
casual indeed. But the main reason is that he is actu-
ally a very complicated person whose mental processes are
1
difficult to follow. " Which seems to be brought out
in the statements as issues, - they hardly have the sim-
plicity and directness of Lincoln. "Debates as to ’What
the President means’ have been one of the features of
1
the present Congress."
Mr. Hoover possesses all the mental qualities which
one could hope for in the leader of any great and worthy
undertaking, but he seems to lack the power to make his
1-N.Y. Times Magazine - March 1, 1931.
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ability effective * He is neither as adventurous as Wil-
son nor as safe as Coolidge, - his whole attitude and
procedure seem to be built around a central philosophy
of distrust of the political mind and the political
method as such. If the commission manager form of
government which divorces politics ever extends to the
National Administration "we have the ideal business man-
1
ager at hand in Mr. Hoover."
1-N.Y. Times Magazine, March 1, 1931.
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Abraham Lincoln -
Abraham Lincoln was a politician from the time when
every able-bodied citizen considered it his duty, not
only to defend his country in time of war, but to sup-
port her, in a public service capacity, in time of
peace. He was a good politician, - always willing to
sacrifice himself to the cause of his party and his party
to a still greater cause* In nis great Cooper Union
speech he expressed the desire "to be placed anywhere,
or nowhere as may appear most likely to advance our
cause*” Letters and documents of the 1860. campaign
show that Lincoln took the lead in prescribing the policy
and platform of the Republicans not only in his own
state but in the nation.
Lincoln, in much the same way as Coolidge, made a
career of politics * In 1858 when the Douglas -Lincoln
campaign for Senatorship was in progress we find this
memorandum among Lincoln^ notes, - "Twenty-two years
ago Judge Douglas and I first became acquainted. We
were both young then; he a trifle older than I. Even
then we were both ambitious; I, perhaps quite as much
so as he. With me the race of ambition has been a
failure, - a flat failure; with him it has been one of
-.
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splendid success. His name fills the nation, and is
not -unknown even in foreign lands. I affect no con-
tempt for the high eminence he has reached. So reached
that the oppressed of my species might have shared with
me in the elevation. I would rather stand on that em-
inence than wear the richest crown that ever pressed a
1
monarch's brow."
As a public man he displayed sincerity, fair play
and magnanimity . "His simplicity, his clearness, his
knack of happy illustration and his earnestness are the
complete armor of his legal battles. They are to
2
serve him just as well when he becomes President." In
1860 Lincoln was elected minority president of the United
States, receiving almost half a million votes more than
his ancient rival and closest competitor, Douglas.
Whereas Douglas exhausted himself and the general public
in an extensive campaign trip of speeches, Lincoln stayed
quietly at home and let his past speeches and deeds
speak for themselves. When he did say anything it was
worded in eloquent simplicity. On his way to the Capitol
he spoke to the citizens of Bloomington, using this naive
story for illustratxon of his intentions, - "I think of
1-
Hertz, Emanuel. New Light on Lincoln. N.Y.Times,
2-
N.Y. Times, Feb. 15, 1931. Feb. 22, 1931.
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the people very much as an old friend said he thought of
women. He said when he lost his first wife, who had been
a great help to him in his business, he thought he was ru-
ined, that he could never find another to fill her place.
At length, however, he married another who he found did
quite as well as the first, and that his opinion now was
that any woman would do well who was well done by. So
I think of tne whole people of this nation; they will ev-
1
er do well if well done by.”
Lincoln’s difficulties with his * cat-and-dog’
cabinet have been the subject of much speculation by
historians. His trouble with them was not because of
their disloyalty to him but their hatred of one another.
Each had made up his mind, at the beginning of the ad-
ministration, to make himself the real boss of affairs in
the place of this Illinois Jackanapes. Lincoln him-
self thought that almost anyone of his cabinet was in a
better position to administer than himself, Seward es-
pecially. However, it was not long before, much to
their discontent, they found that Lincoln was greater
than any of them, and after that no member of Lincoln’s
cabinet was actually disloyal to him except Chase.
"There was no stronger, more rugged President than
1-N.Y. Times, Feb. 22, 1931.
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Jackson, and yet Jackson’s first Administration was ru-
ined by having just such a Cabinet. Not until Martin
Van Buren forced them to resign did ’Old Hickory* have
a free hand and take ms true place among Presidents. On
the other hand, there have been Presidents, like Roose-
velt, with equally discordant natures In the Cabinet
whom, by some witchery, tney have reduced to the unanimity
of a military squad. There is no rule to be laid down
about it. strength of character has nothing to do with
it; Presidents who did not possess any such strength have
yet, in some magical way, produced harmony among stronger
1
and inharmonious spirits."
Harold J. Laski says, "The average American Presi-
dent represents, at the best, a leap m the dark, his
average cabinet rarely represents anything at all. But
the average member of an English cabinet has been tried
and tested over a long period in the public view. He
has the ’feel’ of his task long before ne comes to that
task. He has spent his earlier career in contact with
2
the operations he is now to direct." Such may be so
in many cases but, - "Abe Lincoln!" Little of command-
ing he knew. Little of the dash and glamour of the
hero-leader about him. He and his people were one.
1-
Thompson, Charles Willis - on Dr. Macartney’s Lincoln
and his Cabinet, New York Times, Peb. 22, 1931.
2
-
A Grammar of Politics, P. 300. h. J. Laski.
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They loved and trusted him. He was the simplest, human-
. j-
est, wisest mixer and American we have ever produced."
In teaching our school children about our great
President Lincoln we deal so heavily with comparatively
unimportant phases of his life; the log cabin origin,
the poverty of his youth, and his never-ceasing hard
work, tnat they do not stop to consider whay magic
there was in him that made him a great leader of men.
Thousands of men have sprung from equally poor sur-
roundings but we still have but one Lincoln. Lincoln^
whole-hearted devotion to whatever cause he took for his
own has, I believe, been one of his main reasons for
success. He was a spirit on fire with love of his kind.
Angelo Patri says of Lincoln, "It was his power to sepa-
rate the weaknesses of mankind from their strength,
from their littleness, from their greatness, and deal
directly with them at their best, that made him the
2
great leader of men."
Lincoln never stooped to advance by stepping on
others. In politics as in his private life he main-
tained the highest standards of sportsmanship. Dr.
A. Z. Conrad, preaching in the Park Street Church, said,
"Great presidents have been those who have praised other
presidents; great ministers have been those who have
1-
Sharp, D. L. Education in a Democracy. P. 20.
2-
Boston Herald - Feb., 1931.
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not talked down other ministers; great lawyers have been
lawyers who have not criticized other lawyers. It is
1
the same in all professions."
1-Boston Post, Feb. 23, 1931
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Grover Cleveland -
Grover Cleveland was a man of unusually strong char-
acter and filled with a sense of civic duty of the most
unselfish nature* "Cleveland was a man of strong charac-
1
ter and positive convictions * f> His judgment was pre-
ceded by a slow and laborious investigation of the facts,
but once his opinion was formed it was adhered to despite
the personal injury of character or of cause which might
follow in its wake. All through his years in public
service he lived up to his motto, "Public office is a
public trust."
Cleveland reached the highest office in the land
with unprecedented suddenness, for within four years he
was in quick succession Mayor of Buffalo, Governor of
New York, and President of the United States. As Mayor
of Buffalo he was elected in the interest of civic reform,
and was so successful and independent in performing his
duties to the reform element that his fame soon spread.
His untiring devotion to the Interests of the people and
his policy of pinning the crime to the criminal won him
the title of the "Veto Mayor."
Cleveland received some of his early training for
politics when, as a boy, he was employed in a grocery
1-Hughes, R. 0. The Making of our United States. P. 304.
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store. "In later manhood he said it taught him how to
deal with men, to appreciate their points of view and
1
their motives, and to adapt his own actions to them."
Later in life Cleveland would sit down with groups of peo-
ple discussing political troubles and lead them to a
peaceful settlement of their controversy. "Grover
Cleveland had the homely gift of common sense
,
the heroic
gift of unflinching courage, the rare gift of long pa-
2
tience, and the divine gift of unimpeachable honesty .
1
*
From Cleveland* s earliest public appearance his in-
terest in politics was not with a view to winning office
but in response to a sense of civic duty . He was nom-
inated for Governor of New York and supported by the in-
telligent reform element which appreciated the need of
political brains in leadership and political skill in man-
agement . "Grover Cleveland, in the two years of his gov-
ernorship, impressed the people with with both his honesty
and his wisdom
,
and to these he added the quality of cour-
age which gave a touch of the dramatic so essential to
3
political success."
His friends considered him a "good fellow" in that he
was sociable and lived an honorable, irreproachable life;
good but not so as to bend backwards. However, he took
1-
Gordy, Wilbur Fiske. Leaders in Making America. P.392
2-
McElroy, Robert. Grover Cleveland. Vol. 1. P. 68
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his public trust as President most seriously and during
that time seemed to develop a dual personality which still
welcomed and appreciated his friends, but became cold and
unapproachable when friendship was used to ask favors at
the expense of the people*
Grover Cleveland* s reassertion of the Independence of
of the Executive was one of his most valuable acts as
President. He suffered much abuse and misrepresentation
in standing by his principle, but disregard for personal
welfare characterized every public office which Cleveland
held. Elihu Root says of Cleveland, "His official judg-
ment was never disturbed by any question as to the effect
upon his personal fortunes . He had an exceptionally
good mind ; a still more exceptionally rugged strength of
character; altogether a powerful and attractive person-
T"
allty."
When Cleveland was first mentioned for President
his campaign cry was voiced by Governor Edward S. Bragg
of Wisconsin who said, of the young men of the West,
1
"They love him most for the enemies he has made . " This
was true all over the country, although at different lev-
els, even to the end, for Cleveland’s public service was
devoted to fighting machines, the spoils system and
1-McElroy, Robert. Grover Cleveland.
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exposing any abuse of public trust*
On his deathbed his parting words express the key to
his life, - "I have tried so hard to do right " McElroy
says of this true American, "Living, he dared to disregard
party in the service of principle. lying, he named no
party as nis heir. Dead, no party and no faction can
fairly claim a monopoly of the glory with which the ad-
1
vancing years are steadily crowning his memory*"
1-McElroy, Robert* Grover Cleveland Vol. II - P. 386
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Theodor© Roosevelt -
"All the world loves a fighter! It is my honest
belief that God loves a fighter. I know the crowd
loves one. That’s the only spirit that gets anywhere,
the only way to win admiration and affection and lead-
1
ership." Roosevelt was aggressive both in physical
and mental posture. He made a fighting issue of every
undertaking. "Part of Theodore Roosevelt’s power was
in his picturesque phrasing of political issues as if
they were great moral struggles. No one could forget,
or fail to have ms heart beat a trifle faster at Roose-
velt’s trumpet call in the 1912 campaign: "we stand at
Armageddon and we battle for the Lord." His 'Big Stick’
became a potent political symbol. Astute political
leaders have not failed to capitalize the fighting in-
stinct, and any social project will enlist the wider
enthusiasm, the more energetic support, if it is hailed
2
as a battle or fight against somebody or other."
Roosevelt's main power lay in his emotional appeal.
After critically observing mankind it is not difficult
to understand the appeal which a man endowed with physi-
cal and mental glamour can exert upon the majority of us,
for by and large, we are rather a colorless group
1-
Cunningham, Bill. Boston Post. Jan. 1, 1931.
2-
Counts, School and Society in Chicago. P.115.
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living a rather monotonous existence in a rather drab
world. Dallas Lore Sharp believes "We need pervaders,
those that stir us as Roosevelt did. He was the worst
sort of a leader. Where did he lead us except on that
one doubtful journey across Panama? His own political
party repudiated his leadership. He had no political
objectives, no constructive plan . But he had a way of
stirring up the people with his *Big Stick.
1
He was a
tremendous mixer; and he leavened the whole lump of
1
American life with zeal and zest and fervent living."
In "The Happy Warrior" Franklin D. Roosevelt says
of Alfred E. Smith, - "Utterly different in so many ways,
yet there is between Theodore Roosevelt and Alfred E.
Smith an extraordinary similarity of political method.
To get what one can, fight for it, but not jeopardize it
by asking for the moon
,
brought concrete results to both
of them. This similarity accounts, perhaps, for the
same type of blind devotion accorded them by many of their
2
friends." He knew what so many leaders do not, - what
interests the public will support, and how far they will
support them. He was practical enough to concentrate
on these things and bring them to a successful finish
rather than dissipate his energies in the behalf of
1-
Education in a Democracy. P. 11
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causes in which the interest of the general public could
not possibly be aroused*
In a recent Collier hour, Ivy Lee, press agent to
American financial and Industrial aristocracy, in praising
the Soviet Government, compared Stalin’s smile with that
of Teddy Roosevelt. He found Stalin direct, simple,
unpretentious, intrepid, owing his power not to orator-
ical blandishments, but gifts as a ’party organizer*
’
Roosevelt come 3 in by one’s heart not one’s head and so
his success as a leader is assured. It isn’t his deep
ideas and plans that makes one follow him, - his fol-
lowers ask not where he is leading, - wherever his ’big-
ness,’ his 'humanness, ’ and his ’fightingness’ will lead
is good enough for any man because Roosevelt’s omnipotent
personality makes It so* In the Congressional election
of 1914 less than two million people voted with the
party which has given Roosevelt four million votes In
1912, - plainly showing that most of the Progressives
had been simply Roosevelt men and not reformers*
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Woodrow Wilson -
"Woodrow Wilson was a born leader. He had plans.
But while he was up in the mountains with his plans, the
people made them a golden calf and elected Aaron over
1
them.” Prom the very beginning of Wilson* s first
term as President he was an outsider from the political
point of view. His previous experience in a public
capacity in New Jersey only tended to alienate him from
the older leaders who still remembered with resentment
his treatment of ex-Senator James Smith, "Wilson must
then endeavour to win the masses of the people to him by
his public statements and by his acts. And in the art
of rallying disinterested men to him Wilson has been
surpassed by only two presidents, - Jefferson and Jack-
son; but Wilson, unlike Jefferson and Jackson, has not
shown any ability to bind men to him through personal-
friend loyalty . Men follow him from intellectual motives
,
not upon the principle expressed in the saying: "The
2
gang* s all here." "
A combination of power, circumstances and opportun-
ity are necessary in the making of great leaders, "Con-
spicuous ability has been the outstanding feature of his
career as President, That very commanding ability and
1-
Sharp, D. L. Education in a Democracy. P. 19.
2-
Dodd, Win. E. Woodrow Wilson and his Work. P. 126
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political astuteness were the main spurs to the opposi-
tion. Wilson was about to found a political dynasty.
1
He must be defeated.”
The power of leadership is the power of integration,-
where there is no conscious control the eyes roam wildly,
the leader is the one who focuses them on the goal, the
mass supplies the power to reach the goal. The eyes,
however, are focussed by a control from within not from
without. "The leader guides the group and is at the
same time himself guided by the group, is always a part
of the group. No one can truly lead except from within.
One danger as conceiving the leader as outside is that
then what ought to be group loyalty will become personal
loyalty. When we have a leader within the group these
2
two loyalties can merge."
A man and a leader of Wilson* s calibre could not
help but meet with considerable resistance, - he was so
far ahead of us that he was not of us and we feared him.
Wilson could disassociate himself and all his emotions
from his brain, - he could receive, comprehend and sym-
pathize on an intellectual basis, and had the control
to take his conclusion back to his body and make it do
as his brain had decided. We, poor mortals, are not
1-
Dodd, Wm. E. Woodrow Wilson and his Work. P. 271.
2-
Follett, M.P. The New State. P. 229.
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capable of such mental gymnastics, - "Like Lincoln, he
was not a man of passion and anger, but an intellect-
ual who counted the value of his words and estimated
the distant consequences as well as the immediate re-
sults of his moves. The country, however, was not
Wilson, much as some men believed in him. Common men
cannot wage war and keep in good humor. They reply
1
in kind,"
Clemenceau the realist and Wilson the idealist
could hardly be expected to » click, ’ Clemenceau re-
flected revengeful attitude of war-ridden France, She
could not see farther than her ’pound of flesh.’ That
we build for tomorrow and not for today is beside the
point when the passions of war are aroused. With ev-
ident sorrow Wilson expressed his belief that mankind
was even now not ready for the ’new day’ in an address
before the Paris Political Science Association. "They
could not forgive Germany or the Germans. Wisdom is
not the part of such folk. Few men have been able to
rise to the level of Abraham Lincoln, and Lincoln him-
self did not live to test his doctrine of love. Wil-
son yielded to Force Majeure, thinking wisely, if the
writer may express the opinion, that mankind was after
*-Dodd, flftn, E. Woodrow Wilson and his Work. p. 273
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all neither democratic nor Christian.”
A successful president of the United States must pos-
sess the power to compel action from static bodies.
Whether he accomplishes this activity by force or by a
heaven-sent personal charm he is at once attacked because
he is successful. Wilson may be considered the greatest
autocrat that ever occupied the White House. ”lf one
thinks to have a happy life, one had best never enter
American politics. The whole procedure from the refusal
to investigate the Newberry case to the passing of the
Knox peace resolution was politics in the strictly American
1
sense.
"
As a nation and as individual states we have perfect-
ed the best known system for preventing men of ability
and originality from attaining and retaining responsible
political positions of leadership. The American people
admit that they prefer leaders who do not even claim to
know more than the average citizen, - it is democracy be-
ing carried to its logical extreme. As it often happens
the course of history and the success of a leader Is more
the result of happy chance than any real merit. As a
member of the Senate said to a constituent In Maine, -
”That was decreed before he went to Paris. The Senate
1-Dodd, Wm. E. Woodrow Wilson and his Work. P. 343
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had brow-beaten Cleveland for eight years; it had driven
John Hay to resign from the McKinley cabinet; and it had
refused assent to most of the best measures of the Roose-
velt presidency. How could it now forego the chance to
break the one leader whose career had been and still was
a reminder that some things were not right in the coun-
1
try,"
Wilson’s personal presence was a source of strength .
His persuasive voice could make him a dominant influence
in any group of men. "Wilson was a master in the art
of stirring tne feelings of vast multitudes. He is per-
haps not a great orator, but he is the most consummate
master of convincing statement known to American hist-
ory, with the possible exception of Abraham Lincoln.
His statements read like perfect demonstrations in math-
1
ematics.
"
In the campaign following the close of the war when
there was most need for a commanding leader, - one
representing ideas, "The bosses were also bent upon
setting up a leader who would be as unlike Wilson as
possible, one who would "take orders," as a prominent
spokesman of that element of the party frankly declared
a little later It would have taken a "superman" to
1-Dodd, Win. E. Woodrow Wilson and his Work, P. 373
p. 296
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*
have won under these circumstances, and the country was
ringing from end to end with the cry nWe do not
1
wish any more supermen.”
Wilson, in my estimation, failed in the political
game in the sense that he did not know where to stop, -
his eye was so steadily focussed on the goal ahead that
he did not heed when Dame Public ceased to walk by his
side. This and his own statement are, I believe, his
political lacks, - ”lt is not men that interest or dis-
turb me primarily; it is ideas. Ideas live; men die."
1-Dodd, Wm. E. Woodrow Wilson and his Work. P. 415
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Calvin Coolldge -
A royal saint of the Middle Ages was said to be "sim-
—
pie in life, yet sovereign In resolve .” These are the
determining qualities which have been found in Calvin
1
Coolldge. " Insight , prudence , and an active silence,
in that It always seemed a protective foil for unrevealed
potentialities, seem to be characteristic of the man
through a careful study of his political and post-
political life. His classmates at Amherst summed him
up this way, - "An alert. Independent thinker. Simple,
straight mental processes. Clear common sense; accurate
perceptions. Got to the heart of a problem, and said
the last word. Never assumed knowledge, or attempted
bluff. Always master of himself. Everything without
appearance of baste; ample leisure to do the right thing.
Reserved but strong where he stood. Had no start; made
progress through character and ability. A liking for
hard work; conscious of the value of results obtained
by serious effort. Keen, subtle sense of humor. Cold
1
outside; intense within. ”
Coolldge was not the * glad hand 1 type of politician.
Neither did he ever criticize or attack his opponents in
campaigning. "He made a thought out, concentrated
1-Wood, Robert A. The Preparation of Calvin Coolldge.
P. 4
P. 96
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appeal to the practical intelligence of the people *
”
It gradually became apparent that while some hold public
office because of their superfluity, Coolidge could do
so because of nis frugality* His characteristic is
action not words* At last It became recognized that
Coolidge was making a career of politics, - an observa-
tion which has tended to prove itself. Coolidge per-
sistently showed himself to be splendidly honest, al-
ways constructive and considerate, notably fair to op-
ponents
,
a man of action backed by reserve power, but
when he did choose to open his mouth he said sometning*
"As President of tne Senate, he had a fuller oppor-
tunity than ever before to express nis capacity as a
leader. Well-informed observers have stated that no
man in his position in the past generation had managed
the affairs of the Senate with more tact and with less
friction* He knew how to hold a properly judicial
attitude toward all proposals. He was always fair to
members of the opposite party, and won their support
in an unusual degree. He guided deliberations rather
tnan shaped conclusions. He wlways kept the Senate
at work. He won and kept the respect of all by his
conception of mastery. His way was always to lead,
1-Wood, Robert A. The Preparation of Calvin Cooliflge
P. 114.
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never to drive. He is hardly remembered to have given
an order; a suggestion or intimation or some turn of
1
Yankee wit from him accomplished more."
Dr. Elihu Grant, now Director of the Graduate School
at Haverford College, who lived opposite the Coolidge
family for ten years has written - ..."and his exception-
al success in gaining the suffrage of his fellow-citizens
of both parties without any of the usual public manifest-
ations of the vote-getter, already marked him off from
other political figures. Others have their ups and
1
downs in the political game. He was always going up."
Among the other qualities named by this neighbor are,
industry, persistence
,
straight and strenuous in a quiet
way, natively modest
,
simply does not care for unreality,
not a trace of affectation
,
and last and most character-
istic, his actions run far ahead of his words but both
are in the same direction.
Calvin Coolidge came forward on the Massachusetts
Political platform for the office of Lieutenant Governor,
a man possessing none of the usual glamorousness of the
customary candidates for high office, - he based his
campaign upon cumulative service and inherent qualifica-
tions. A man who, "studied politics with the same
1-Wood, Robert A. The Preparation of Calvin Coolidge.
P. 32
P. 64
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application with which he would seek to master the law,
or with which another would lay hold upon the science
and practice of medicine; "the power to think is not
1
cloistered from politics*" "
One of Mr. Coolidge ’a principle rules in life is, -
"Always prepared, " and those who have come into con-
tact with him through public service have found him ab-
sorbed first, in the accumulation of a vast store of
knowledge about the personnel and procedure of unit
which he directs; second, in penetrating
,
pungent and
constructive thinking about improving the situations
encountered*
Coolidge was very slow in becoming acquainted with
the voters. While serving in Massachusetts he was
never found in hotels, clubrooms and other gathering
places frequented by men in public service. In fact,
he never to this day has joined any other fraternity
than the one he joined at Amherst. It was not until
he came into the presidency that ne made any real ef-
fort to influence people through a sense of the personal
touch* In this way he was rather independent of organ-
ization approval and support* Kis keen mind differs
entirely from Wilson’s in that Coolidge is conservative
1-Wood, Robert a* The Preparation of Calvin Coolidge.
F. 127
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as to what seems to lie outside of the limits of the Con-
stitution as the people accept it to date, - but within
these limits he will stretch the limit* Wilson could
only be stopped by the sky. Mr. Eugene C. Hultman
says, - "To take action that will meet such a problem
with justice to the various elements affected requires
foresight and common- sense . Seldom is this combina-
tion found in political office. I am convinced that
Mr. Coolidge possesses more of these qualities than any
one else in public office with whom I have come in con-
1
tact.
"
When Coolidge was elected Vice*President the future
of his Washington career was profoundly influenced by
the fact that his nomination and election had come of
a spontaneous momentum from the people and he was bounden
to no one except the people. "He has, from the begin-
ning of his public career, like Theodore Roosevelt, had
no hesitation in working with the so-called "practical"
politicians when they were going his way; and, as a party
1
leader, has given them some measure of recognition."
His major appointments to office are according to fitness
and merit.
Coolidge carried on a successful political career,
1-Wood, Robert A. The Preparation of Calvin Coolidge.
P. 144
P. 171
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never being what is called an organization man within
the party. He has been strenuous, simple and conscien-
tious. At tp time has he limited his appeal to specific
racial elements* He has made but few enemies. Accord-
ing to John Morley, - "He has exercised an instinctive
sense of finding the desires and hopes of the people and
shaping the application of his own public aims so as to
make combination with the common will* He thus devel-
oped a kind of political skill that commanded admiration
from both "practical" politicians and political reform-
ers. From one point of view he was called " the most
noiseless political expert that ever achieved a high of-
fice like the Governorship." From the other, this was
said, "He is a politician and a consummately good one.
But he takes politics as seriously and in much the same
mood as some men have taken crusading. In the work and
problems of government in Massachusetts he is as much ab-
1
sorbed as some men are in money-making."
E. C. Lindeman says, "It is no longer possible for
the great leader, single-handed, to wield power over the
docile mass. The prophet of the future will come up,
not from the people but with the people. He will not be
a voice crying in the wilderness, but rather a voice
1-Wood, Robert A. The Preparatxon of Calvin Coolidge.
P. 228.
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joined with other voices, an activity joined with other
activities, in co-operative attempt to solve a mutual
problem. He will not be the orator graced with the
tricks of securing mock -consent by crowd-methods, but
rather the participator in discussion who knows how to
evaluate the worth and the contribution of all who
1
share his life and interests." Calvin Coolidge per-
sonified a leadership by service, not by force. It is
said of him, "I never saw a man who could more unerring-
ly detect the fly in the ointment, and more unhesitating-
ly call attention to it."
Many of us resented his eternal silence. During
his Vice-Presidency the story is told that at one of the
many dinners it fell to his lot to attend, a very prom-
inent woman, his partner for dinner, bore down upon him
with the story that she had bet rather a large sum of
money with a friend of hers that she could make Mr. Cool-
idge say three words at the dinner, - Cal was silent for
a moment and then replied, "You lose." "Though he is
essentially a man of action, and perhaps because he is
so, he has always said very little about what he is do-
1
ing." That very old rhyme might aptly be applied to
this excellent and clever politician, -
1-Wood, Robert A. The Preparation of Calvin Coolidge.
P. 268
P.206.
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"A wise old owl lived in an oak:
The more he saw, the less he spoke.
The less he spoke, the more he heard:
Why can*t we be like that old bird?"
It Is my belief that Coolidge could again run for
the Presidency and get it by a far larger vote than be-
fore* He has stood that acid test of time, - and today
he is probably more highly esteemed than ever before.
He tends to aggravate our human weakness to admire snap
judgments, - but the time Coolidge spent in pondering
before he acted was never wasted as he made excellent
judgments that will not be regretted in the future.
Preceding the erection of one of the buildings during
Andrew Jackson* s term, the story is told that there was
a great deal of controversy and wrangling as to just
where the building should stand. Being out in the
field where the arguments were taking place the old gen-
tleman again lost his patience and prodding the ground
with his cane said, - "here, here, put it here." Ever
since then we have been regretting the fact that one
of the national units is located at an angle out of
keeping with the rest of the buildings.
Bruce Barton, one of the syndicate editorial writ-
ers, has lately written an article attempting to answer
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the question - Why has Coolidge popularity grown since
he has left the Wnite House? To begin with, Mr. Cool-
idge is exactly the same out of office as he was in of-
fice. He is scrupulous with tongue and pen* He con-
tinues to prick the peoples’ curiosity and keep them
wondering just what he is cooking up during his most
pregnant silences. Vlfaen Coolidge was President the
American people were riding the wave of prosperity and
any President can be popular under such favorable cir-
cumstances. Coolidge is a born politician, - he knew
enough to sit tight and get out before we crashed. When
mbney runs freely everyone is nappy and we say it is a
great administration, - when depression hits us it is
the President who ’gets it in the neck,’ not as much the
administration. Everyone unhesitatingly leaves his
trouble at the President’s door. Mr. Hoover’s plight
puts Coolidge in a rosier light than ever before.
In "Thinking Things Over with Calvin Coolidge, " -
we find that the man himself admits that politics is
more of an art than most people seem aware of, and that
while it is the usual thing to sneer at the practical
politician, very few of our successful business men can
carry a political career as successfully. "Business
1-Boston Post, March - 1931
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buys what it wants and gives orders* The law demands
its rights. Politics can only plead for support . Men
like Jefferson, Lincoln, and Speaker Reed, who made a
profound impression on public affairs, gained their suc-
cess by a lifelong study of the art of politics. They
knew how to get the people to take action* More care in
selection and less unmerited abuse of public officers will
be required to conduct our increasingly complicated gov-
1
ernment.
”
1-Boston Post - March, 1931*
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Conclusion as to the qualities necessary for better
political leadership .
In conclusion I would say that the minimum essen-
tials of good pdlitical leadership incorporate, —
Honesty
,
- of the quality which Professor Mahoney
advocates. A born-in- the-grain honesty. An Honesty
that will neither deceive nor be deceived.
Courage
,
- of the type that Lincoln showed when he
took his stand on the Slavery question. A courage that
knows it is right and will not be stopped. A courage
that is so strong that it sweeps many with its strength.
A courage that realizes that it is impossible to please
all of the people all of the time. A courage that be-
lieves there is a way to accomplish anything that must
be done, - that does not deviate from the right at any
time. a courage that is willing to take the responsi-
bility for its own and others mistakes.
Sensitiveness
,
- a sensitiveness which reflects the
delicate tones of public attitude on all questions, - a
sort of intuition which prophecies how far to go, -
a sixth sense which warns just before the saturation
point. The ’feel’ of the public at all times and upon
all questions. And the self-control to guide his
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course accordingly. The wisdom to give in to opponents
on all details and to be firm only in the issue of the
project. The keenness to ’stoop to conquer,’ - not
trying to take all the glory to himself even when he de-
serves it, but spreading it out where it will do the most
good as reward for past service or incentive for future
service.
Brains,-- Meaning an average intelligence but a keen
sense of vision
,
- the ability to see in the mind’s eye
the completed picture and essential steps to be taken.
A master of the art of human nature, - plenty of " social
intelligence , ” from which comes tact, tolerance, and sym-
pathy. This characteristic is essential to the general
happiness and contentment of the organization, and is re-
flected in the quality of work accomplished.
Magnetism
,
— that most intangible quality which Professor
Mahoney calls Color. That something which attracts and
holds men to you because of its fascinating and stimulat-
ing quality. It is that ’Color' which is the big differ-
ence between Mrs. Coolidge and Mrs. Hoover. Roosevelt
had it, and Al Smith has it to a certain degree. It
includes the ability to make people work because of the
pleasure that it gives them to work for you.
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PART IV
*
What are the public schools doing?
"To an extent characteristic of no other
institution, save the state itself, the
school has the power to modify the social
order it John Dewey
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Northeastern Junior High School
Somerville, Mass,
Miss Minnie Holden of the Northeastern Junior High
School has built up a Junior Safety Council that has
gained considerable prominence in the vicinity of Boston,
as an outstanding success in the field of pupil partic-
ipation in the making and enforcement of school govern-
ment.
The Junior Safety Council is an organization apart
from the regular class and school organization of the
children. The constitution states that each room shall
elect two members at the beginning of the year. (Article
2 ) However, upon investigation it was found that most
of the teachers appoint the room representatives at the
first of the year but generally allow class election of
the group who assume duties in the middle of the year;
elections coming twice a year. Miss Holden was rather
in favor of the teacher-selection method, claiming that
the work of the Council was superior under such circum-
stances, although she did not hesitate to admit that
election to the Council had proven the saving of many a
”Peck»s bad boy." She pointed with pride to several
of these reclaimed humans as we passed through the
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corridors
To be quite frank at the beginning of this discus-
sion of the Junior Safety Council as found in operation
at th# Somerville Northeastern Junior High School, I
wish to say tnat in my estimation, and after visiting
the school upon two different occasions, attending Court
during one entire session, having lunch with Miss Holden,
as well as talking with her three separate times, the re-
markable success of her organization is due to Miss Hol-
den’s personality and the fact that, from an idea, she
has nursed the Council through six years to its present
achievement. Miss Holden and the Junior Safety Council
have become a tradition with the school; in fact, this
year she refused to take the sponsoring of the Council,
claiming that some younger teacher should assume the re-
sponsibility, - but their regression from a successful
administration of student government was so readily dis-
cernible before many months had passed that Miss Holden
felt duty bound to give in to the pleadings of her prin-
cipal and sponsor the organization. The above informa-
tion was gleaned, partly, by directly questioning Miss
*-
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Holden, partly from another teacher, and partly from the
Judge of the Junior Safety Council.
The officers consist of the Judge
,
who is also the
Captain
,
an appointment made by Miss Holden; Clerk of
Court; the Doorkeeper; the Chief; two Lieutenants, and
a Sergeant for every floor, - all of wnom are elected by
the Council from among its own members at the first meet-
ing of the group after they are elected by the homerooms.
All offenders against the rules of the school and society
are tried before a Court, presided over by the Judge, as-
sisted by the Clerk, the Doorkeeper, the Chief, and the
two Lieutenants. The corridors, lunchroom, assembly
hall and playground are entirely under the supervision
of the officers of the Council during the school day and
during any entertainments to the public.
Experience shows that when the pupils of the home-
rooms elect their representatives to the Council that
the choice is made without consideration of ability and
merit, - either the class * cut-up* or the most popular
member is chosen. For this reason Miss Holden prefers
the teachers* appointments to the pupils* choice. While
the class ’cut-up' is often eliminated as a further
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disciplinary problem and makes an excellent officer, it
requires more training, inspiration, and supervision to
accomplish the desired results than in the other case*
She would be perfectly willing to take the necessary time
to accomplish this but her program does not permit it, -
so she must of necessity take the easiest and quickest
way to obtain the best possible functioning of the Coun-
cil*
It is quite evident that even when the room repre-
sentatives to the Council are elected by the pupils,
little or no discussion as to thoee qualities necessary
to successful leadership ensue before the election; in
fact, I doubt whether the teacher makes any special at-
tempt to analyze the situation and present the problem
of qualification to the children*
Conclusions -
Under Miss Holden* s tutelage the Northeastern
Junior Safety Council has reached a degree of success-
ful function rarely attained in a Junior High School or-
ganization. The students both respect and fear their
own classmates when acting in an official capacity.
Court is looked upon with awe, and to be sianmoned to
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appear is no laughing matter. In Court they are judged
by a Judge, whose English is not alv/ays the best, but
whose adminitions are so thoroughly understood by the
children that it is not uncommon to see tears start from
their eyes. He is not an easy taskmaster and when he
pronounces the sentence he asks the offender if he feels
that he has been dealt with fairly, - and the answer is
invariably, yes, and a sigh of relief to have gotten off
as lightly as he did, - but if it is, no, the case can
be appealed to the Higher Court in which the Principal is
the Judge. The Court was very impressive, - the Judge
and Officers most commanding. I would not have dared
sneeze for fear the Judge would sue me for Contempt of
Court.
In the course of a fear approximately one hundred
and twenty-five pupils have served in the Council. On
the whole I should say that it is a most worth-while
procedure in providing for practice in qualities of cit-
izenship, - especially responsibility, leadership, initi-
ative, character, and temperament. It falls down in
teaching and guiding the pupils to choose wisely and
with an eye to results those of their members best
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fitted by nature to serve in this capacity. No attempt
to analyze or recognize in others potential qualities of
leadership, - and, therefore, no effort to guide such
children to a better and fuller development of their
gifts.
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SCHOOL PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
I will be loyal and true to the Northeastern
Junior High School. I will love ray school and do
ray best to be a credit to it. Never will I bring
disgrace to it by any act of dishonesty, cowardice
or untruthfulness. I will obey those who are over
me and uphold all the standards of the school. In
doing this I will never shirk any task that is given
me to do, but I will do it to the best of my ability.
I will carry the Northeastern spirit with me every-
wnere and be a booster for my school.
(Signed) Warren R. Lovering.
Sec. Ill
Room 207
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THE NORTHEASTERN JUNIOR SAFETY COUNCIL
Foreword
The Northeastern Junior Safety Council Is a repre-
sentative Council of the entire school. The body func-
tions by keeping the idea of safety before the student
body at all times. Its representatives serve as agents
in all traffic duty.
Great stimulus is given to the organization project
by allowing the pupils to make the plans for the organ-
ization. The teacher acts only as advisor. Each
teacher sends a representative to the meeting at which
the organization takes place. It is in keeping with
democratic principles to allow the pupils of the home
rooms to elect their own delegates, under the guidance
of the teacher.
Such qualifications as reliability
,
leadership, in-
itlatlve
.
character, and temperament are required.
The faculty sponsor, 0r principal, assumes the
temporary chairmanship of the meeting, stating briefly
the purpose and giving a short talk on "Safety."
After the election of officers a Constitution is
drawn up. This Constitution states the number and type
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of officers, and sets forth the main working principles
of the organization*
The binding link whicn serves to make the Junior
Safety Council organization enthusiastically success-
ful is the Court*
The aim of this Court is to educate, not to punish
unless absolutely necessary* The procedure of the
Court trials is simple*
Anyone doing wrong repeatedly is summoned to Court,
which consists of a Judge, a clerk, and a prosecuting at-
torney who questions the offender, and explains the dan-
ger of the offense* The Judge then sentences the of-
fender.
If the offender thinks the sentence is unjust he may
appeal to trie Higher Court, the Principal of the School,
who has the power to revoke the sentence if he desires*
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NORTHEASTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
JUNIOR SAFETY COUNCIL
OFFICER’S RECORD
Name
Home Room Section
Term began Ended
Remarks
Upon election to the Junior Safety Council the above
record is made and put in the permanent file. When
the officer's term expires he is Honorably discharged,
and remarks as to his ability in such a capacity are
stated for future reference. In the case of a serious
offense by an officer he is court-martialled and dis-
honorably discharged.
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CITY OF SOMERVILLE
We request you in the name of Northeastern Junior
-B-
High School to summon
NAME OF PUPIL
to appear before the Court holden in
of the Northeastern Junior High School on
_relative to a complaint made by
OFFICER ~
WITNESS
:
Chief Justice of said Court
"ciiTk
When an infringement upon school rules or an offense
against society is seen by an officer he presents the
culprit with a summons, as seen above.
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NORTHEASTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
JUNIOR SAFETY COUNCIL PERMANENT RECORD
19
Name
Home Room
Offense
Adjustment
Section
Officer
No.
Year
Once a child receives a summons to appear in Court
he has a Court Record, On the whole, very few young-
sters are brought to Court a second time, - the first
experience being sufficiently impressive.
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JUNIOR
Name
Offence
NORTHEASTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SAFETY COUNCIL COURT RECORD
Home Room Seciion
19
Adjustment
Officer
OFFENSE ADJUSTMENT
1*1 KS 1 OI' TENSE: Probation - Home Room Teacher Notified
Signature
SECOND OFFENSE: One Week - After School With Home Room Teacher 2:-2:30
Daily Conduct and Effort Mark from Each Subject Teacher.
1 H I R D t jp b ENSE: Suspension - From All Classes.
Report to Principal.
Faculty Advisers Judge
ITT-.," - r—
CONDUCT and EFFORT REPORT
Teacher Subject Mon. Tues Wed. Thurs. Fri. Avg.
NOTE: Leave this card with Homeroom Teacher at close of school each day.
Leave this card with Court when adjustment is completed.
REMARKS;
HOME ROOM TEACHER
The front and back of the card given the student for
second offense is shown above. "A" states the penalties
T ~~ ' -
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given for first, second and tnird offense. If the
child is a third offender the extreme penalty is not
-E-
given unless his third offense is of a serious nature.
In many cases the second offense penalty is recommended
for two weeks Instead of one, - the second week deten-
tion to be in the room of the advisor and main-stay of
this organization. Miss Minnie Holden, a middle-aged
woman of strong but charming personality, whose approval
would be most satisfying and flattering to any child
and whose disapproval would be heartrending.
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CONSTITUTION
Article 1 NAME
The name of this organization shall be
The Junior Safety Council of the Northeastern
Junior High School,
Article II
OBJECT
The object of tnis organization shall
be to help the pupils of the school in the pre -
vention of accidents and dangerous practices by
making attractive the idea of thoughtfulne s
s
for
others and proper care of their own actions; al-
so to maintain order
,
neatness and cleanliness
both inside and outside of the school building.
Article III MEMBERSHIP
There shall be two members from
each room elected at the beginning
of the school year.
Article IV
SCHOOL COUNCIL OFFICERS
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The School Council shall be conducted
Article
A.
B.
Article
by an Executive Board made up of two
members from each classroom.
The officers of the School Council shall
be elected by and from the Executive
Board at its first meeting after the
classroom election, and shall consist
of a Chief, Captain, Lieutenant and
three Sergeants.
V INSIGNIA
A safety arm band shall be worn at all
times and shall constitute a badge of
authority among the pupils in regard
to warning against unsafe practices.
Members violating any part of the
safety work may be deprived of this
membership by the Chief with the ap-
proval of the Principal or Council
advisor.
VI MEETINGS
The Executive Board should meet the
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first and third Wednesdays of each
month.
Article VII DUTIES
A. The duty of the Chief shall be to conduct
all Safety Council Meetings and to have
general supervision over the Safety work.
B. The duty of the Captain shall be to try
all Court cases and to aid the Chief.
C. The duty of the Lieutenant shall be the
care of the reports of the Council meet-
ings and of all work accomplished.
D. The duty of each Sergeant shall be the
care(of a floor of a building, the as-
sisting of patrols when necessary, and
taking the place of any patrol who is
not able to be in his designated place.
E. Each member of the patrol snail have -
1-
A designated place to oversee before
school, at recess, at lunch, and after
school.
2-
Charge of classes during passage through
corridors.
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Article VIII PLEDGE
All members shall learn the following:
I will work for the safety of others as
I should want them to work for my safety
I will try to be careful, all tne time,
everywnere
•
I will not take any unnecessary chances
of getting hurt, and will warn others
against doing so.
I will do my part to help reduce the
number of accidents this year.
All this I do for the sake of humanity
and the honor of my school.
Article IX
SAFETY RULES
1. No communication while on duty.
2. Officers of all floors are to be on
duty during regular periods, especially
at the beginning of period 4.
3. Officers who are late for duty will
be suspended for the day* Late three
times, an officer will be dismissed
from the Council*
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4. Officers must stay at stations assigned.
5. Any Superior Officer who is suspended by
Mr. Norton will be reduced to the ranks.
6. A patrol officer receiving an offense
card shall consider himself dismissed
from the Council.
7. Officers on duty during lunch periods
must be at their appointed stations
within ten minutes after the beginning
of the lunch period.
8. All reports are to be written on
white paper and placed on file.
9. All officers must know the Safety
Pledge.
10. Officers must wear arm bands at all
times.
11. Any officer losing his arm band shall
pay the sum of thirty-five cents (35sz0.
Article X
AMENDMENTS
This Constitution may be amended at
any regular meeting of the Junior
Safety Council by a two-thirds
majority of those present.
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GIFTED CLASSES
n Opportunities correspond with almost
mathematical accuracy to the ability
to use them*” - Lilian Whiting
7126
Objections to ability grouping -
We are pretty well convinced of the falsity of the
objections raised when educators wished to separate the
dull children from the regular classes. We know that
dull children do not learn enough through association to
warrant keeping them in the normal class* That by re-
moving the gifted children we are stripping the class of
its natural leaders is equally untrue. "The removal of
gifted children from the regular classes has been thought
to have an unfortunate effect on the teachers and the
pupils wno are left behind; without the ’star pupils 1
the class becomes dull and uninteresting to the teach-
ers and the pupils miss the leadership and incentive of
the example of superior accomplishment Leadership
1
is, after all, s relative matter*" These children are
so far ahead of the others that there is no actual funct-
ioning of leadership, - and any strides in this direction
are generally cancelled because their general-teacher-
satisfaction, as a student, classes them as ’teachers’
pets, * thus eliminating them from unanimous popular ap-
proval.
The objection, clothed in the belief that by
1-Dearborn, Walter P. Intelligence Tests* P. 230
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bringing all these children together the natural re-
sult will be the development of one leader instead of
many, which would ensue from previous procedure is equal-
ly unsupported in fact. By grouping gifted children or-
dinary routing can be so modified that each child has the
opportunity to apply himself in a field agreeable to his
interest and ability, and make himself a leader in that
field. This grouping of leaders does not in any way
discount the building of ’leaders of men.’ "There are
few leaders of men, and probably they are determined by
other things than school education; but there are other
1
kinds of leaders."
Our objections to this procedure, as a violation
of democracy, are not made with a clear understanding
of the meaning of the word. If demdcracy means ’the
rule of the people* it also embodies the equality of op-
portunity according to the ability to so utilize such
an opportunity. Democracy means co-operation and the
contribution of the best of individual service for the
improvement of all. "Communities that do not develop
their natural resources are considered backward, slow,
indolent, and unprogressive. Gifted children are lit-
erally the greatest of natural resources. This does
1-Goddard, Henry Herbert. School Training of Gifted
Children. P. 27.
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not say tnat the special class Is the best way to devel-
1
op these resources."
The atmosphere of the classroom is found to be dom-
inated by childish thinking, - they are not mechan-
ically doing what somebody else has told them to. "Mere
knowledge of facts is subordinate to ability to find
facts. Few if any schools have achieved this goal
fully; but the project method is an attempt to reach it;
the idea of children doitog ’research' permeates many of
the better schools today; and in Morrison’s philosophy
2
it is the goal of all secondary education."
In the study of the Cleveland system it was found
from the experiences of ten classes of gifted children
that success was dependent upon, - first, giving them
the rignt attitude, - second, doing away with miscon-
ceptions and preconceived ideas, - third, teachers
who understood children as well as the subject they
teach. It was also found that those who nad special
class methods in the elementary grades were at a de-
cided advantage over those who first encountered them in
the Junior High Schools. "The freedom found in these
elementary special classes has developed a degree of re-
sponsibility, self-control and interest in work tnat
1-Goddard, Henry Herbert. School Training of Gifted
Children. P. 29
g. Washburn ft Stearns- Better Schools. P . 334 .
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1
quickly shows results in nlgn school •"
The aim of gifted classes is clearly 3tated to be
"that the great service which can be rendered by select-
ing those children and giving them special opportunities
will save for civilization a much larger portion of
these talented people than has ever been done when it
2
was left to chance." Besides this, we want good cit-
izenship which implies self-control in the interest and
welfare of all. But exercising self-control does not
mean curbing originality and initiative, and special
class training helps the child to detect this dis-
tinction.
Because we learn by doing and our successful feats
are the ones we remember the easiest and longest, the
new practices in education provide opportunities for suc-
cessful participation by all grades of mentality. What
the pupils learn is the natural result of an interest,
either of the motivated or purposing type. While in
the room they move about as individuals, each limited
only by the facilities of the room, and the topic upon
which ne is working. There are no commands and rules
except that each behave as a citizen, quietly following
his occupation, respecting the rights of others, and
1
-
Goddard, Henry Herbert. School Training of Gifted
2- " "
‘
" Children. P. 115
" P. 125
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willingly proffering service in civic improvement.
When these pupils leave the room they become mem-
bers of a larger organization and must, for the sake of
efficiency, follow a more restricting program of activity,
but this is under the supervision of their own classmates,
whose appeal and ability have advanced them to this honor
by election by their fellows.
Conclusion -
Personal observation leads me to believe that every
popular leader is within a certain optimum range of I.Q.
in comparison to the group led. The optimum range of
leadership appears to fall within thirty points higher
than the average of the group. When the I.Q. places
the child in a higher plane his chances for popular con-
trol are correspondingly limited because, while facility
in handling people and winning their allegiance is de-
pendent on the total personality, too great a discrep-
ancy in I.Q. will produce vastly divergent interests.
The leader must comprehend and share the interests
of those being led, and they in turn must have understand-
ing and confidence in his ability to help them further
their common interests. They must all speak the same
language. Those with too little intelligence are be-
hind the rest and the crowd knows it, - those with too
.-
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much intelligence are so far ahead of the rest that the
crowd looks upon them as peculiar. Hollingsworth present
the idea that w Social Intelligence is in all probability
not a specialized capacity, but merely an optimum sec-
tion of the general intelligence curve (determined by
ratio to the median intelligence of the led), combined
with certain amounts of physical and temperamental
1
traits.
"
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1-Hollingsworth, L.S. Special Talents and Defects. P.194
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A Gifted Class investigated by the author ,
THE "X" DIVISION OF THE HOBBS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
West Medford, Mass .
The Harvard Growth Study of Harvard University un-
der the direction of Professor Latimer has made a study
of the children of the Medford Public Schools for the
past few years. As a result of the tabulations of
yearly difference between mental and physical growth the
students in the upper level were grouped together as a
class in the fifth grade. The class now in the special
division is only the second such group to come in to the
Hobbs, - the first group now being sophomores in the
High School.
The group which I am recording nere is the first
class, the one now in the High School.
We have similar special groups throughout the city,
all mothered by Miss Margaret Cobb, - a special field
worker of the Harvard School of Education, who feels
that we are doing a significant piece of work and worthy
of her advice and co-operation.
I have questioned Miss Cobb as to the objectives of
this special grouping and find that she expresses the
general sentiments of opportunity according to ability ,
-
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quit© in agreement with C. E. Seashore *
3
statement, "The
democratic ideal in education, as everywhere else in life,
is not equal distribution to all but equal opportunity
1
in proportion to capacity." The argument that opposes
opportunity according to ability is quite shattered by
Carleton Washburne, "The blind man needs a guide; the
lame man a crutch; the sprinter has a right to go ahead
and point the way. An equal opportunity should mean an
opportunity for each to develop in his own natural di-
rection at his own natural rate with such assistance as
2
his individual needs require."
Miss Cobb also stressed the objective of training
for leadership, - which I immediately pounced upon, and
was disappointed to find that the notion of possible
future leadership of a political nature was so remote
that, as yet, it had not even dawned . Civic service is
not an objective except as it functions in the program of
every American public school. However, future leadership
along academic lines seems to be paramount. As Guy M.
Whipple says, "I believe that the real meaning of democ-
racy is properly safeguarded in the notion of 'equality
of opportunity* and if any nation is destined to perish
it is that one which fails to provide the best possible
134
1-
School and Society. Nov. 15, 1922. P. 354.
2- " " Oct. 5, 1913. P. 393.
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educational training for those of its rising generation
1
that show promise of intellectual leadership*"
This group was seated together in the same homeroom,
and did not mingle much with the rest of the school, -
not because they were snobbish but because their inter-
ests were too advanced for the regular classes to com-
prehend well enough to manifest any interest. The
chart checks their activities in Dramatics, Athletics,
and Office-holding* In the fields of Athletics and Dram-
atics they tried out and were chosen by the teacher becaus
of superiority of the art; and in Athletics, teamplay and
being congenial to the rest were essential qualities*
No "X" division child was e lected to any office by tne
student-body
,
their office-holding being confined to
their homeroom organization*
In Literature they did an outstanding piece of work
as a class* They showed a rather decided aptitude at
assimilating the words and thoughts of the outside read-
ing which they accomplished, - a book list ranging from
Richard Halliburton to Count Keyserling.
You can serve humanity in many capacities, that of
the public servant being one of the most important.
"The future welfare of our country depends in no small
e
1-School and Society, June, 1922* P. 602
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ap=
degree upon the right education of these superior chil-
1
dren. Leaders they will be, either for evil or for good"
In this sense I do not think that the writer refers to
gifted children as future leaders of men, -- leaders in
science, literature, and art are more in their line. The
successful leader of men cannot be too much in advance
mentally of the group he is leading. The good leader
must come up from the ranks and step back to the ranks;
otherwise, his interests are not one with those of the
people.
1-Kerrigan, Agnes, Journal of N.E.A., Nov. 11, 1922, P.354
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Other forms of student participation .
"The social situations that nave been provided dur-
ing recent years in many progressive schools to meet the
need for training in conduct may be classified under
three heads: - first, various kinds of socialized pro-
cedure in the management of classroom activities, rang-
ing from elaborate types of the socialized recitation
to simple forms of pupil co-operation; second, varied
provisions for extra-curricular clubs, societies, organ-
izations, and enterprises; third, plans possessing dif-
ferent degrees of complexity for student participation in
1
school government * n
That Citizenship is a goal In Education has already
been proven. What the schools aim to do in preparation
for the duties of citizenship might be listed as follows:
1 - By making the school administration a democratic
example
•
2 - By providing ever-increasing opportunities to learn
self-government, - by encouraging and guiding pupil
participation in school government.
3 - By teaching the facts about voting and other civic
duties through civic social studies and preparation
for participation in school elections.
1-Hill, Howard C. Historical Outlook. Teaching o'f~
Citizenship through Practice. Jan. 1927
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4 - By showing how to approach civic problems objectively-
training m the art of reflection.
"a-a felt difficulty
b-its location and definition
c-suggestion for possible solution
d-development by reasoning of the bearing
of the suggestion
e-further observation and experiment
leading to its acceptance or rejection;
1
that is the conclusion of belief or disbelief.”
5 - By helping young people to grow in good will and ap-
preciation of international relationships.
6 - By developing an appreciation of American ideals
of democratic government.
That these aims are not realized we know, but to
date very weak efforts have been made to measure the
outcomes in terms of application* Dewey says, "Practi-
cal skill, modes of effective technique can be intelli-
gently, non-mechanically used only when intelligence has
2
played a part in their acquisition*"
Unless the opportunity to practice citizenship is
provided very little intelligence is concerned with
learning the facts about citizenship. We learn not
1-
Dewey, John. How we Think. P. 72
2- " ” ” ” P. 52
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always the way we practice, but the way in which we suc-
ceed. 7/e will view with favor the method by which we
succeed. A wholesome pupil enterprise felt by the pu-
pils to be theirs, prosecuted by them with a full sense
of responsibility for its success, - such conducted with
wise guidance makes for the kind of learning we want.
Success in connection with wholesale enterprise promises
best for the concomitant of learnings. Favorable at-
titudes are thus more likely to be built toward that at-
titude which brought success, toward the successful plan
of attack, toward the teacher who helped, toward the
school in which such things go on, toward our courteous
and helpful classmates. "if our pupils will, them-
selves, under proper guidance, assume active responsi-
bility for school citizenship enterprises of various
kinds, we can reasonably hope for the increase in knowl-
edge, insight, sensitivity, ideals, attitudes, and hab-
its necessary to make up education in and for citizen-
1
ship.
"
Civics for the last ten years has been discussed in
educational groups and magazines for changes in subject
matter and the development of new methods of attack. Be-
cause we can only get out of a thing what we put in to
1-Hatch, R. W. Training in Citizenship
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It - "it is being more and more generally agreed that an
adequate program of history and citizenship needs the
support of activities involving present practice in cit-
izenship or group relation ideals* This means that one
of the best tests of what is happening to a class in
history and civics is the more acceptable responses which
1
members of the class are making to present situations."
Among citizenship activities now being effectively
used are the homeroom organization; the all school or-
ganization; the school paper; health activities, safety
activities, thrift activities; Junior Red Cross; and
various organizations national and local in character
as the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire, etc.
"Do what conscience says is right.
Do what reason says is best.
Do with all your mind and might,
2
Do your duty and be blest."
Of all the growing years of children it is during
the Junior High School age that latent qualities and ex-
cess energies come to the surface like cream on milk.
It is during this phase of public school procedure that
opportunity for participation and exploration of citi-
zenship traits is essential. "The aim should be, always
1-
WIlson, Guy M. -Hoke, Jremer J. How to Measure. P. 345.
2-
Forman, S.E. Essentials in Civil Government. P. 55.
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education for citizenship and leadership . Student par-
ticipation in school government Is satisfactory only in
1
so far as it accomplishes this*"
The Relation between the Civic Information Pos-
sessed by Ninth Grade Pupils and their Practices in Cit-
izenship were surveyed by Dewey A. Stabler during the
months of February and March of 1928. One hundred and
twenty ninth grade pupils were directly observed in
twenty class periods, twelve study periods and eight as-
sembly periods of forty-five minutes each. Also twenty
times while passing to classes and desks, and lockers
examined twice. Results on Dishonesty were found to
compare favorably with the May and Hartshorne Studies in
Deceit. Pertinent to my problem is the fact that ’’The
pupils used the best reasoning in dealing with the exer-
cises which contain concrete situations calling for defin
ite action and the poorest reasoning in dealing with the
exercises calling for judgment and opinion that could
2
not be based on any past experience .**
In a very recent study of the gifted children of
the George Washington High School of New York it was
found that of a total number of questionnaires sent out,
48 or 86 per cent, were returned. Results show that 7
1-
Mass. Dept, of Education Bulletin No. 5, 1921. P.20
2-
School Review - Nov., 1929.
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did not reply to the extra-curriculum activities; while
39 pupils participated in 171 activities.
The following were distributed among activities per-
tinent to my study -
Squads that had to do with the administration of the
school - 17* Athletics - 42. Dramatics - 19.
Publications - 16.
On the 48 questionnaires returned 5 pupils made no
reply to the question concerning school offices held;
11 reported that they nad held no offices; 32 reported
a total of 77 school offices held. All of which seems
to point to leadership qualities of the human nature va-
riety, although the study did not make any attempt to
rate or conclude anything of this sort from the extra-
1
curricular standpoint.
The Henry Clay Home and School League
,
an elementary
school containing the kindergarten and first six grades,
has been working to identify the child 1 s school life with
his environment and outlook in life. They believe that
the child should be taught to live in a democracy, be ap-
preciative and nelpful in the benefits of the of the gov-
ernment, and realize that his future well-being depends
upon co-operation in carrying out, to the best of his
1-Lamson, Edna Emma Ph.D. Teachers College Bureau of
Publication - 1930
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ability, the laws of the land* "The pupils participate in
their own government on the playground, in the basements,
and in the corridors* This has been found to be a most
excellent method for training the child for life in a
1
democracy."
Besides this. Limited Student Government citizen-
ship is taught as a school suojecc* The school popu-
lation is also enrolled in sucn organizations as the Boy
Scouts, Junior Red Cross, and Athletics Clubs, which teach
the giving and taking of orders and bodily control as well
as team play. In the Free Choice Period pupils may
choose any self-initiated activity to carry on under the
supervision of a sympathetic teacher. "A program of
citizenship activities is possible with opportunity for
the children to assume responsibility and develop initia-
tive and leadership, either with or without formal organ-
2
izatlon. " Howard C. Hill maintains, "When properly con-
ducted, clubs tend to contribute to training in citizen-
ship by affording opportunity for the development of lead-
ership and by providing social situations necessitating
co-operative efforts for the success of student under-
5
takings.
"
1-
Marx, E.M. Citizenship Training In Elementary Schools
2-
Diemer,G.W. and Mullen, B.V. -Pupil Citizenship( |>. 4
3-
Histori
c
al Outlook-Teaching of Citizenship p~
through Practice. Jan. 1927.
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The Cheverus Centennial Parochial School of Malden,
Mass, is run as a " City Government ,” An account of
this recently organized pupil participation in school
government was found in the Boston Post, Jan. 25, 1931,
and was introduced in the following manner, - "Something
new in Grammar School circles has been inaugurated with
much success," Which to my mind is sufficient proof
that formal organizations of student participation in
school government are not common in the elementary grades
of public schools in the vicinity of Boston, - for surely
when anything is news to the press it is new .
The form of government used at the Cheverus school
requires that the entire school be divided into eight
precincts, each precinct having its own voting booth.
"Mayor" is the only officer voted for
,
and all candi-
dates must be eighth graders. The defeated candidate
was chosen by the "Mayor" to be "Chief of Police," -
an office including supervision of all outside duties,
traffic, etc. The elected "Mayor" selects his ovm ad-
ministration and city council of eight. Every pupil
in the school above the fifth grade has the right to
vote . The "Mayor" supervises all inside policing and
appoints a "Judge" for each court session.
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A pupil receiving three arrest slips is "taken into
custody” and arraigned in the lower court* The defend-
ant may be represented by an attorney who must be a pupil
of the school* If the guilty party is not satisfied with
the verdict he may take the matter to the Superior Court,
which is in the Mother Superior’s office; if still un-
satisfied, something that never happens, the alleged
culprit may have a trial before a school jury of twelve
students. This outlandishly detailed procedure does
not, to my mind, in the least serve the purpose for which
it was instigated* In the first place it Is by far too
complicated for grammar-school age children* Secondly,
it puts too much power in the hands of one child and al-
lows far too little participation for the many
,
- and
does not seem to make any provision for guidance in
choice of official*
It was only inaugurated last November so has not
been given a fair trial, although this paper speaks high-
ly of its success* "An amazing difference in the will-
ingness of the students to do the right thing, because
they will be ’arrested* and sentenced by their own
classmates if they do not has been noticed by the school
officials, the Sisters of Providence*" Teaching right
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conduct through fear of the punishment of wrong con-
duct Is not conducive to the best quality of co-opera-
tion and loyalty in the citizens of any nation*
Undoubtedly the schools of today are a vast im-
provement over the schools of yesterday. Nevertheless,
we are still lagging far behind our educational duty as
unleashed by the revolutionizing scientific inventions,
-
congested cities, ever-increasing industrialism and the
war. J.J.Tigert compares our present trend of democ-
ratizing the schools to our comparatively recent devices
of political democracy, the initiative, referendum and
direct primary, which are now disturbing some of the
most devoted advocates of democracy. "It is a serious
question in the minds of thoughtful men as to whether
or not we have gone too fast in our program of political
democracy The claim that democracy can be cured by
more democracy is not put forward with the same confl-
1
dence as in the days of Thomas Jeffereon."
Galvin Coolidge also brought out the need of trained
and enlightened intelligence as a requisite for success-
ful participation in our form of government in an address
before the N. E. A. of July 4, 1924, in which he said.
1-Tigert, J.J. Schools of Tomorrow, July 1, 1926
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"If there was to he self-government, if there was to be
popular sovereignty, if there was to be an almost -un-
limited privilege to vote and hold office, if people
were going to maintain themselves and administer their
own political and social affairs, It was necessary, as
a purely practical matter, that they should have a suf-
ficiently trained and enlightened intelligence to accom-
plish that end."
Democracy requires greatly diversified gifts among
her citizenry. We need all levels of ability in polit-
ical service as we do in any other field. One of the
chief complaints of the work-a-day world has been the
"levelling" taking place, - everybody wanted to be In
the » white collar* class, when a white collar is neither
becoming nor comfortable to everyone. "Your true dem-
ocracy must have leaders; and the better the leaders the
better the democracy. These leaders must be men of the
most gracious and sincere manners
,
the most cultivated
imagination
,
the finest self-sacrifice and the highest
Ideals . Wherever we need leaders we need just such
men. And such men do not just grow. They must be de-
1
veloped and inspired somewhere."
There are two opposing theories of school management-
1-Parmalee, W.E. Atlantic Monthly. Jan. 1920.
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the new student government as opposed to the old militar-
istic organization in which -
1 - All must do the same thing at the same time*
2 - Despotic rule from above opposed to the
fundamental principles of democracy*
3 - Discourages spontaneous effort and places
a premium on mediocricy.
4 - This physical lock-step soon spreads to
a mental lock-step*
5 - The monotony of routine antagonizes reason*
The machine locks initiative and initiative-
ability to solve novel situations is the
power that is needed to meet the conditions
1
of our complex life*"
6
- If the mechanical organization is generally
approved our teachers will tend to be of
small calibre* "In large measure, the
normal schools that educate teachers are
state Institutions, often in charge of
political appointees, and on the whole
2
so conservative as to be almost reactionary,"
In the elementary schools very little dependence
can be placed on the children and they must be continually
IBagley, Wm. Chandler* Classroom Management* P. 32*
2-Washburne, Carle ton. Better Schools# P. 43.
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backed by the teachers in any pupil participation. How-
ever, in the upper grades a larger amount of responsi-
bility should be given to the pupils although the present
tendency in the High School is, in many cases, license
rather than freedom.
Rochester, N. Y. is noted for a remarkably well or-
ganized school system. A comfortable informality and
lack of conventional discipline characterizes all the
schools. "It matters not what phase of school life we
choose to discuss or examine, we find the same natural-
ness, the same pleasing behavior and performance, -
pleasing because it is all so natural, so true to life,
1
consequently real education."
Student government may be found effectively function
lng at the East Technical High School, Cleveland, Ohio,
where they have developed a fine self discipline, -
civic consciousness, and sense of social responsibility.
But according to Washburne and Stearns, the most striking
example of the effectiveness of self-government in de-
veloping the social sense, in its civic aspects, is
functioning in the High School of Holland, Michigan .
They have been experimenting with self-government for
fifteen years and have now perfected a scheme which
1
-Goddard* s School Training of Gifted Children. P. 77.
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accomplishes - first, an all-absorbing school project
of continual activity; second, a chance of participa-
tion for everyone
. Becoming a conscious part of any-
thing promotes and deepens one»s allegiance and stim-
ulates one to greater effort* Third, it gives train-
ing In citizenship * "They receive a baptism of democra-
cy* They leave the school better able and more willing
to take up the burdens and responsibility of a voter
than would be the case without that four years of gov-
1
ernmental training*”
Their organization is patterned after that of the
typical American city and consists of - a mayor, a chief
of police, twelve aldermen, - two from each of the six
wards. The mayor presides over the student council
meetings* The aldermen are divided into standing com-
mittees. The mayor and aldermen are elected by popular
ballot, - the chief of police traditionally being the
defeated mayoralty candidate. It is interesting to
note the degree of closeness with whicfe the techniques
of student politics follow adult procedures. To quote
a conversation participated in by the present mayor in
answer to the question - ”How did you get the election?”
1-Washburne and Stearns. Better Schools* P. 167
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"It wasn’t so much our campaign as the other fellow* s. He
dldn*t plan things right * I thought all along we* a get
it. We had a big rally at the end of the week. Hired
a band and everything. That*s what counts
,
- a big
smash rignt at the last. That gets the freshmen. You
can usually get the election nere at Holland if you can
swing the freshmen. The freshmen and the seniors do it.
If you get the seniors gradually - line *em one at a
time - you can count on winning by stampeding the fresh-
men at the last minute . So that* 3 what we did."
Without meaning to be over-critical, it is quite ap-
parent that while Holland gives practice in politics in
the duties of democracy it makes no attempt to distinguish
the good from the bad nor the rignt from the wrong ap-
proach to election and office-holding, either from the
voters or the candidates point of view. The only ad-
vantage, to my way of thinking, is an early start at
the type of political service now being rendered by our
adult population. That such training does help past
mayors of Holland to carry the election in later life is
true - "Of Holland High’s former mayors, only one has
failed to go on to college. Nearly half have become
presidents of their college classes. They have had
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training In leadership . They have 1 learned the ropes *
*
Of those who have gone Into life, each has made a good
1
record In civic activities." Thus potential qualities
of leadership have been developed at Holland, but in
mucn the same way that thoughtless people encourage ex-
tensive reading in the young, - that they may have more
knowledge and facts to base their actions upon, — when
all the time it Is 1 what* they read rather than *how
much* that determines their actions.
The goal of modern education is towards the fullest
development of each individual. Washburne in his list
of Ends of Education makes the following reflection on
the subject, - "An inquiring mind interesting and alert -
to weigh both sides of the auestion; to recognize, of
course, as an essential consideration what the prevail-
ing attitude is, of parents, teachers, but not to accept
2
it blindly."
Because any learning gains in effectiveness when
carried from theory into practice, a room and school or-
ganization of self-government more intimately associates
the discharge of social responsibilities with real liv-
ing. All should share according to his abilities to
serve. Paul Klapper cites an interesting example of
1-
Washburne and Stearns. Better Schools. P. 172.
2- " Ends of Education. P. 333.
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successful self-government as functioning in the George
Junior Republic of Freeville, N. Y.
,
a colony situated
within an area apparently not under the jurisdiction of
New York state. Boys and girls within the ages of six-
teen to twenty-one are sent here for acts which range
from petty theft and mere unruliness to serious criminal
offences. All the offices are elected by, and from, the
inmates. Their motto is - "Nothing without labor." If
you do not work, you not only do not eat, but when night
comes, and you have no money for lodgings, you are ar-
rested and put in jail where you do hard and unpleasant
work to earn enough money to pay your fine, and feed and
lodge yourself until you can find work upon your release.
Because the community is so small the injury of one
is the concern of all, - in this way crime within its
bounds is limited. One naturally wonders how well the
scheme has really succeeded. "A mere affirmative answer
does not suffice. One must actually see the changed
spirit, the new life, the reclaimed social wrecks, to
appreciate the moral force of this self-government col-
1
ony,
The Benjamin Bosse High School of Evansville, Ind.
,
held a Mock Convention, the chief objections to which.
1-Klapper, P. - Contemporary Education - P. 210.
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Roger C. Hackett, Principal, thinks, are the time re-
quired in preparation, the tendency to excite real par-
tisan feeling, - which defeats its purpose, - and the
fact that it is not easily adapted to a small school.
Their convention was really Imaginary rather than Mock;
choosing imaginary names for candidates and calling the
two parties " Demolican" and "Republiocratics.
"
The Primary Campaign was in the hands of managers
and publicity men, each homeroom having a manager. Po-
litical cartoons and speeches were the order of the day.
The representatives to the National Committee were in
some cases picked by the teacher as being best fitted for
the position and in some cases elected by the pupils.
ihe homerooms represent state and cast the number of
votes assigned to it by the Convention.
"Each of the four strong pupils selected to make
nominating speeches were given lists of all the points
of each candidate and instructed to write a speech about
five or eight minutes in length which would show that his
particular man would make a good vote-gatter in November."
The delegates who nominated and seconded the candidates
were so selected as to avoid cliques or classes from
railroading" the nomination. "Finally it was interest-
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ingly and even excitingly realistic, - as one newspaper
Had it, - the only thing lacking to make the illusion
seem complete was a dense cloud of tobacco smoke lazily
1
drifting over tne neaas of tne "delegates."
Byron F. Field, of Culver Military Academy
,
organ-
ized his civics class enrolling about twenty upper
classmen, as a civics-Senate . Two preliminary studies
were first made, - a brief analyses and memorization
of the most essential parliamentary laws, and a survey of
the United States Senate as now constituted. *rhe class
is a miniature united States Senate, each member repre-
senting nis own state or nearest state in which he is
especially interested. There are standing committees
on foreign affairs, national defense, interstate com-
merce, finance and judiciary control. Approximately
five men to a committee. The president and secretary
are appointed daily by the instructor from among those
committees not scheduled to debate bills. The leading
periodicals are subscribed to, and whoever is ’father*
to a bill is supposed to know more about it than anyone
else. They soon learn that their statements must be
based on facts and an intelligent response to the sit-
uation, dependent upon preparation and familiarity with
1-Hackett, 8.C. - Historical Outlook, 0 ct.
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the views of leaders in the field. "It is the aim of some
better schools and of many progressive educators to give
tne future citizens, while they are m the making, the
habit of weighing both sides of a question, of looking
up the necessary facts, and of acting in the light of
knowledge Rugg's Social Science Pamphlets are an ef-
fort in this direction; so are tne various experiments in
self-government But the complete achievement of this
goal
,
vital as it is to common welfare, is still apparent-
ly far in the future ."
One might expect that groups would become cliquey
and stick together for the sake of an argument, - "That
does not follow, for when the votes are taken, the stu-
dents have been found to vote pretty generally as their
better judgment guided them, and they very effectively
2
shut off those who attempt to monopolize the floor."
The arguments in favor of this method in civic pro-
cedure as vouched for by the author are, - "its value is
many sided, it aids a student to think on his feet ; to
organize his material ; to search out pertinent quotations;
to argue effectively ; and finally because of the very
nature of the course, to make use of the facts of civics
in such a way that his interest will continue after the
1-
Washburne, Carleton & Stearns, Myron M. -Better Schools-
2-
Hi3torical Outlook-Peb. 1924 - ( P. 335.
How to add Vitality to Civics Instruction.
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course is finished .
"
May Van Kirk writes of a Junior High School of
Superior, Wls
. ,
organized as a City Commission . Each
homeroom elects a boy and girl to sit in the Commission.
Elections are held in the following manner, - Instruction
is given to all children on registration, filing nomin-
ation papers, primary election and the finals. "Some
time is spent talking over good and bad qualities in of-
ficlals."
Electioneering is chiefly in the form of posters.
Between primary and election day the English classes
wrote speeches favoring the different candidates, the
best of which were given before a mass meeting of the
voters. The classes are reported to have insisted that
no mud-slinging be permitted
,
- and that only the super-
ior qualities of the candidates be set forth. "it is
interesting to note that the students had chosen candi-
dates wisely, officers had been selected according to
1
merit .”
Virginia Stone, Principal of Elementary School, and
Lena C. Van Bibber, Department of History and Civics,
State Normal School, Towson, Maryland, relate the history
of an elementary school election which has progressed to
1-Historical Outlook - Feb., 1924. The School City.
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the point where a definite consideration of * fitness* for
office is considered and discussed before any nominations
are made* Four years ago the school wished to elect a
secretary and treasurer to take charge of a reasonably
large sum of money which it had collected. The seventh
and eighth grade girls were called together in a mass
meeting, presided over by a Normal School girl, and with-
out further ado the most popular girls were elected to
the positions .
Since then two elections of a similar nature have
taken place. At the last election four officers were
desired instead of two. The children gathered as usual
but " their first consideration wadto find out, through
general discussion, what qualifications should be pos-
sessed by the various officers for whom they were going
to cast their ballots Lists of necessary qualities
were written on the board as instructions for the nom-
inating committee about to be chosen by popular vote.
The qualities ranged from the first grade estimate of a
Treasurer, who should be "honest, good in arithmetic,
of good disposition and careful in keeping accounts,"
to the seventh grade f s analysis of men who had proved
their worth in public positions, and who were " honest.
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accurate
,
courteous
,
co-operative
,
responsible
,
cour-
ageous, This is about the nearest attempt to deter-
mine qualities of leadership and their recognition in
citizenship practice that has come my way. Learning by
doing is going to injure more than help us politically
unless we watch school participation with an eagle eye,
for the evils of politics are quite adaptable to the
very young and their attitudes thereof so established.
Even in this elementary school election there was corrupt-
ion among the six and seven year olds. It was discov-
ered that one of the candidates offered each first and
second grade child who voted for her the gift of a lol-
1
lipop .
"
The East Tecnnical High School of Cleveland, Ohio
,
organized their student government first as a safety
committee to hunt down thieves. It was so successful
and co-operative that the student body gradually en-
larged the organization until it now consists of a Stu-
dent Council assisted by an Executive committee, a Hos-
pitality committee, and a Safety committee. The method
of election to the student government was not dealt
with in the article but the intrinsic value of such an
organization was brought out in the comments made by
1-Historical Outlook, Feb., 1924. An Elementary School
Election.
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visitors, - "unusual freedom without abuse; atmosphere
of cheerful work; much activity without confusion; unu-
sual courtesy to strangers; spirit of good sportsman-
ship at games; dependabil ity
,
resourcefulness
,
attitude
of appreciation of faculty and school; spirit of good
fellowship and comradeship between faculty and pupils;
respect for building; cleanliness; order; everyone
1
"busy and happy."
W. C. Reavis of the University of Chicago, made aau»*
vey of the Direct Training of Citizenship through Par-
ticipation of High School Pupils in Community Activities
,
paying special attention to the Civics Industrial Clubs
of the Chicago High Schools. "The High School Clubs
have proven so successful that they have now taken over
the entire management of the spring "Clean-up and Paint-up
2
Campaign." The elementary School newspapers as well
as all the city clubs of a civic nature are enlisted in
the task of renovating the city. The 1925 campaign
reported to the Association of Commerce twenty-two High
Schools supported by branch organizations in one hundred
and thirty-five grammar schools.
Earle Rugg of the Colorado State Teachers College
of Greeley, has studied through the questionnaire method.
1-
Parmenter, Ethel M. Student Government. A Project
Method, School Review-Feb. 1925.
2-
25th Yearbook of National Society for Study of
Education. Part 1.
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Student Participation in School Government
.
Question-
naires were sent to 300 Junior and Senior High Schools
and replies received from 191 schools representing all
sections of the country and 40 different states. "Fre -
quency and Rank of the chief objectives
,
values or
claims for Student Participation in the government of the
school as revealed by an analysis of fifty articles deal-
1
ing with the topic."
Objective Frequency Rank
1 - Train for worthy citizenship
through development of co-oper-
ation, self-control, self-
reliance, initiative and
responsibility. 33 1
2 - Establisn better understanding,
better spirit, and co-operation
between students and faculty. 13 2
3 - Develop interest in school work,
school spirit, and school pride. 9 3
4 - Develop intelligent leadersnip . 6 4
5
- Provide for pupil expression. 1 5
The following is a selection, made on the basis of
what is pertinent to the interests of my study, from the
questions asked and replies received in percentage from
the 191 schools.
"What is your basis for selecting the council or
l-25th Yearbook of National Society for Study
of Education. Part II.
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whatever governing body the school utilizes ?
a - By votes of school at large? 37
b - By representatives chosen by homeroom? 38
c - By representatives chosen by different classes25
What determines eligibility for the student council
or participation in any part of student council?
a - approval of faculty? 42
b - high scholarship? 52
c - proved ability in leadership ? 42*5
d - experience? 17*5
i
e - approval by the principal? 38 "
The conclusions to be drawn from this investigation
are rather pointedly opposed to the belief that the
schools are making any conscious effort to train for
better political leadership, Tnat they realize tne se-
riousness of experience in government participation is
assured by the 90$ reply of this group, selected at
random, affirming interest and effort in experimentation
with the movement. That the movement is still in an
experimental stage is shown by the fact that nearly one-
half of the schools state that they have been trying
student participation three years or less*
"It would appear that no uniform qualifications
l-25th Yearbook of National Society for Study of Education.
Part II.
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for making a student eligible for the governing student
body are laid down. Is not this condition due in part,
as with adults, to a philosophy that anyone is fit for
any office? Perhaps here one needs to inaugurate a cam-
paign of education concerning the qualities and quali-
fications that one should demand in candidates who de-
sire to represent their fellow students in the govern-
ment of the school.”
167 High School principals and 200 High School pu-
pils answered the following questions by letter.
”1
- What is your frank opinion of value of student par-
ticipation in school control as it exists in your
school?
2 - What are the problems and obstacles that you find
in student participation? "
Both groups showed a striking similarity in answer-
ing question 1.
Replies —
1 - student participation is a successful and worth-
while feature of school.
2 - it promotes worthy citizenship.
3 - it aids discipline.
4 - it promotes school work and school spirit.
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5 - it tends to develop a co-operative spirit between
the faculty and students#
6 - it develops responsibility and a respect for law
and order#
Note: Which entirely eliminates the resultant good
leadersnip which should be a paramount objective
in such an organization#
Both groups likewise agree on the obstacles —
1 - difficulty in securing efficient and successful
student leaders .
2 - getting all students to participate#
3 - lack of co-operation on part of faculty.
4 - students mistaking liberty for license.
b - lack of sufficient interest and responsibility
of all students.
6 - students elected to office on basis of popularity
rather than ability to perform duties of office
efficiently.
7 - partiality and favoritism shown by student officers
8 - students object to being disciplined by their
fellows and reporting each other.
Which all goes to prove that the difficulty in our
school government is the same as in real life, -
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probably because we have not stopped to fully analyze
the situation, but are simply providing practice in citi-
zenship built along the traditional procedure in poli-
tics. One of the main reasons for training in citizen-
ship is to me'et the demand for leadership, - we have run
as far and as long as we can on the momentum given us by
the great leaders of our country’s infancy. "But the
land was blessed with a great people and with great lead-
ers* Washington and Jefferson, Franklin and Mason, Ham-
ilton and Madison, Adams and Marshall, suggest a type of
citizenship and leadership, of scholarship, and states-
manship, of wisdom and character, of ability and patriot-
ism, unsurpassed by any group of men ever brought together
1
to direct the political destinies of a nation."
Speaking of leadership training brings us into the
realm of attitudes
,
character
,
and to the realization of
how little we are able to accomplish in this field for
lack of knowledge about the ways and means of training
such intangible qualities. "Even the most advanced
school systems today are still as much in the dark ed-
ucationally, so much in the dark as to how to develop new
ways of thinking and new attitudes toward life, that
every ray of light is precious The necessity for
1-Coolidge, Calvin - N.E. A. Convention - July 4, 1924
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finding a way of developing in our children and in
their children a fundamental and abiding sense of social
responsibility, of their dependence upon their fellows
and the dependence of their fellows upon them, is one
1
of the gravest necessities of our day,”
One of the distinctions which set human beings
apart from the animal kingdom is conscious control of
emotions and their guidance toward more far-reaching
goals. "That our schools have so far failed to make
any particular contribution to the emotional control of
the race through more intelligent character building,
2
is almost unthinkable."
Of emotional control Washburne says, - "But when
it comes to the question of developing the emotional,
or spiritual side of the child wisely, of showing him
how to control and direct his emotions, of how to use
them for his own best interest and that of his fellows,
we are so far from the light that we scarcely kno?/ in
2
what direction to look for it."
1-
Washburne & Stearns - Better Schools - P. 20.
2- " " " " P. 337.
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Other agencies presumably contributing to the devel-
opment of better pol itical leadership*
One of the newest departures in academic circles is
in recognition of the part which personality plays in
successful accomplishment, and a recommendation that
future students be picked witn an eye to their potential
personality traits, as well as scholarship* Dr. James
Rowland Angell, President of Yale University, has recent-
ly announced that personality will be fostered as an ob-
jective element in Yale*s educational system. It is
his belief that by picking such students and providing
them with suitable environment to further develop their
latent personality traits, they will possess that unity
of ability and charm, - a combination ro tably commented
on as unusual among the most prominent fraternities for
scholastic excellence, - and thereby reflect greater
glory upon Yale than the graduates of tne past have done*
The successful teacher, to my way of thinking, re-
quires many of the traits found in the successful leader.
He "who nas personality, force. Intellect and the God-
given gift of teaching - partly a matter of inspiration
and partly one of drawing out what is best and most sig-
1
nificant in the pupil. 1 ’
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f
Harvard College, as well as many other universities,
has definitely recognized the need of more personality
among the intelligentsia, if they are to be given the
leadership opportunities, in all fields, that their abil-
ity and training demands for the good of all.
Spain is reported to have recently started a School
of Politics where any candidate may attend sessions with-
out charge for courses in political science, -
"In knowledge he begins to grow
Who first admits he doesn»t know."
Dr. Watson of Columbia is an ardent supporter of the
new vogue of summer camps as a part of public school
training for better citizenship. To take the children
out of the formal atmosphere of school and place them
in the natural surroundings of a camp, where initiative
and leadership qualities must manifest themselves by the
very nature of conditions, is an idea worthy of serious
consideration by educators. "I am especially concerned
with the character and citizen training which results....
there is a vicious tendency to substitute classroom talk
about character, for what, in camp life, becomes the
1
practice of wholesome ways of living."
The United Statds Office of Education also says that
1-N.Y. Times - Aug. 10, 1930
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Summer Camps as a unit in education, are becoming increas
ingly recognized. It nas been proven that they are im-
portant adjuncts in various departments of university-
life, - why should they not be even more vital as aids to
citizenship development and guidance through wholesome
participation in the lower grades?
The Old Falmouth Chapter, Sons of the American Rev-
solution, Portland, Maine, began in 1925 to award medals
to eighth grade pupils who exhibited qualities of good
citizenship. Beginning with one school the experiment
has now expanded until it Includes most of the schools
of Greater Portland. "The medal is awarded to pupils
for the cultivation and exhibition of qualities of de-
pendability, co-operation, leadership
,
patriotism, clean-
liness of speech and habit, courtesy and other related
1
qualities." Because it is believed that the pupils
tnemselves are in a better position to know their class-
mates’ real worth, they are allowed to select five worthy-
members, one of whom is picked by the supervisor for the
award. "It has been pointed out that the children who
choose the candidates develop skill in judging character
and get experience^in picking real leaders in their
school community." It is suggested that this
1 - Boston Post
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experience will stand them in good stead when the re-
sponsibilities of voting fall upon their shoulders.
This attempt to meet the need of developing ability
to recognize leadership is, to me, a forerunner for
training of leadership qualities in the near future.
That some people have it and some have not is evident,
and that this group of varied qualities is paramount in
politics is well brought out by Winston Churchill* s all-
inclusive statement that " the most needed quality in
politics is leadership
,
and that it has been proved
that this auality is absolutely lacking among women. . .
.
her failure in leadership is due to the fact that woman’s
1
influence is successful only when it is indirect," —
-
which is quite in accord with Mussolini’s sentiments.
Other contributing agencies in the modern American
community are in the form of clubs for young people.
Camp-fire, Girl Scouts
,
Boy Scouts
,
pepper every town,
and are very popular with children of school age. Many
places now have a Junior Woman’s Club as well as otner
junior groups of adult organizations, such as the Rain-
bow Girls of the Eastern Star. These clubs are primar-
ily organized to train the coming generation to assume
future leadership in the organization. The High-Y
1-Boston Transcript - Oct. 2b, 1930
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Club of the Y.M.C.A. is presumably composed of leaders
picked from the leaders of the High School groups, - but
the resultant composite, according to one Boy Organizer,
is a group of boys who are not intrinsic leaders but
simply of the glamorous type which gets popular recog-
nition when put up for office.
Most churches now have Young People’s Clubs in con-
nection with their social program, the purpose of which
is not so much to train m leadership as to give oppor-
tunity for interest and service of tne right sort, such
as tne Epworth League and me Christian Endeavor . The
goal of all these organizations o.s built around this
ideal, -
"Not to enjoy life, but to employ life,
1
Ought to be our aim and inspiration,'’
1- Macduff - Thoughts for jivery Day by Annie Bryant.
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Conclusion -
The schools nave oecome aware of the need of leader-
ship as an essential factor in the success of any pro-
ject* Without leadership we float as aimlessly as a
ship without a rudder. However, as a result of this
investigation 1 should say that, to the educator, leader-
ship refers to literature. Science, Business, Invention,
and vaguely. Citizenship.
Until very recently the attainment of leadership
was simply a matter of acquiring enough knowledge in the
chosen field to warrant recognition. The type of Lead-
ership which this thesis is concerned with, "leadership
of men," has not, even today, received recognizance in
the public schools as an aim of education.
The reforms in teaching procedure which incorporate
the newly recognized value of co-ordinating theory and
practice, as our present schemes for student government
participation attempt, have come to us within the last
ten years, and have not, as yet, reached a sufficiently
scientific level of analysis. These school procedures
are supposed to train the child for future citizenship,
and undoubtedly do help, as far as a realization of re-
sponsibility and duty to the state are concerned, and
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provide a chance to practice checking off names on a
ballot sheet* What this system, as yet, does not in-
telligently provide for is an analysis of the qualities
of leadership, an integral part of citizenship, with
which the conscientious citizen can measure the fitness
of the candidates*
As a result of our new school opportunities for
practice in citizenship the children leave school con-
vinced that it is their privilege and duty to vote, -
but unless the child has been trained as to what qualities
he should look for, he is as dangerous and helpless as a
babe with a loaded gun* Before we can supply this need
we must analyze political leadership to determine just
what is most desirable in the public servant, - this we
have not done or even thought about*
Training for political leadership, or even the re-
cognition by the student body of such leadership, is un-
heard of in public school circles. If you mention
Leadership to a school man he will respond enthusiasti-
cally to show that he is acquainted with our recent ed-
ucational renovations, - but mention Political Leader-
ship and his eyes will roll around in bewilderment. He
may even in lieu of his age and experience, feel it his
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duty to advise you that the best policy of the school
is to keep as far away from politics and anything that
concerns politics as is possible. Is this ignorance on
the educator’s part?
The years which have gone into the moulding of this
American attitude of disgust and, in many cases, fear,
of anything tinge ing on the political are partly to
blame for our prolonged delay in appreciating the sig-
nificance of analyzing the qualities that make for the
best kind of political leadership. The purpose of es-
tablishing such standards is for the recognition and en-
couragement of these qualities in the public school
children.
The newer educational books are stressing the need
of leadership as an aim in education, but they do not
attempt to set up any standards. Before there can be
synthesis there must be an analysis of the qualities of
leadership best adapted to the beneficent politician.
Williams and Brownell in their recent book entitled
"Health and Physical Education, for Administrators,"
speak about the development of leadership qualities as
"one of the most essential features of the physical ed-
ucation program. As part of this training in leadership.
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pupils should be helped to formulate, -
1 - what to look for in leaders*
2 - what the dualities of good followership are.
1
3 - how leadership can be developed, etc.”
The above illustration is typical of what I find, -
a recognition of the need of training for leadership,
but there it stops.
1 - P. 89.
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PART V
Suggested changes in school procedure
"It is not enough to have great qualities;
We should also have the management of them.
LaRouchefoucauld
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Suggested changes In school procedure .
As a result of this study I am inclined to think that
we are in much the same dilemma as that which confronted
the Greeks who used to discuss, "How is learning possible?
For either we know already what we are after, and then we
do not learn or inquire; or we do not know, and then we
1
cannot inquire, for we do not know what to look for."
This is just the situation we face in inquiry as to
what qualities make for leadership and how they are
trained; the only possible alternative of this otherwise
hopeless situation is tentative inquiry, suspended judg-
ment, and experimentation.
Among the aims of school practice in citizenship,
practice in leadership is always inferred if not stated, -
it is to date just a * feeler.’ We are experimenting in
the training of better citizenship, - I do not think that
we can conscientiously say that the schools have yet begun
any deliberate experimentation with the development of
leaders of men;* the type that would provide us with bet-
ter political leadership.
Anna F. Reed of the Personnel Department of New York
University, in an address on "Personality Development,"
given at the Twenta. eth Annual Meeting of the Eastern Arts
1-Dewey, John. How We Think. P. 112.
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Association in April, 1929, said, "we are still in the
dark regarding the traits such embryo leaders should
possess, the techniques by which they may attain leader-
ship status and the direction in which this leadership
is needed." In the absence of definite knowledge about
ways and means in leadership training we have jumped the
pedagogical abyss by assuming that any contribution which
educators might make for character training would materi-
ally aid in promoting the ability to assume leadership
responsibility.
Today we have progressed to the point where we are
consciously aware of the lack of good leadership in our
student organizations, - which is but the first step in
the problem. We are face to face with one of the major
difficulties in the success of student government and we
have definitely located it as the fault of the students
to elect to office those with qualities which would make
for the successful leadership of the organization. We
are groping for the solution, - in a very awkward manner
because of our ignorance, both in knowledge and exper-
ience, on the subject.
To date our solution of the problem of leadership,
something which we have been remotely aware of, as a re-
quisite of democracy and therefore something to be aimed
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at along with citizenship, has been confined to any ac-
cidental character training plus the opportunity to as-
sume responsibility. We regret to admit that it has not
done what we hoped for, - simply leadership isn’t devel-
oped that way. As Longfellow said, -
"Study yourself; and most of all note well
Wherein kind Nature meant you to excel.
Not every blossom ripens into fruit. ”
Therefore, it is the duty of the public schools to
first make an attempt to analyze leadership to determine
the traits common in our best leaders of men in the past,-
teach and guide the pupils in their thinking that they
will, while still plastic, learn to pick leaders intelli-
gently rather than to make an emotional response to a pop-
ular rattlebrain. If the leaders set up have, besides
those qualities upon which the crowd feels that it can de-
pend, the colors of a peacock instead of the drabness of
a wren, we can rest assured that the crowd will need but
little guidance to make tne rignt choice. It behooves
us, therefore, to give those pupils with abundant social
intelligence, color, and uprightness of character; guid-
ance, training, and opportunities for leadership experi-
mentation. "We know what we are, but we know not what
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1
we may be .
"
Civics, from the very name, is the subject most con-
cerned with training our children for future citizenship
in a democracy. However, the most superficial study of
the content, methods and results of civic teachings in
the public schools leads us to believe it to be our
most denatured subject. The amount of corruption in
high places of city, state and national government has
brought shame upon Americans in the last ten years and
proves that the public schools are not accomplishing
what they must to warrant their continuation at public
expense in a democracy.
Because the schools are public they must of neces-
sity be neutral in all social, economic, religious and
political issues. However, in their desire to maintain
absolute neutrality they have dodged vital issues. Our
congested cities, concentrated populations and ever-
increasing comples problems call for a show-down in edu-
cational circles. If we are to do our duty in citizen-
ship training it is essential that teachers be allowed to
have such a keen interest in the issues of the day as to
lead to classroom discussion.
1 - Shakespeare.
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PART VI
' (
What are the difficulties and handicaps to be surmounted?
" I find the great thing in this world
is not so much where we stand, as in
what direction we are moving* To
reach the port of heaven we must sail
sometimes with the wind and sometimes
against it - but we must sail and not
fa rl vr- Cf • b ' r 1 > , , , ;» *. t r. t »1 \ C.
. ». kjI . ' •
drift, nor lie at anchor.” - Holmes.
EDUCATIONAL DIFFICULTIES
’’Everyone is the moulder of his own
happiness; but woe unto him who
neglects to forge the iron while it
is hot! - Louise M. Muhlbach.
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Introduction -
"Politics ought to be the art of regulating the
passions of man, of directing them to the welfare of
society, of directing them into a general current of
happiness, of making them flow gently to tne general
1
benefit of all."
If, by some rare good fortune, American school-
teachers should suddenly acquire, not only the knowledge
of just what qualities make for better political lead-
ership, but also be blessed with a sixth sense to dis-
cern these qualities in the young and be possessed of the
ability to train them further along these lines, then
what? Let us presume that we can row produce leaders
who can keep us on the upward road. Our next problem
is, - can we get them elected to office? Upon what
basis are the candidates for our public offices picked
by our leading parties? When Mr. Harding was picked
as the Republican candidate for president on the fif-
teenth floor of a certain Chicago hotel in the dead of
night by a group of party bosses and representatives
of big business, was it because he had proven his met-
tle as a leader in gis former public capacity, that of
1-Holbach, Systeme de la Nature. Chap. 8«
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Senator? It behooves Educators to meditate on some of
these circumstances which influence the choice of candi-
dates for public office before attempting to educate for
such leadership in such a capacity.
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History of Civic Training,
The conviction that citizens should receive train-
ing for their civic duties is as old as government it-
self. Education has been the process by which those in
charge of affairs determined what the rising generation
should think and do. In our tribal organization the
young never auestioned or dared to suggest improvements
on the way that the elders handled the community, - they
merely accepted and did likewise. Our type of govern-
ment necessitates a change in the process of education.
According to Kilpatrick, "our duty is so to prepare the
rising generation to think that they can and will think
for themselves, even ultimately, if they so decide, to
* 1
the point of revising or rejecting what we now think."
We have advanced to the place where we know that "there
is no form of knowledge so complete and final that it
cannot; be improved, no single human art so perfect that
it cannot be made better, no form of human endeavor
that does not call for further effort. For this phil-
osophy, life is a perfecting, not an arriving at per-
fections, and the joy is in the process, not in reach-
2
ing and remaining at the goal."
1-
Kilpatrick, Wm. H. - Education for a Changing
Civilization. P. 60.
2-
Moore, Ernest Carroll - What is Education? P.141.
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The ancient cities of Sparta and Athens had a very
complete system of civic education* In Sparta citizen-
ship was practically synonymous with soldiery, but in
Athens the training was more than military as the Athe-
nians had other interests than fignting. They trained
youths for their life careers, but the career of a free-
born Athenian was very largely political. "Political
progress indeed may be measured by the extending area
1
of sovereignty.
"
Remarks of Monroe, Jefferson and many other prominent
men show that in early times the dominant aim of our edu-
cation was political. The original gesture, made in a
true spirit of democracy, was to classically educate
all the children of all the people. It was an honest
effort to open the doors to the masses and to allow them
the privileges of an education which hithertofore had
been the prerogative of classes only. These children
"all uniformly educated as he (Horace Mann) had been
educated, would be thoroughly capable of informing them-
selves well on all questions and issues of public JLm-
2
portance." That we meant well is quite evident; but
such an education does not seem to nave produced the
desired results.
1-
Smlth, T.V. - Democratic Way of Life. P. 220.
2-
Smith, Wm. Hawley. All the Children of all the People.
P. 117.
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Mr. Garfield, an American statesman, said, "We
must offset the dangers of universal suffrage by means
of universal education." So we, in America, have es-
tablished a school house within reach of every child
and have introduced a system of compulsory education,
but to date, our actual method of democracy in education
has not produced the citizens and leaders which our form
of government requires and will continue to require more
urgently in the very near future. "It is because of all
these great and good civic results, which the speaker
said would follow this universal dissemination of classi-
cal learning, that he claimed it was right and just to
tax all the people for the support of the schools which
were to put our population into such prime condition for
1
good citizenship."
Since ancient Greece, governments have given atten-
tion to civic training m accordance with the amount of
participation enjoyed by their citizenry. In our own
country from earliest times public education has been
promoted chiefly for civic purposes. That our inten-
tions were not carried out in educational practices Is
commented on in the annual report of Dean James E. Rus-
sell of Teachers College for the year ending 192b, -
1-Smith, Wm.H. - All the Children of all the People. P.38.
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"Good citizenship as an aim in life is nothing new -
But good citizenship as a dominant aim of the American
public school is something new For the first time in
history, as i see it, a social democracy is attempting
to shape the opinions and bias the judgment of oncoming
1
generations.
"
In 1644 the colony of Massachusetts enacted a law
requiring every town of fifty householders to maintain
an elementary school that the youth might be informed
about Holy Scripture and the laws of the state. "It
Is, of course, only with the growth of democratic ideas
and the conception of the solidarity of society that this
matter nas occupied a prominent place in the minds of
2
legislators." Men unite to reap the benefits of
social organization which are impossible to obtain
through isolation. "Security to the persons and prop-
erties of the governed is so obviously the design and
end of civic government that to attempt a logical proof
of it would be like burning tapers at noonday to assist
5
the sun in enlightening the world."
Besides benefits, such a close social organization
brings many dangers. The success of government in a
democracy cannot exceed the voluntary co-operation of its
1-
Middle town, Lynd. 1929.
2-
Monroe. History of Education. P. 715.
3-
Hancock, John. - in Niles - "Principles and Acts of
the Revolution of America." P. 13.
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citizens. Nothing is more obvious than the rapidity
with which the demands upon citizens of a democracy are
multiplying. We live in closer proximity but we are far-
ther apart.
Writers of all ages have stressed the importance
of civic training. Plato in his Republic outlines a
very elaborate plan of civic education. He would ac-
cord full civic rights only to that aristocracy of per-
sons natively endowed with soldierly qualities, but for
these he offers a thorough training in civic duties.
Aristotle
,
like his master, was strong in his advocacy
of this form of education. He contended that "All ed-
ucation must be tinder public control and education must
be universal and compulsory. Public control is neces-
sary, not merely to avoid educational anarchy, but be-
cause it is a matter of importance to the community that
its future citizens should be trained in the way which
will make them most loyal to the constitution and the
1
ends it is designed to subserve."
However, to quote James Bryce as to the trend even
in early days, "Few things in history are more remark-
able than the total eclipse of all political thought and
total abandonment of all effort to improve political
1
-Taylor, A.E. Aristotle. P. 86
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conditions in a highly educated and intelligent popula-
tion such as were the Inhabitants of the Western half of
the Empire until the establishment there of barbarian
kingdoms in the fifth and sixth centuries and such as
were the Hallano-Romans around the Aegean Sea until many
centuries later* The subjects of the Eastern Roman Em-
pire were interested in letters and learning, in law and
in art, and above all, after the rise of Christianity, in
religion. But though the political and historical lit-
erature of the classical ages had been preserved in Con-
stantinople long after they had fallen out of knowledge
in the West, nothing of a political kind was produced
in the field of theory, nothing of a political kind was
1
attempted in the field of practice
*
M
The more recent writers on education, - Rousseau,
Pestalozzi, Herbart and others, - have laid an ever in-
creasing emphasis upon social aspects of education. Rous -
seau
,
though a strong individualist, declaims - "when he
(the pupil) begins to be aware of his moral nature he
should study himself in relation to his fellowmen; this
2
is the business of ms whole life " Nearly a
third of Emile is devoted to this social phase of educa-
tion. "Social intelligence demands, to be sure, the
1-
Bryce, J. Modern Democracies* Vol* 1* P. 27*
2-
Rousseau. Emile - P. 175*
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diffusion of knowledge and especially the knowledge a-
1
bout society. " Such understanding Is more essential
today if we would enjoy a happy existence in this over-
crowded world of ours. The school is the natural dis-
tributing place for such information as will further
more social intelligence. The results will be more co-
operation and less competition and consequently more
general good will and less warring in spirit or actual
fact.
Pestalozz i saw in education the means of socializ-
ing citizens and thereby reforming governments. In
Leonard and Gertrude* he makes Blifsky, the inspector
from the Duke»s court, declare that "Man is only happy
and secure in this world, when he is so developed as to
be able to fill well that place in society to which he
2
can legitimately lay claim." Blifsky also commends
the school "from the standpoint of their greatest capac-
ity for useful service." The poet Milton has said, "I
call that a complete and generous education which fits a
man to perform justly, skilfully and magnanimously, all
the offices, both public and private, of peace and war."
We are part of the nation only In so far as we are help-
ing to make that nation. For this we must provide
1-
Howerth, Ira Woods. Theory of Education. P. 391.
2-
pestalozzi. Leonard and Gertrude. P. 171.
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Amethods by which every man is enabled to take his part.
We are to so democratize our industrial and our polit-
ical methods that all will nave a share in policy and
responsibility.
According to Herb art the cultivation of moral char-
acter, which of course is the basis of right social be-
havior, should receive the first consideration. Even
more fundamental than knowledge is the attitude of mind
that leads to an interest in the doings of the country
as a matter of personal concern, and creates the will
to serve one’s fellows in the various relations of life.
Out of this will grow right behavior habits and senti-
ments of group loyalty which make for werthy citizen-
ship. Training for citizenship is primarily training
in right conduct and secondarily training in right
thinking . "To the incidental education which comes in
the discharge of the ordinary responsibilities of liv-
ing and which was adequate £o the needs of earlier
times with their limited possibilities and hopes, must
be added conscious educational guidance of the most en-
1
lightened character."
1-Chapman and Counts - Principles of Education - P. 271
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Causes of educational sluggishness -
Erasmus has said, "Give me for a few years the di-
rection of education and I agree to transform the world."
But our educational system is such a large unwieldy af-
fair, generally the unwilling victim of some political
domination,, that while it may in a few years transform
the world, to make any changes or amendments to our tra-
ditional educational procedure or practices takes many
years to establish. It is not that we do not realize
that what was best yesterday is not necessarily best to-
day, but because any large institution consisting of
many units under public control and support must be slow
and conservative if it is to continue to maintain its
accustomed standing respect and public service. "Three
lines of tendency have thus converged to make tne school
" conservative " and conventional; first, the inertia of
system itself, the natural tendency of an inbreeding in-
stitutionalism everywhere; second, the influence of out-
ward signs of learning, which, - stressing the sign -
easily attaches itself to what has at length become merely
conventional material; and, third, the possibility of so
using the school as to fix in youth desired opinions and
attitudes, a possibility which the "conservatives" have
1
generally succeeded in preempting to themselves."
1-Kilpatrick, Wm. H. - Education for a Changing
Civilization - P. 57
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Kant has said, "children should be educated, not with
reference to their present condition but rather with re-
gard to a possibly improved state of the human race."
That we shall continue to change is certain, and that we
must more rapidly adapt our educational system to such
urgent needs as arise from time to time is apparent. "If
1
we could learn democracy, we must then practice it."
Knowledge and practice go hand in hand politically as
well as in any other field of human endeavor. Originally
the school consisted of the elder's formal passing on to
youth certain chosen parts of the tribal culture. In
this way we see how education was split at the very be-
ginning. The simple process of living in a family was
enough to teach moral and social attitudes, duties and
customs, whereas the school with its set time and place
supplied certain knowledge and skills. This sorry sep-
aration has grown wider and wider with our ever growing
and more complex civilization.
The youth of today must have opportunity for initi-
ative, choice, leadership and responsibility. In fact,
he must be given a chance to exercise his privileges and
rights, to fulfill his duties and obligations as a school
1-Kilpatrick, W. H. - Education for a Changing
Civilization. P. 75.
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citizen. "The cultivation of such attitudes implies
training in citizenship, not for citizenship; it means a
recognition of the fact that if the child practices self-
expression and builds up and acquires certain knowledge,
skill, nablts, attitudes and ideals, and is a good cit-
izen of the school and community of which he is a member,
there will probably be no question of his good citizen-
1
ship in the adult world of tomorrow.
"
While this program has generally been tneoretically
accepted by the educational world, the necessary changes
in the school program to put such a program into practice
are most reluctant. This delay was primarily due to
the necessary conservatism of public school administrat-
ors; secondarily, not understanding just how to proceed
with the new program our interest das not been sufflcientl
aroused to the point of action. Socrates "spent his life
in telling the Athenians that they must learn civic and
manly virtue in just the same way that they learned to
2
make shoes and pilot ships," - but only now are we at-
tempting to recognize those qualities which make for bet-
ter civic welfare and provide opportunities for their ex-
ercise in the public schools. "For a good many centur-
ies in spite of defects, the social and political life
1-
Diemer, Geo. W. and Mullen, B. V. -Pupil Citizenship.
P. 2.
2-
Moore, Ernest Carroll - Wnat the War Teaches about
Education. P. 48.
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of peoples fitted on the material base almost as neatly
as the top layer of a chocolate cake fits on the bottom.
Today the top layer has altered little, but tne bottom
one, the material base of life, has gone spinning, with
grave danger of ruining the cake and losing the choco-
1
late. "
In the last one hundred and fifty years the influx
of immigrants to this country has been tremendous. This
fact alone would promote enough educational difficulties
to baffle any country. To assimilate these varied na-
tionalities, most of whom came here thinking that to be
wealthy one merely had to gather gold from the streets,
has been the task of our public schools. From a young
and sparsely populated country we have rapidly grown and
increased until our industrial centers are overcrowded.
"The world advances and in time outgrows the laws that
in our father 5 s day were best; and doubtless after us
some purer scheme will be shaped out by wiser men than
2
we, - made wiser by the steady growth of truth.”
Since the war, and the scientific inventions which have
revolutionized industry in the last fifty years, newer
and more wonderful Inventions have drawn the whole world
into such intimate relationship that the aims of
1-
Adams, James Thurlow. Diminishing Returns of Modern
Life. Harper’s Magazine. April, 1930. Vol. 160.
2-
Howerth, Ira Woods. Theory of Education. Century Co.
1926. P. 397.
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education have necessarily given way to a broader, wider
goal, "The single public end of a common education in
America must hereafter be neither life, nor getting a
1
living, but living together."
1-Dunn, Arthur. Director of Junior Red Cross.
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Factors Influencing present situation .
Intangibleness of leadership qualities -
Henry Suzzallo says, "He (the lay reformer) is
blind to the fact that the great voluntary co-operation
which we call a democracy needs better leaders more than
any other form of political and social life we have
1
known. " Until our needs are realized and diagnosed
we cannot possibly determine the method of presenting
such teachings in the school. This need for better
leadership is only a recently felt need ana up to date
"no genuine effort has been made to attack the problems
of civic life through a broad educational program. Such
a program, the only hope of human society, must be con-
sciously derived from an analysis of man’s social nature
2
and the conditions of life in the modern world."
Dewey defines the aim of education to be "a contin-
uous social progress of growth In a democracy, social ef-
ficiency the goal, and training given in the school, —
3
a miniature society." "An analysis of the character
of citizenship" in a recent study by Thomas Jefferson
Mahan, supports the thesis that "an analysis of the du-
ties, difficulties and qualities of citizenship is an
1- Suzzallo, Henry - Preface to -Our Faith in Education.
2-
Chapman and Counts -Principles of ( P. 16.
3- " " Education P. 269.
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important source for obtaining data as to what is the task
1
of the schools in citizenship training."
To slight the training of leaders for our political
affairs is to indicate a low valuation of the need of
trained ability in a free co-operative society. No co-
operation, of which democracy is an intricate form, can
succeed under inferior leadership when the highest brain
power and character in the community remains unutilized.
All co-operation has a focal point and in the democratic
government that focal point is the competent sympathetic
leader. "Disaster may confront Western civilization, not
only because the morale of its masses has been undermined
by luxury and war, but also because there may be a lack
of adequate intelligent leadership in the complex situa-
2
tion which now confronts the modern world."
Goethe says, "There is nothing more odioiAS than the
majority; for it consists of a few powerful leaders, a
certain number of accommodating scoundrels and subser-
vient weaklings, and a mass of men who trudge after them
3
without in the least knowing their own minds." As our
type of government necessitates control by the majority,
and, as Goethe says, most of the people can, crudely but
correctly, be classed as sheep, we must have leaders.
1-
Teachers College Bureau of Publication-1928-P. 42
.
Analysis of the Character of Citizenship
2-
Ellwood, Charles A. -Cultural Evolution-Century Co. 1927.
3-
Babbitt, Irving, -Democracy and Leadership- (P.258.
P. 263.
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Therefore, it behooves us to seriously consider this
objective in the administration of public school edu-
cation. "There is only one agency through which the
citizens of a nation can be brought into personal inter-
communication so close and thorough-going that the inter-
ests of the group are reflected in the consciousness of
individual members, and the fruitful ideas and inven-
tions of the individuals are freely transmitted to the
group. That agencv is education. Hence the crucial
1
importance of education to the democratic state."
Our present resentment against blind followership is
merely because the men who boss us have neither that
mastery which efficiency requires nor that consideration
which humanity reauires. "The best of formal schooling
will deal with attitudes as well as with facts and skills
and will aim to unite good followership and good leader-
ship in every human soul, providing the discrimination
and judgment to determine where and when each is to op-
2
erate.
"
Besides being vague as to just what qualities are
desirable in citizens of a democracy, the intangibleness
of the qualities themselves makes it almost impossible
for educators to come to any agreed decision or
1-
Wright, Henry Wilkes - The Moral Standards of
Democracy. P. 226.
2-
Suzzallo, Henry - Our Faith in Education. P. 67.
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definitions. We are also very -unfamiliar with definite
ways and means of developing these qualities once they
are agreed upon. "Responsibility for the conduct of
society and government rests on every member of society.
Therefore, everyone must receive a training that will
enable him to meet this responsibility, giving him just
ideas of the conditions and needs of the people collect-
ively, and developing those Dualities which will insure
1
his doing a fair share of the work of the government."
In the last quarter of a century we have become aware of
the need of a radical change in our educational content
and method of teaching, but changes and corrections have
been unusually slow "for the truth is that our teaching
is so caught up, so tossed about by the vast and heav-
ing currents of material prosperity which beat upon it,
that any genuine leadership in education is practically
2
impossible." When we have sufficiently studied our-
selves and our world and determined our goal then "we
shall know what and how to teach."
1-
Dewey, John - Dewey, Evelyn. Schools of Tomorrow.
2-
Meikle john, Alexander. Educational ( P. 304.
Leadership in America. Harper’s - 1S30.
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Withdrawal o f home and church influence •
"There is really no man who has become what he is
purely through himself, but only through the determining
1
influences of the society in which he lives.” As a
great many of our early years are spent under the super-
vision of the school and in the society of teachers and
classmates, in the same measure do these contacts mold
our character and cast their lot as to what we shall
become. If we are to develop a maximum social utility
it is today entirely a job for public education. "Be-
cause of the educational decline of family and commun-
ity, and in accordance with a better insight into the
learning process, the school must become a place where
life, real experiencing, goes on. Only on this basis
can our children learn what they need. All this will
call for correlative changes in school equipment, text-
books, management, and objectives. Our new effort must
be directed principally toward proper attitudes, points
2
of view and methods of attack.”
Not only is all this true but these changes are so
new in the annals of our national experience that we
have had to experiment to determine how education can
remedy this. The resultant changes in method equipment,
1-
Howerth, Ira Woods. Theory of Education. P. 294.
2-
Kilpatrick, Vita. H. Education for a Changing
Civilization. P.85.
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management, et cetera, have been a long, hard pull which
is still going on and will be for some time to come,
"With the parents more and more dropping out of the
child’s life, the school and other directing agencies
must more and more assume the duty of living with chil-
dren Only as the school is placed on a basis of
actual living can certain necessary social-moral habits
and attitudes be built, certain necessary methods of
1
attack upon problems and enterprises be developed,"
Plato was right, therefore, when he spoke of educa-
tion as a life work. The cultivation and stimulation
of those Dualities of mankind which make living to-
gether bearable was not formerly considered as part and
parcel of the work apportioned to the public schools.
This role has been thrust upon us by necessity. All
the world realizes that certain attitudes, ideals, and
social-moral habits must be fostered in the young, but
through all our history such teachings have been held
sacred to the home and church. It is only within our
lifetime that these agencies have become undermined, or
so inefficient in their teachings that the public has,
as a last resort, ’passed the buck, ’ according to the
custom of this modern world, to the only possible agency
1-Kilpatrick, Wm. H. Our Changing Civilization. P. 64.
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which cannot pass it on to still another, the public
schools®
Responsibility is fundamental in developing the type
of leadership which does not take advantage of the weak-
nesses of the crowd. The home has passed the burden of
this task along to the schools, and they are groping for
ways and means to meet the need. They are applying the
best they have in brain power and facilities to solve the
problem, but to quote from the National Education Associa-
tion convention now in progress at Detroit, - William
McAndrew of Norfolk, Conn., editor of the Educational Re-
view, says, "We are waking up to the absurdity of letting
the first five years of a child 1 s life twist kinks into
his personality and then sending him to school for unmar-
ried young women to try to straighten him out. 1 ' The
school, he claims, has a "Safe Alibi" to the charge that
they are to blame for "our national pre-eminence of
crime." Rabbi David Lefkowitz of Dallas, Texas, de-
clared that without a "change in the home, a strengthening
of family ties, a rededication of the parent to his chil-
dren, the finest schools will fail in making a fine gener-
ation of Americans."
1-Boston Post - Peb. 24, 1931
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Shortcomings In mass education -
The school must provide an education, not for life,
but one that is life itself. "a specially selected en-
vironment the school must be, but an environment selected
from life itself and not made out of another kind of needs,
problems, surroundings, and demands than life itself pre-
sents. Artificial to a degree it must be, but artifi-
cial in the same sense that the family and the state are
artificial; that is, that they are human arrangements for
doing the real work of the world and not devices for su-
1
perfluous tasks which could just as well be done without.”
Such an education is a process in which the individual
continues his pre-school activity of accumulating exper-
iences, and working and reflecting upon them in terms of
social utility. A repetition of such experiences with-
out the effort to improve is well illustrated in the
story of the boy who persisted in saying ’I have went’
until his teacher’s patience was exhausted. Whereupon
he was commanded to stay after school and write the cor-
rect form one hundred times. He did so, and in the ab-
sence of the teacher at the moment that ne had finished
he left this note for her - "Dear teacher: I have done
my lesson and have went home.”
1-Moore, Ernest Carroll. What is education? P. 138.
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"All life is doing, and all real education is learn-
ing to do certain things which neither the student nor
1
his fellows can get along without*" One of these
things is leaders. Democracy comes from two Greek words
meaning "rule of the people," but human nature is so pro-
vocative that if it is not the rule of the people by the
best people, it will surely be by the worst people.
"Educational effort must, it would seem, be limited to
securing for everyone the conditions under which individ-
uality is most completely developed - that is, to enabling
him to make his original contribution to the variegated
whole of human life as full and as truly characteristic
as his nature permits; the form of the contribution be-
ing left to the individual as something which each must,
2
in living and by living, forge out for himself."
Our nation is run on the ‘co-operative plan’ and
might well be likened to a church supper; in which every
member of the auxiliary is asked to bring a share of
food, and tne results are, — 1, too much salad and not
enough dessert to go around; 2, the best cooks in the
congregation, instead of treating us to their special
achievement, bring beans; witn which we are already over-
supplied by the plain ordinary cooks of the parish. As
1-
Moore, Ernest Carroll* What the War Teaches about
Education* P. 52.
2-
Nunn, Sir Percy* Education, its Data and First
Principles. P. 5.
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a result, we finish the meal with some frothy but un-
wholesome pastry contributed by a delicatessen store en-
thusiast. While our stomachs may be filled and the
meal satisfying, if not well-balanced, we cannot be too
sure that we will not have an ache later. But if you
would manage a highly successful and gratifying church
supper, one which will be looked forward to with antici-
pation and looked back on with appreciation, you will
first investigate the abilities of your parishioners, de-
termine the degree of perfection which each has achieved,
and demand her contribution in that phase of the culinary
art in which she is best qualified by nature and prac-
tice to give the greatest satisfaction to all. Such a
meal would be fit for the gods, - and m my mind is real
democracy. It gives everyone a chance to do his duty
with the privilege of contributing in that field in which
he is best fitted, and the results must necessarily be
more satisfying to him because interest and ability must
make for success, and the psychologists tell us, that
success is that magical something which makes us happy.
To apply this to the field of citizenship we mean
that "special talents, initiative, power of leadership
should be employed in the common service and should be
_ .
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1
recognized and encouraged."
Professor Robert E. Rogers, of Massachusetts Instit-
ute of Technology, in an address at the Community Church
Forum, berates the public schools for teaching the cult
of the mediocre. He claims that our attempt to standard-
ize man through education has taken the backbone out of
our citizens and reduced them to a pattern, - "and that
pattern, unfortunately, one entirely cheap and vulgar,
self-satisfied and undistinguished." What we need is an
educational system promoting an "equalization of oppor-
tunity that would bring to the top those who have the best
2
natural gifts for rising."
Our ultimate goal along this line has been well ex-
pressed by T.V. Smith, "Since democracy as a way of life
does, and as a form of government ought to, aim at the
greatest common good through the development of each in-
dividual to his highest, it must be judged not by its
ability to produce a few ^master-leaders, * in deference
to whom human nature abdicates its highest prerogatives,
but by its ability to make every citizen a leader in
some enterprise, however, small, and at the same time a
contented but critical follower of superior insignt in
3
other fields however extended."
1-
Marx, Ellie Marcus. Citizenship Training in Elementary
2-
Mill, John Stuart. (Schools. P. 5.
3-
Smith, T. V. -Democratic Way of Life. P. 191.
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We hope to do all this in time, but in the meantime,
’Rome is burning.’ We are making frantic efforts to
"develop those groups multiplying so fast in order to
take the places of those groups who are displacing
leaders, else the whole average level of intelli-
1
gence is going to recede.”
Leadership not only in politics but in all other
lines has been at a wane for the past two decades. Our
colleges and universities have become very aware of
this fact within recent years. Our program of mass
education has been so faithfully adhered to that every-
one has been forced to live on the same menu whether it
agreed with the peculiarities of his digestive system
or not. This procedure tends to discourage leader-
ship along every line. "New conditions create new
2
problems which demand new solutions.”
Glenn Frank says, ”ln a pure democracy the crowd
does the thinking , ” but the world has never yet exper-
ienced a crowd that could think. Contrast this with
a statement from H. R. Carey’s ’But Not One Cent For
Leadership’ — "Fifty years from now the nation will se-
lect its most promising members and train them specif-
ically for leadership. Winds of doctrine, gusts of
3
passion sway the nation from side to side." We
1-
Claudius, R. Howard. Some of the Conditions for
Racial Progress - Education. 1926.
2-
Cass Gilbert.
3-
lndependent, June 9, 1928.
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mignt judge from this national 'sway* that very little
thinking is going on. To quote Kant, "It is not enough
that children be trained; the most important thing is
that they learn to think."
"The crowd only feels; it has no mind of its own
which can plan. The crowd is credulous. It destroys,
it consumes, it hates and it dreams, but it never builds.
It is one of the most profound and important of exact
psychological truths that man In the mass does not think
but only feels. The mob functions only m a world of
emotion. The demagogue feeds on mob emotion, and his
leadership is the leadership of emotion, not the lead-
ership of intellect and progress. Popular desires are
no criteria to the real needs; tney can be determined
only by deliberate consideration, by education, by con-
1
structive leadership."
President John Grier Hibben of Princeton University—
in his annual report to the board of trustees of the un-
iversity, which was made public a few months ago, in an-
swer to the question - "What type of man is needed in
the world today?" said, "The world needs above every-
thing else men of integrity of character and possessing
minds so disciplined that they are able to think for
=^r ~ -^T=========^=.- = = • ------- = ----- — 'i- -------- ----- - -
1-Boston Herald - April 16, 1930.
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themselves. The God-given talent of mind, in whatever
degree it may be possessed, must be trained and devel-
1
oped to its highest point of efficiency." President
Hibben continues his thesis stressing the development
of character as the fundamental basis of a full life, and
says, "It is my view, based on many years of experience
in daily contact with young men, that the fundamental
basis of character is the sense of responsibility to do
the work of the day, whatever It may be, with earnest-
ness, fidelity and persistence. If this is lacking,
one’s character is like the proverbial house built upon
1
sand and not upon the rock." By character he means
that will power behind the engine which holds it re-
lentlessly to the tracks heading for its goal whether
it will or not.
It is most essential that we develop in the school
child the interest and ability to think independently
about political issues. According to M. P. Follett what
we need today is first, an active citizenship; second,
a responsible citizenship; third, a creative citizenship.
"America was built by men of independence, of initiative,
of courage, of a fine sense of individual responsibility.
America was built by masters, not by servants. If
1-N.Y. Times. Oct. 25, 1930.
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America is going to advance, she will advance under the
leadership, not of those who, walking in the way of
least resistance, become followers, but of those who, ven
1
turing forth, become the leaders of men."
Professor Virgil D. Reed of the College of Business
Administration, claims that our varying degrees of men-
tal laziness is what makes us often believe what is of-
fered rather than to seek out the facts which will make
us change our minds. In considering the peculiarities
of human nature unscrupulous leaders will ever be in a
position to take advantage of the people’s trust. Un-
til we bend our energies to the task of developing
those qualities which will not violate our confidence
along with enough personal magnetism and charm to make
our candidate a promising vote-getter as well as office-
holder, we are flirting with catastrophe; for the un-
scrupulous candidate does not hesitate to make the ap-
peal which will be rewarded with votes. Professor
Reed states, "No matter what the product is. It is well
for the marketing executive to remember that we, as hu-
man beings, are almost without exception governed more
by our emotions and instincts, by our irrational self
than by our reason. If this were not true, there
1-ChriStiansonj Hon. Theodore. Governor of Minnesota.
The Menace of Concentration.
Sample Case, Oct., 1930.
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would be no prejudices. It Is, therefore, more effect-
ive to appeal to the emotions than attempt to reason
1
the objection away.
"
When we consider that of the one hundred and twenty
million people in this country there are only two million
who could be called the least bit extraordinary, — the
majority are simply ordinary people, most of them will
have little time, or ability when they do have the time,
to do more than eat, sleep and earn a living. The
world is very much lilt© a pie, with the crust on the top
and bottom and a lot of good stuff In between.
H. L. Hollingsworth
,
Professor of Psychology, Barnard
College, Columbia University, upon being asked, "What is
an average man. Professor? What does he look like and
how bright Is he?" - gave this reply. "An 'average man’
is an abstraction, of course, though we can build up a
hypothetical picture. We might picture him as about
57 Inches tall, weighing 150 pounds - if a woman, a few
pounds less and about 5 Inches shorter. The brain weight
would be about 1,3000 grams; his pulse 70. He would
have an eighth-grade school education with no general
knowledge of such things as literature, civics, science,
politics. He would have a vocabulary of about 7,500
1-Re4d, V.D. - - The Price of Prejudice. B.U.News.
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words; just about half that of a high school graduate.
He would be a carpenter, plumber, mechanic, or farmer.
If a woman, she would be a housekeeper, plain nurse, or
an inferior office worker. He or she would marry at an
early age, have three or five children, and support them
1
on an income of about $1,000.00 a year."
The history of the world proves to us that the pres-
ent level of civilization is due to the intellectual a-
chievements of a handful of individual minds which we
refer to as genius or the talented variety. Professor
Erns t Kretschmer
,
specialist In psychiatry and neurology
in the University of Marburg, has recently published the
results of his researches in the highly controversial
field of genius under the title of "Human Geniuses," in
which he claims that geniuses could be bred much as race
horses are bred, for while there is almost no conscious
eugenics among humans, nevertheless a survey of the past
shows that geniuses have appeared in those districts and
periods where there was the greatest opportunity for cor-
rect mating. Talent and genius must not be confused.
Tests of school children show that talented children have
talented parents in 60 percent of the cases tested while
dull children have dull parents in two-thirds of the cases
1-Taken from Literary Digest - found in Farmers* Almanac-
1931.
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tested* To go still farther, it was found that the
grandparents of these children showed only slightly less
complete agreement with the children in matters related
to pronounced intelligence and talent*
Once that talent appears in a family it will con-
tinue to reappear with a fair degree of regularity, -
it is inherited* "Geniuses are not, as far as can be
determined, chance occurrences but the result of either
conscious or unconscious blending of the qualities neces-
sary to the production of that extreme variant from the
normal which in turn creates new, unusually powerful,
1
and striking ideas or deeds*" Genius is most fre-
quently found in the descendants of talented parents, but
when this peak is reached propagation to all intents and
purposes ceases, - that is according to Kretschmer, there
are no known cases of the sons and daughters of geniuses
ever amounting to much.
One of the strongest arguments against higher educa-
tion for women is the statistical marriage records which
conclusively prove that the highly educated woman is
less inclined to marriage than her less fortunate sister,
and when she does marry she devotes herself to a child
rather than children. On the other hand, our immigrant
1-N.Y. Times - Feb. 22, 1931.
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as well as our subnormal citizenry are comparatively
profuse in reproduction of their kind* "As more milk
is poured in the thinner becomes the layer of cream on
the surface."
Concentration of population and narrowing of oppor-
tunity go hand in hand, as is quite evident in our pres-
ent depression. Professor Hlvdan Koht of Oslo Universi-
ty, visiting professor of history at Harvard during the
past semester, in discussing his observation of this
country after an absence of twenty years, said that he
found a noticeable change in the mental attitude of the
American people - "The spirit of the American people
has greatly changed. When I was over here before, I
felt a strong optism. I have seen economic depressions
here before, but the psychological effect of this one
seems to go so much more deeply into the souls of the
people. Everywhere people are talking as though this
period of depression could not finish and that unemplov-
1
ment has come to stay." We are tending to develop a
stricter demarcation between the classes. The chances
of a working man to lift himself by his bootstraps is
smaller today than it was before the war or after the war.
"Now an effective social ladder in any nation is a
1-N.Y. Times - Feb. 22, 1931.
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most important agency for the advancement of its civil-
ization. In its absence, talent will not find due
scope; the men who, by reason of superior endowments are
its natural leaders will not come to the front. And
that such men should be produced by the people and
should achieve a due influence upon and leadership in
every form of activity, in government, in science, in
arts, in commerce and industry, is the most essential
condition of natural prosperity and natural progress.
Hence, the nation with the best social ladder, other
things being the same, will for a time progress most
1
rapidly.
"
President Lowell of Harvard University asserts,
"It is the task of Intellectual leadership to mold pub-
lic opinion until it gradually becomes more enlightened
2
and competent for its political work." Public opin-
ion in order to be effective must be definite and as-
sertive; otherwise, the legislators will run off with
the bone while we are scrapping over it. That it may
be assertive rests on a certain homogeneity among the
citizenry. As Ross says, "In a homogeneous community
people are able to think and feel alike in all important
3
cases and hence public opinion is effective." Of
1-
MacDougall, Wm. Is Democracy Safe For Democracy?
Scribner’s - 1921.
2-
Wright, Henry Wilkes. The Moral Standards of Democracy.!
3-
Ross, Edward A. - Social Control. P. 96. P.222.
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course, it is impossible for people to think so much
alike that they never clash, and consequently gain no
new ideas. Now, homogeneity depends on many things
not the least of which is the dissemination of social
and civic information and ideals. Thus the very nature
of society makes imperative some kind of training in
citizenship.
President Lowell’s Society of Fellows recently es-
tablished at Harvard University is an unprecedented
step in the non-secular institutions of learning in this
country. To the average man this idea of having an
advanced coterie living togetner, cared for, and when
necessary supported by Harvard College, may seem rather
radical and undemocratic. However, most of us cannot
fall to see that President Lowell is rignt wnen he claims
that this undemocratic procedure will react for public
good, - which Is getting the most out of the best for
the good of all. Such an interpretation of democracy
is bound to flourish and prosper. Harvard, in the
future and as a result of this Society of Fellows, will
once again emphasize her leadership among our great
seats of learning.
And so the ball is put in motion, - What Harvard
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does, others will do. Nietzsche says, "The education
of the masses cannot be our aim; but rather the ed-
ucation of a few picked men for great and lasting work."
Is not this just what Harvard is doing? "It is some-
times said that the university exists to train leaders.
It is, perhaps, more exact to say that it exists to train
to yet larger leadership the leaders whom the elementary
and secondary schools send to it There is good
ground for believing that the youth is more often made
into a scholar by nis first teacher than by his last
1
one •
"
To quote President Hoover in an article discussing
leadership and mob psychology as published in the Yale
Daily News, - "if democracy is to secure its authorities
in morals, religion and statesmanship it must stimulate
leadership from its own mass. Human leadership cannot
be replenished by selection like queen bees by divine
right or by bureaucracies, but by the free rise of abil-
ity, character and Intelligence." Even so, he contin-
ued, - "Leadership cannot, no matter how brilliant,
carry progress far ahead of the average of the mass of
individual units. Progress of the nation is the sum of
progress of its individuals. Acts and j.deas that lead
1-Moore, Ernest Carroll. What the War Teaches about
Education. P. 218.
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to progress are born out of the womb of the individual
mind, not out of the mind of the crowd." Is not this
where Wilson failed? He was too far ahead of the crowd.
From earliest times we have used the -word "civism"
to denote that assemblage of qualities that make an in-
dividual a worthy citizen. "Such approved civism
clearly includes ideals, dispositions, and practices of
full and willing obedience to the laws and other con-
crete formulations of political orderliness; but it cer-
tainly also includes willingness and ability to exert
one’s self through study, voting, opinion making, office
holding, to initiate and foster public order, service-
able legislation, and other dynamic means of co-oper-
1
atively sustaining government and political efficiency."
A prominent Genoese of the sixteenth century in a treat-
ise of government widely read in Italy over a long peri-
od of years, makes this interesting observation, - "Al-
though shoemakers and tailors consider it necessary to
apply themselves with diligence to their trades in or-
der to excel, yet very rarely does the guide of civil ed-
ucation precede the practice of the art of governing the
republic. If in our time we paid proper regard to their
(the philosophers ) sage councils we should open in our
1-Snedden, David. What’s Wrong with American Education?
P. 310.
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free cities far more schools to teach our youth the art
of becoming good citizens than we have sinks of Iniquity
1
to contaminate them.
"
We have from the beginning of our government ex-
pected the schools to shoulder the largest share of re-
sponsibility for such civism. In fact, the '’Most
prominent grounds alleged for support of policies of
providing for free schools, for universal literacy, and
for easily accessible high schools rested on the superi-
or civism or civil benaviors supposedly to be assured
through these means. The very nature of our govern-
ment and our strong tendency to run toward a pure democ-
racy which means mob-thinking, not only demands that the
schools train the young in the duties, responsibilities
and privileges of citizenship, but that, as the leaders
will also be drawn from the ranks, some definite attempt
to train for better political leadership be organized.
Our experience in the past has often shown that James
Bryce was stating a fact in saying "Those who were in-
tellectually Qualified to lead had seldom any other
2
claim to leadership."
Glenn Frank says, "that a sound and enduring gov-
ernment is a neck and neck race between the doctrine of
1-
Ceba, Anseldo - The Citizen of a Republic. PF. 21-22.
2-
Modern Democracy - Vol. 1. P. 25.
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the rights of man and the right men." Therefore, it is
’up to us’ when we spot a possible ’right man' to provide
plenty of opportunity and guidance in shaping his poten-
tial qualities for political usage. The whole political
and social problem is one of education; because of cer-
tain lapses, that means character education. The in-
creasing demand upon character and the diminished care
and cultivation of character have created an emergency
to be met by education. "The problems met in our com-
plex life today call for more and more character and
1
greater intelligence than ever before."
The Rev. Jones I. Corrigan, S.J., Professor of
Ethics and Sociology at Boston College recently said,
"The curse of much of our training of youth today is
the cult of mediocrity. Instead of training our future
citizens for leadership, the standardized curriculum is
turning out mediocre products unfit for leadership. More
and more we are coming to realize that this standardized
curriculum is an educational failure, and precisely be-
cause it does not turn-out leadej?s. This is the fatal
product of our mass education. Results in education
cannot be achieved by machine methods but by individual
2
attention to the qualities that make for leadership."
1-
Sisson, Edward 0. Educating for Freedom. P. 90.
2-
Boston Post, 1931.
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What education has the most democratic worth?
In answer to the question, - What then is the duty
of that education which has the most worth toward the
democratic state - Charles Thwing says, "the education
of the mo3t worth should among every people train unto
1
worthiest leadership ." At the present time there
is a conspicuous lack of uniting leadership. It is the
task of education to prepare the community to accept wise
leadership when it can be trained. "He enjoys a high
degree of personal liberty who is not hide bound by
traditions but is encouraged to exercise his intelli-
gence, has the opportunity to do things which others may
consider mistakes, but he learns by experience what is
good; is trained by practice in using his brains as a
guide to his conduct. This is self government* It is
the kind of government which educates. It makes the
individual voters able to take their part in ruling the
nation. Any other form of government leaves them a
prey to emotion instead of making them capable of an in-
2
telligent choice for themselves."
But 0 ! Higgins places us still a very long ways from
our goal in showing that only an amateur would expect
to run a political campaign through an appeal to the
1-
Thwing, Chas. F. What Education has the Most Worth?
p.222.
2-
Hadley, A. T. Training in Political Intelligence.
Yale Review - July, 1928.
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intellect of the voters. A practical politician knows
that issues are not devided on their merit and people do
not to te with their intellects but with their emotions.
’’Conscious intellect has almost no control over ordinary-
human conduct, whereas the subconscious mind has every
control over it; so that in wars and elections, as a mat-
ter of fact, people behave as they do at any other time,-
1
only more so, as it were.”
l-^’Higgins, H. Election by Emotion. Outlook, Oct. 7, »28
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In defense of the public schools -
Irving Babbitt says, "Our traditional education
with all Its defects did something to produce leaders of
the ethical type, whereas the utilitarian sentimental ed-
ucation which has been tending to supplant it is lacking
in the essential inner life and so is not likely to pro-
1
duce either religious or humanistic leaders.” It Is
quite true that our leaders do not seem to hit the mark
set by the Fathers of the country, but were the leaders
of those days the result of that education and is the
deterioration of leadership in any way connected with
our educational changes?
In early days life was simple and the home unques-
tionably took up the responsibility of inculcating in
the young the principles of government. "When the com-
plexity of life increased to the point where the younger
generation was not acquiring the proper training by the
use of the informal methods, the school shouldered more
of the responsibility, and has since found itself almost
wholly accountable for civic instruction. In more re-
cent years the great immigration to America of large num-
bers of foreign-born has set up a tremendous problem
under which the old system broke down; it was not able to
1-Democracy and Leadership. p. 310.
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assimilate the new comers fast enough to insure the safe-
1
ty of American government.”
I am rather inclined to believe that the old edu-
cation should not receive the credit for the ethical
type of leaders nor the new education criticised for not
producing this type. The blame should more rightly
lay in the fact that our whole prospectus has changed so
rapidly that the home teachings in citizenship failed to
cope with the situation. The school was obliged to take
up a task for which it had id training or experience,
as it traditionally understood its work to be one of im-
parting knowledge and training skills, - it had always
taught children as one feeds a bL rd. It had taught
them the laws of the land and the duties of the city,
state, and national officials, but the development of
the Inner Life, the inculcation of qualities, character-
istics and attitudes which make for the betterment of
mankind has always been the duty of home and church.
These two agencies have, by position, been peculiarly
suited to their task, - the church because its mission
in life is understood to be more concerned with the
spiritual than the worldly qualities of individuals and
situations; the home and family because it is so small
1-Brown, Arnold W. The Improvement of Civic
Instruction. P. 87.
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and intimate a group relationship, the pivot of society,
organized for the purpose of rearing the young and of
such a nature that plentiful opportunity is enjoyed for
observation of and practice in those subtler more intang-
ible phases of human beings. All this has been turned
over m a lump sum to the public schools, - an institu-
tion, in my mind, peculiarly unsuited to the emergency.
The upbringing of the children of our country seems to
be increasingly a public problem, - the family seems to
be no longer either willing or able. We were attuned
to our big *machine-shop' job of imparting information,
-
our ability, our training, our experience, and our
machinery were all equal and accustomed to the task,
when suddenly the emphasis shifts. The demand is as
much in accord with our training and equipment as tim-
ing Swiss watches. Do you wonder that we blunder and
become confused? And in the meantime the youth of
this country have been growing up with little or no
training along these finer lines.
The public schools meet the children in large
groups and so democratically mixed that while they may
be fortunate enough to speak the same language linguisti-
cally such is generally i© t the case socially. It has
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been very difficult for the modern American to decide just
what its educational aims are and harder still to deter-
mine just how the desired results may be obtained. It is
quite simple to define the requirements for a given trade
or profession but It is not so easy to define the re-
quirements for the wider vocation of life that underlies
all individual vocations, - often called ’general culture’
or ’a preparation for complete living.’ As most of our
difficulties are created by economic or political sit-
uations it is the duty of the schools to educate the
future citizens along these lines too *if the world is
to be safe for democracy and democracy safe for the
world.
"
In the past fj-fty years our definitions of patriot-
ism and good citizenship have also changed. As a young,
sparsely settled country, miles away from the old world,
it was necessary to foster in the young ideals of citi-
zenship which were more emotional than intelligent, - it
was our country rignt or wrong, - blind followership.
Our patriotism led to pure nationalism and was intention-
ally meant to make us pugilistic at the slightest provo-
cation. Such an attitude on the part of our population
was essential to our national well-being; in fact, vital
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to the continuation of our nation as such. Now every-
thing has changed, -we are a successful and sufficiently
populated country. Science and invention have made us
neignbors of the rest of the world. We have become
more internationally minded, as must the rest of the
world, if we intend to exist as a peaceable, friendly
world, the only possible way we can continue this
world now brought so close together.
Instead of teaching patriotism and citizenship to
kindle the fighting instincts necessary to our former
existence we must teach citizenship and patriotism of
a larger, broader meaning, - one that will despise war
even as a final resort ratner than embrace it at even
an imaginary insult. "Education for citizenship means
training not to serve blindly one’s country but intel-
ligently to serve one’s countrymen; not to love one’s
fatherland but to love one’s fellows; not to live and
die for a flag, but to live and die for tnose children
1
of God with whom one’s lot is cast."
"The schoolhouse should have over the door that new
slogan - "Good citizenship first" - and the prime requis-
ite for good citizenship is knowledge and interest in
affairs of government. Good citizenship, like charity,
1-Bell, Bernard Iddlng. Commonsense Education. P. 275
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1
may very well begin at home." Which Is all very
true, but the day when it was taugnt at home is past
and the need for practice m citizenship, if it is to
be good, is still recognized. We say ’let it begin in
school, ' - which is just what is being beautifully at-
tempted by the old "trial and error" method.
1-Beard, Charles A. and Mary Ritter. American
Citizenship. P.291
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"When the best things are not possible,
The best may oe made of tnose that are.
Hooker
231
The Party In Politics -
1 - Just what part does the "party” play in American
politics? ”ln countries wnich enjoy representative
government, parties nave two main functions, - the
promotion bv argument of tneir principles, and the
1
carrying of elections." The American people must be
given some reason for preferring one man to another;
tney must have some challenge to fire their enthusiasm
one way or the other and so tne party xs the logical
outcome. "Briefly, that part may be described by saying
that parties arrange the issues upon which the peode
2
are to vote." Why do the parties go to all the bother
and fuss to arrange issues, to provide the most stimu-
lating and attractive planks possible for their party
platform? When we reflect on past campaign platforms
we realize how few of the planks were meant to benefit
the country in any worth-wnile way; and if so, how
nearly were such promises carried out? They talk
about T playing the game’ and we may agree that politics
is one of the biggest games of the day, — but surely
the politicians do not go to the trouble of hitting us
with challenging issues and stunning us with dazzling
promises just to make the ’game* of politics more
1-
Bryce, James. Modern Democracies. P. 111.
2-
Lafcki, Harold J. A Grammar of Politics. P. 312.
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fascinating to the voters.
Is it not safe to conclude tnat considering the
functions of trie party in our type of government and, as
a result of our own experience with elections, that is-
sues and promises are made, and candidates picked, more
with an eye to attracting the greatest number of votes
than any other one reason? Can we expect the promises
to be kept and the issues to be beneficial, or the can-
didate proposed to be other than the man with the great-
est chances of winning, rather than the man best quali-
fied to do the job, when we become distinctly conscious
of the competitive basis upon which these parties run?
The public is the fish and the politicians, represent-
ing our national parties, are the fishermen sitting
along the banks. Each one wants to catch the fish,
not only to beat the other fellow but chiefly because
there is much good in the fish. He can be devoured
in many different ways, - why question the bait these
fishermen use? Naturally, each fisherman spends much
time and employs his skill and ingenuity, and cheer-
fully meets all necessary expenditures that his fly
may be of such color and brilliancy as to be positively
irresistible to the fish, - knowing all the time that
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the other fishermen are working with the same untiring
zeal to prepare a fly even more tempting.
This situation must be remedied. May I suggest
that the fish be taught to discriminate. You say, dis-
criminate between what? Two flies each made of col-
ored yarns and feathers and equally Indigestible? But,
I remind you that the fish is rarely offered a nice
juicy wholesome worm, and when such a bait is used by
chance or as the result of a too optimistic faith in
the belief that the fish possesses a God-given sense of
fine discrimination to be used under such circumstances,
such bait is quite overshadowed by these multicolored
flies, and in the scramble quite overlooked by the fish.
Then, you say, let us teach the fish to choose the worm
because it is best for him. But, unfortunately, the
fish is not a very intelligent organism, and experience
and psychology show us that the fish is reputed to fol-
low the dictates of his instincts and emotions, to a
line of cool, intellectual discrimination.
You suggest that we give him the benefits of a
higher education that his intellectual capacities may
be developed to such an extent that such a choice will
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be possible. If a higher education makes for more wis-
dom in deciding political Issues, why do we not find the
educated classes banked on one side and the masses on
the other side of any given political issue? The great-
est thinkers of all time have pondered long on the form-
ation of political habits by instruction and training.
The taboos and traditions of barbarian tribes greatly
facilitated the spread of such information as customs
demanded that unquestioned practices be passed unques-
tioningly from one generation to the next# "In our day
where every belief is everywhere contested political ed-
1
ucation must be otherwise effected."
All worms are not soft and white and insipid to
look upon, - is it not possible to find most edible
worms which Nature, with the help of a few adroit gest-
ures from man, has made quite as colorful and fascinat-
ing as any skilfully gotten up fly? If we could com-
bine these attractions with those qualities which make
for better political leadership could we not meet the
professional politicians and fight them with their own
tools?
1-Bryce, James. Modern Democracies. P. 75
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Electioneering in Politics -
2 - Providing that we nave discovered the secret of
turning out leaders, is it not true that a man of such
sterling qualities would have good reason for being pro-
voked beyond endurance at the low level upon which po-
litical campaigning was and is carried on? Would not
such a man resent having his private affairs heralded
in the newspapers, and his most intimate thoughts and
feelings on the tongue of every urchin? Would not the
noise and confusion of the rallies and the undercurrent
of appeal to emotions, religion and prejudices sicken
him of the whole thing? Could a sensitive man ’stand
the gaff’ of speech making and remain unruffled by the
’whisperers?’ Have the majority of men, no matter how
noble, good and wise, lived a life so free from even the
suspicion of an error that they will dare put themselves
at the mercy of these scandal mongers? Bryce says that
in political warfare hard knocks must be expected, -
must this state of affairs continue to exist?
Granted that the success of a democratic government
rests upon and requires the exercise of a well-informed
and sensible opinion by the great bulk of the citizens,
1-Suzzallo, Henry. Our Faith in Education. F. 186
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let us Investigate our major organ in the formation of
this intangible and all important something which we
call Public Opinion . The Press! No family is
too poor to take some newspaper once a day. The big
newspapers of the country vie with one another for the
largest circulation. Where does the average citizen
get his opinion on the various Issues of the day? Ask
him! Prom the newspaper. Is it his opinion he is ex-
pounding or is he simply reflecting the statement of
some one newspaper? How many people buy two or three
newspapers per day, reflect on their various opinions
and then form their own? Who writes the newspapers
anyway, - where do they get their opinion in the first
place, - and why does one newspaper back one man while
another slams him?
One of the great dangers of press power
,
a per-
version which, happily, is on the decline, is when one
paper or a group of papers are monopolized by certain
political leaders or groups to voice their opinions
and promote their advancement. Because of the import-
ance which the advertising matter plays in the success
of any newspaper there is grave danger from dictator-
ship by those in a position to withdraw large amounts
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of such advertising support. You say that most people
would appreciate the peculiar position of the owners under
such circumstances and discount anything they might be
forced to do for their own protection. "If the paper
commands a host of readers by the attractiveness of its
non-political matter, the support it gives to the politi-
cal group, or the man, still continues to tell on their
minds; and it must be remembered tnat the great majority
of these readers are neither well informed nor intelli-
gent enough to realize the nature of the game that is
1
being played." Through such a procedure men may be
made to suffer more than they would if attacked in a
public speecn, where they would have the opportunity to
repudiate any false statements.
'
--
. =4
1 - Bryce, James* Modern Democracies. F. 99
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The High Cost of Campaigning
3 - The financial demands made upon any candidate for
office are so extensive that only a rich man can really
afford the luxury of accepting a nomination. In fact,
money nas such power in campaigning that It is now cus-
tomary for eacn party to agree not to exceed a certain
figure. Even so, the rich man has quite a ’jump* on
the poor one, for many candidates never let the^r rignt
hand know what their left hand is doing.
Most of our public offices do not pay a salary in
keeping with the social demands of such officials. It
Is this loophole that causes so much graft among public
officials. Electioneering is expensive, many personal
favors are done for the candidate with an eye to some
return in actual money, or some indirect form of polit-
ical graft, of which both the doer and receiver of the
favor is conscious. These debts must be paid, and if
they cannot come out of a personal fortune they must
come from the public, either deliberately or by a re-
turn of favors and purposeful oversights on the part
of the candidate once he has been elected to office.
"No Democratic Congressman from Manhattan Island can
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seek re-election today if he has offended the leader
of Tammany Hall, especially if he has failed to make
1
financial contribution.''
a
1-Villard, Oswald Garrison. If Ramsay MacDonald were
an American. Harper’s
- Feb., 1930
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Our Missing Sense of State -
4 - A large proportion of the population is absolutely
lacking in any sense of responsibility for the country, -
they have no sense of »State.» They are so absorbed in
private interests and well being that unless somebody
sticks a gun in their faces they remain blissfully un-
aware of even the general stream of social tendency,
"They view the political conflict as a drama in which
they have no part. They show no interest in its actors
or its scenes. They ask only that their private af-
1
fairs remain unfettered by public interruption." No
small part of our civic failure may be traced directly to
such indifference or downright disinterestedness on a
large portion of the population. That the good citizen
gives willingly and freely of his time and energy for the
common good has quite evidently not been sufficiently
stressed in the past, "The »good citizen
1
is not he
who obeys the laws, but he who has an active sense of
2
being an integral part of the State."
We are part of a nation only in so far as we can
helt to mold that nation, and if we possess those rare
qualities of leadership and are recognized by our
1-
Bryce, James. Modern Democracies. Vol, 2. P. 42.
2-
Follett, M.P. The New State. P. 339.
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compatriots and honored in an official capacity we should
welcome such opportunity for service; if, on the other
hand, we are just ordinary John Jones without any pre-
text to more than average ability in any line we can do
our duty and shoulder our share of the responsibility
by maintaining a critically interested attitude towards
all public affairs and political issues. Corruption
cannot occur if the majority of the citizens assume
such an attitude. History has proven that when an
overturning of government is staged it is because the
people want good government, not self government. Men
seem to tire very easily of politics. "Nowhere have
the masses of the people shown a keen or abiding desire
for political power." Political overturnings, history
shows us, have received little encouragement from the
conviction that the people are best suited to rule, or
from the desire of the average man to share in the re-
sponsibilities of governing,
Eryce tells us that popular government has been
usually sought and won and valued not as a good thing
in itself, but as a means of getting rid of tangible
grievances or securing tangible benefits, and when those
1-Bryce, James Modern Democracies Vol. 1. P. 41
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objects have been attained, the interest in it has gen-
erally tended to decline. Quite naturally when the in-
terest declines the corruption creeps in until the peo-
ple become acutely aware that they are living under the
domination of an exceedingly unwholesome government -
and they rebel; and so the fate of a democracy is de-
pendent upon a constant pitch of high interest among the
citizenry. "Government even in the most democratic
countries, is still thought of as an external » ruler*
operating from above, rather than as an organ by which
people associated in pursuit of common ends can most
effectively co-operate for the realization of their own
1
aims.
"
1 - Ford, James Social Problems and Social Policy
P. 126.
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What does "Politics" imply to American ears -
5 - Let us consider the significance attached to the
word ,,Politics ,, in this country as compared with, - let
us say, Switzerland. "in direct contrast with the con-
dition prevailing in certain other countries, the term
"politician" carries to most American ears a distinctly
1 *
sordid connotation." If we look deeper into the
question we will find that the average American citizen
has been so 'hot on the trail' of the almighty dollar
that he has had neither the time nor energy to devote to
public service. As a result, for the most part, only
second-rate men have served us in this capacity; and,
being second-raters, stooping to turn public affairs to
their private gain has not been above them. "Politics"
becomes the trade of a class which is especially expert
in manipulation of their fellows and skilled in the "ac-
celeration" of public opinion. "Politics" then gets a
bad name, and the aloofness from public matters of those
best fitted theoretically to participate in them is
2
further promoted."
In Switzerland the politician is among the most re-
spected of the community. Switzerland is a small but
-
—- ----- -
1-
Chapman and Counts. Principles of Education. P. 281.
2-
Kilpatrick, Wm. Heard. Education for a Changing
Civilization. P. 127.
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most successful democracy and Its success is not entirely
due to the high intelligence of the citizenry nor to the
attention paid to the teaching of civic duty hut rather
to the highly developed sense of State which tradition has
fostered in all classes and their long practice in self-
government. Six hundred years have gone to the molding
of the political thought and habits of the Swiss, so we
should not be impatient. It is related that an American
visitor, admiring the close, smooth greensward of the
Fellow* s Garden at Trinity College, Cambridge, England,
inquired how the college came to have such a lawn. The
answer was: "We have been watering and mowing and roll-
ing it for three hundred years."
The little village of Armonk, N. Y. has such a
unique spirit of public service from the point of view
of our American newspapers that it has been written up
in the Boston Post of March 13, 1931. "Apathy over
*
politics and a refusal of business men to run for office,
two weaknesses of democracy, are unknown in Armonk."
They are now engaged with electing a board of fire com-
missioners, - no salaries go with the jobs, and yet each
candidate is so eager to receive the election that they
are said to be hiring airplanes to drop circulars among
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the townspeople to guide the voters in their favor. Such
enthusiasm for unpaid positions is new in America, and,
despite my present altruistic frame of mind I cannot
help but question, along with the reader and the rest
t
of the United States, - just what the elected comminsion-
ers will get out of the position that makes it so worth
their while to go after it. A most unworthy thought,
but it quite proves my point that "politics" is not a
highly esteemed occupation in America. "Those only
*
are truly noble who serve others for honor’s sake, and
1
give no thought to reward."
In time we shall build up a worthy bond of politi-
cal thought in our citizenry. "We get good citizenship
by creating those forms within which good citizenship
can operate, by making it possible to acouire the habit
2
of good citizenship by practice of good citizenship."
To date we have been so busy bringing our nation
up to a respectable standard of Literacy that we have
done little or nothing in the public school to stimu-
late reflected thinking. "So a democracy that has been
taught only to read, and not also to reflect and judge,
will not be the better for the ability to read."
1-
Louisa M. Muhlbach. Thoughts for Every Day by Annie
2-
Follett, M.P. The New State. P. 539. ‘ Bryant.
3-
Bryce, J. Modern Democracies. Vol. II. P. 73.
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Strong leaders are not encouraged. -
6 - The people do not seem to want strong leaders,
but the people do not always know enough to know what
is good for tnem. uarlyle was a democrat who did not
believe taat all men are created equal. He hated so-
cial injustice and attacked the factory-system with
manly wrath, but he insisted, in such books as ’Past
and Present' and ’Heroes and Hero-Worship' that the
majority of men are fools who need leadership and ev-
1
en control by the power of gifted individual minds."
"For more than a Hundred .years the people in pur-
suance of their ideal of a perfectly balanced govern-
ment, a scheme designed to thwart leadership, had ob-
served this particular habit of senators, and some of
the most fatal policies ever put into effect were
pressed in tnis way by senators who have been honored
in their day, if not on the pages of informed history.
(Minority hold ups in the Senate.) The people of the
country are responsible; they have never seriously en-
deavored to change their Constitution in this respect;
they do not now, in view of the risks of long deadlocks,
even wish to change it in favor of responsible leader-
l-shuster, George N. English Literature. P. 291.
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ship . Americans like a government tnat can be dead-
locked; they are afraid of able leaders who conceive
1
great ideas and seek to do great things for the nation."
The English policy whereby the executive can only stay
in office so long as he retains the confidence of the
legislature prevents deadlocks and gives more definite
purpose to the rather unwieldy size of the modern leg-
islature.
In our early democracy suffrage was restricted
whereas today not only all adult men and women but all
the negroes, at least theoretically, and Americanized
immigrants possess the privilege of voting . While
most of the founders of our constitution were men of un-
usual ability and superior intelligence, our present
neterogeneous population must be taken for better or
worse, - mostly worse. Our early government was de-
cidedly Representative. The voters picked the best and
most honest statesman, put their fate in his hands and
trusted to his good judgment and superior ability, -
the obvious result was strong, powerful leadership .
These early Americans seemed to honor this quotation
from Voltaire, - "Divide the human race into twenty parts
and there will be nineteen composed of those who work
1-Dodd, Win. E. Woodrow Wilson and his Work. P. 378.
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with their hands, and who will never know that there
was a Locke in the world; in the twentieth part remain-
ing, how few men are there who can read? -- and among
those who can there will be twenty who read romances
to one who studies science. The number of those who
1
can think is excessively small. 1 ’
Now that all the mass have been given the vote and
a very, very limited amount of education, - the type
of which we will deal with presently, - they are becom-
ing suddenly conscious of the rights as citizens of a
democracy and withdrawing their support from any man
so bold as to represent them with his own mind instead
of playing as sort of bell boy to reflect their senti-
ments on every question. In doing this they are auto-
matically eliminating the best minds from the political
field, and are playing right into the hands of the po-
litical machines. The political machines do not want
the people to elect strong leaders because such men
are made of stuff that is not easily converted into
tools for their use.
The people want delegates now instead of represent-
atives . That is why each candidate must express him-
self on every question of the moment before the people
1-Randall, H. Making of Modern Mind. P. 357.
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will condescend to vote for him. If his views do not
exactly reflect their sentiments they do not give him
their vote. This attitude on the part of the people
results in a tendency to weak shifty leadership, - the
kind of man who tries to please all the people all the
time. "The rank and file of people, once willing
docilely to entrust the management of affairs to ’their
betters’ have been taking these affairs into their own
1
hands .
"
Our population has been publicly given a certain
amount of education, just enough to make them aware of
their rights. This education consists principally of
the ability to read and write, - the 'three R’s' as we
used to say. Only in the last generation has it been
anything more. What is the educational standard by
whicn any nation is judged, — Illiteracy. In a democ-
racy education of the masses is essential because the
prima facie evidence of backwardness is the voters' lack
of ability to read. Considered from the Literacy point
of view, may I ask, - How far does the ability to read
and write go towards making for civic competence?
Granted, that a large proportion of our voters can read
and write, ” it is thinking that matters, not reading, and
1-Peters, Charles Clinton. Objectives and Procedures
in Civic Education. P. 5.
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by Thinking I mean the power of getting at Facts and
arguing consecutively from them. This is political
1
education.
"
Not only is the average voter entirely unqualified
to make the decisions which he is constantly called upon
to make, and repeatedly presumes to do, the issues of
today are far more vast and complex and require much
finer insight into our human society than the world has
ever known, - "such a problem for example as the inci-
dence of taxation in our bafflingly complicated econom-
ic structure is enough to try the thinking abilities of
the most expert scholars in that field and is far be-
2
yond the grasp of the ordinary man." "This is equally
true in monetary legislation, the tariff, international
relations, price fixing, monopolies, race relations,
and other affairs of national and international impor-
tance. When we realize that the intricacies of our
problems will increase as the years progress it is ap-
parent that the political education in this country,
now a mere babe in arms, must grow to manhood over night
unless we make use of those gifted in this capacity.
"Humanity, even democratic humanity, is not ready to
3
take authority unto itself and accept the responsibility
1-
Bryce, James. Modern Democracies. P. 72.
2-
Peters, C.C. Objectives and Procedures in Civic
3-
Hart, Jos. K. Democracy in (Education. P. 5.
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of determining its own destiny by means of its own in-
1
telligence.
"
Just what are the requirements for such an educa-
tion as would make the citizenry capable of practicing
their rights for the benefit of all? What are the
chances of this education to accomplish such a huge task?
"There are, likewise, techniques for developing skills,
others for developing concepts, others for prepared judg-
ments, and others for every psychological component
that enters into any form of social efficiency, except
for those traits which are inherited as instinctive or
physical bases upon which ability rests, and these can be
2
reached through vocational or eugenic selection."
To quote from Irving Babbitt’s book on Democracy
and Leadership, - "if one discovers frequently pseudo-
mystical elements in the claims to leadership of the
aesthetes, the supermen, and the scientific intellectuals,
this element is even more visible in those who would, in
the name of Democracy dispense with leadership alto-
gether Walt Whitman does not admit the need of the
leader who looks up humbly to some standard and so be-
comes worthy to be looked up to in turn. The only
leadership he contemplates apparently is that of *bhe
11 ~
1-Hart, Jos. K. Democracy in Education. P. 368.
p
^-Peters, C.C. Objectives and Procedures in Civic
Education. P. 23.
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ideal democratic bard who flatters the people’s pride
and chants the divine average If one deals with
nature realistically one may find here and there a per-
son who is worthy of respect and occasionally one who
is worthy of reverence. Anyone, on the other hand,
who puts his faith in the divinity of the average is
destined, if we are to trust the records of history,
1
to pass through disillusion to a final despair."
1-Babbitt, Irving. Democracy and Leadership.
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Prevalence of modern ideal of personal success -
7 - For the past century or more the ideal which
has been held up to American youths has been that of
Personal Success. Our economic life has been draw-
ing more than its share of the talent of the country.
It may be quite as natural to serve others as one
serves one’s self, but wh§n the world falls on its
face to the successful business man and casts barely
a glance at the public servant, can we blame the
bursting energies of youth from turning to the road
where praise and reward are most plentiful? "The
idols of our times are the successful fighters, not
1
the successful servants."
1-Voelker, Paul Frederick. Teachers College Publication
1929. The Function of
Ideals and Attitudes
in Social Education. Experimental Study. P.16
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Providing Lftat educational administrators do real-
ize the responsibility which the schools owe the public
and do set up a scientific method of analyzing, recogniz-
ing and training in those qualities which make for bet-
ter political leadership, how are we going to overcome
the political difficulties involved in getting our can-
didates elected?
Just now the expense and notoriety of election-
eering, the power of the party machine and all the other
difficulties seem insurmountable. Even if we could
provide the leaders willing to undergo all these tor-
tures, it is obvious that the public does not want
strong leadership. It wants to have its * finger in the
pie* all the time.
However, is it not safe to assume that by applying
ourselves to the problems nearest, as the woodsman clears
the brambles underfoot first, we will progress faster,
and be better able to attack those in the distance? It
is not improbable that the knowledge gleaned in a study
of politics for the purpose of recognizing loopholes
and determining just what type of leadership can serve
-
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the public best, may so influence the point of view
of our future citizens that the present political ob-
stacles to a better type of leadership will be elimin-
ated without necessitating a deliberate attack upon them
Let us trust that as we approach these problems
our vision and understanding will be correspondingly
sharpened, and until then it is safe to assume that
the old adage which tells us not to cross a bridge un-
til we come to it is still the sane course to follow.
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